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INTERNATIONAL COLLOQUY "THE TEACHER AND THE SCIENCE OF

EDUCATION"

The International Colloquy: "The Teacher and the Science

of Education" was heldin Prague from October 22 - 26, 1979

with the participationnof specialists from 11 countries of

tile European region and a representative of the Unesco Secre-

tariat in Paris. The Colloquy was organized by the European

Informatiad'Centre of Charles University for the Further Edu-

cation of Teachers, with the participation of the Czechoslovak

National Commission for Uneecc.; the Unesco Secretariat and in

cooperation with the Central Institutes for the Education of

Educational Personnel in Prague and in Bratislava, The Inter-

national Colloquy was held under the auspices of Prof. Zdenek

teaks, Rector of Charles University in Prague and Correspondin4

Member of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences.

The Colloquy opened with speeches and addresses by Karel

tepidka, Deputy Minister'of Education of'the Czech Socialist

Republic, Bohualav Sykora, Vice-Rector of Charles University,'

Ladislav Halberdtdt, Chairman of the Czech Committee of the

Trade Union of Workers in Education and Sciences Zuzana Bajcu-

rovd, Head of Delegation of the Ministry of Education of the

Slovak Socialist Republic, Zdenek Suchomel, representative of

the Czechoslovak National Commission for Unesco and Liliane

Berney, representative of the International Bureau of Educatio

/Unesco, Geneva/.

The Opening Session of the Colloquy was Chaired by an

Honorable Presidium whose members included:

Zuzana Bajcurovd, Head of Delegation of the

Ministry of Education of the Slovak Socialist Republic,

Liliane Berney , Representative of Unesco/IBE,

Geneva

!Karel tK. pidka., Deputy Minister of. Education of

the Czech Socialist Republic

Ladislav Halberdtdt, Chairman of the Czech

Committee of the Trade Union of Workers in Education and

Science

tJ 0.4



Svatopluk Petrddek, Director of the European
Information Centre of Charles University for Further
Education of Teachora, Vice-Dean of the Pedagogical
Faculty of Charles University /Chairman/

Zdenek S u ch o m e 1 , representative of the Czecho-
slovak National Commission for Unesco

Bohualav Sykora, Vice-Rector of Charles
University

V.A. Slastenin , Member of the delegation of
the USSR

Karel T m e j , Director, Central Institute for the
Education of Educational Personnel, Prague.

The Colloquy was attended bythe following honorable guests

representing Czechoslovak State and Party bodies:

Oldtich Fabian, Director of the UN Information
Centre in Prague

Helena Jailkovd', representative of the Ministry
of Education of the Czech Socialist Republic

JiPi Mdfidka, Director of the Research Institute
for Engineering Studies, Czech Technical University, Prague

Milan 'Mordvek , representative of the Department
for Education of the Government Presidium of the Czecho-

slovak Socialist Republic

MilenaReinidovd , representative of the Cze-
chosl9vak National Commission for Unesco

Miloslav Wore,. representative of the Department
for Education and Science of the Central Committee of the
Communist Patty of Czechoslovakia.

The individual sessions of the Colloquy were alternately

moderated by the following participants:

Hans Berger , GDR

W.B,Dockrel 1 , UK

Werner Kirsch , GDR

Janina Maciaszek, Polish PR
Barica Marentid-Potarnik, SFRY

S. Meader: , USSR

Svatopluk Petrddek, tSSR
V.A. Slastenin, USSR
Dana Tollingerovd , tSSR



Ante Vukasovie; , SFRY

The discussions on the individual subject areas were summed

up by the following Rapporteurs:

Ladislav 5ur1 d , Polish PR

Manfred H a a k , GDR

Boleslaw hornowski,Polish PR
Gilbert Metraux , Switzerland

Endre "bolen, Hungarian PR

The General Raspporteur and Chairman of the Commission

for Drafting tha Final Recommendation was Dana Tollingerovd.

The conference languages of the Colloquy were Czech, Slovak,

Russian, German and English.

The International Colloquy was held on the premises of

the Central Club of Education and Science of the Czechoslo-

vak Revolutionary Trade Union Movement, Prague 1, Na ptikopd 10.

The Colloquy was attended by 58 experts in the capacity of

participants /of this 30 Proud abroad and 28 from the Czecho-

slovak Socialist Republic/ and 16 experts in the capacity of

observers.

The foreign participants came i4J,.. the following countries:

USSR /5/,.Hungarian PR /4/, Polish PR /3/, Bulgari iPR /6/,

GDR /5/, Great Britain /2/, Switzerland /2/, France 1/,

SFRY /2/. For a detailed list of participants see Supplement

1/1
The Colloquy was prepared in the spirit of the Final Act

of the 1975 Helsinki Conference on Security and Cooperation in

Europe. It contributed to mutual understanding and confidence

among nations with different social systems by giving them the

opportunity tti exchange views and experiences with the further

education and self-education of teachers in the theoretical

fields of the educational sciences. It created conditions for

the further and more consistent exchange of educational know-

ledge and information between experts from the individual coun-

tries of the European region and for improving the in-service



education of teacners by independent work with educational infor-

mation while fully respecting the specificities of the educatio-

nal and social systems in the individual countries.

The Colloquy followild up on the resulta and respected the

recommendations of previous international actions, namely the

36th and 27th esco Conferences on -Education /Geneva 1977 and .

1979/, the international scientific conference of educatio-

nalists,from the socialist countries concerning the teacher

/Warsaw 2477.7., the results of national conferences of teachers

which were held in the European countries of the socialist co-

mmunity in the ;,ears 1976 - 1979 and last but not least on the

final document of the round-table discussion on the development

of education in the world up to the year 2000 organized by the

European Information Centre 'of Charles University for Further

Education of Teachers in Prague with the participation of repre-

sentetives of the '_Inesco Secretariat in May 1979.

In 1:.e nurruw sense of the word the mission of the Collo-

quy was to dive the participants the opportunity to exchange

views on independent work with educational information as one

of the highly effe'c'tive forma of the pre-service and in-service

!sclucation of teachers. The Colloquy also focused on the evalua-

tion of the possibilities of regional
cooperation in this field.

The keynote papers of the International Colloquy corres-

ponded to these specialized objectives and the five day session

was subordinated to theme.

The Working Session was opened by the keynote paper

presented by Svatopluk Petreek on the subject The teacher

and the educational sciences",
formulating the basic postulates

of the Colloquy /see Supplement 6/1/.

The keynote paper was completed by the support paper pre-

sented by K. Tmej "Education of Teachers as the Subject of

Research" which presented a detailed information on the ideolog-

ical postulates and results of the scientific research of the

teacher, his pre-service ann'in-service education as it is



implemehted tinder the:h. Tmej s guidance within the plan of

research of the sector of education. The second support paper

by presented by V.A. Slastenin and dealt with "Educational

science and the f,.:ruing of the teacher's creative attitude"

/the full v.ersior.s of both pl;.ers are putdfshed in supplements

EV2, E../3/.

On the uge,idu of the Colloquy were free and controlled

discussions and tha adoption of conclusions related to the

following five subject areas:

1. The science of e.tucotion as means of raising the effective-

nese of the educational process and as part of the initial

and further education of teachers.

2. The teacher as the user of the scientific educationa.1 infor-

matidn. SJientific information for the teacher, its specific

hatacter, sources, availability, communicability, currency,

costliness and other properties.

J. The teacher's attitude towards educational sciences. The

fight against empirism in teaching practice. The scientific

control of instruction.

4. Aciiuising the acquisition of the knowledge of educational

sciences in the process of the education and self-education

6z teachers.

5. The teacher as the c author of educational knowledge. The

generalization o the beat experience of educational pract-

ice as the source of the development of educational sciences.

Development of the educational creativity of teachers.

.In their evaluation of the proceedings and results of

the international Colloquy made in form of oral communications

the participants agreed that all narts of the Colloquy agenda

had a high scientific standard, a
dignified course, that it had

met the set objectives and had initiated and stimulated the so-

lution of the discussed problems. In this connection the parti-

cipants positively evaluated the working methods of the Colloquy,



namely their diversity and the opportunity given them for an

open discussion. Well proven was work in small groups focused

on set subjects. The organizers were thanked for their success-

ful and selfless work. The content of the Colloquy the topicality

of the discussed subjects was highly appreciated. The implemen-

tation of educational theory in educational practice was des-

cribed by all participants as being one of the key questions

of the further development of educational systems. The partici-

pants expressed tVe view that the Colloquy had been a contribu-

tion by stimulating very useful further international coopera-

tion between interested experts in, elaborating and putting out

specialized publications.

The Colloquy closed with the presentation of the Final

Recommendations by the General Rapporteur. The Recommendations

were specified and completed and then unanimously approved by the

participants /for complete wording see Supplement D/1/.

The five day proceedings of the Colloquy were held in an

etmosphere of mutual understanding and friendly cooperation.,
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II

IDEOLOGICAL AND THEORETICAL ORIENTATION OF INTERNATIONAL

coploguy AS EXPRESSED SY THE MAIN PAPERS

The keynote paper presented by Svatopluk Petradek: "The

teacher and the science of education" expressed the ideolog-

ical and theoretical orientation of the international Colloquy .

/see Supplement 8/1/

In his paper the author stated that the significance of

the educational sciences for teachers ie increasing with the

further deepening of scientific and technical development, i.e.,

the process which results in the abundance of new educational

and other scientific information overcoming knowledge which had

so far been considered as relevant. The teacher feols the need

to continuously educate himself and to maintain his qualifica-

tion standard at the level required by current development;

on the other hand society requires of him that the standard of

his educational mastery be adequate to the needs of the develop-

ment of education-and of the educational system. In practice

this means that as during the period of his initial training

as well as throughout his whole life the teacher tries to acquire

and create new ecientific and educational information and stri-

ves to apply this information to hie educational practice. This

seeking and creative activity is implemented by the teacher's

participation in various organized activities oriented to furt-

her education of teachers, as well as through purposeful, pur-

pose-oriented and systematic self-education. A number of precon-

ditions have to be created to make this creative activity effec-

tive.
1/

It is also neceeeary to enable the tmashir to participate

in the work of a team which is resolving e eelected scientific

or educational problem, to require of the teacher to Implement

his self-education according to a rationally compiled plan

containing all indspeneable components /themes, datelines, the

literature, etc./, to lead the teacher to make systematic and

13



allround analyses of achievements and shortcomings in the orga-

nization of the educational process, to secure for the teacher's

self-education adequate material equipment /a library with abun-

dance of relevant literature, teaching aids and educational

technology, equipment for resources and methodical centres, etc./,

to organize systematic and
purposeful supervision of the self-

education of teachers. In this connection the author of the

keynote paper put forward the question of the kind of educational

information is required by the teacher from the educational

sciences and in the creation of what kind of educational infor-

Mation the teacher should take part, namely in the process of

his self- education.

First of all the author of the keynote paper expressed

his conviction that educational information should mainly be

such which deals with the relations between society, education

an pedagogy, i.e., mainly knowledge of the Marxist-Leninist the-

ory of education, i.e., the problem area of the class character

of oducatiOn, the education of an allround and harmoniously

developed socialist personality,
the formation of the scientific

world opinion and communist morale, education in the collective

and through the collective and familiarization with the criticism

of current bourgeois theories of education. Another important

aspect is the familiarization of teachers with the basic princip-

les of educational policy and the aims of communist education,

the problems of the basic specificities of individual develop-

ment, i.e., knowledge of the relationship between social con-

ditions and individual development, types of activities, in-

dividual psychical development and its basic stages, the know-

ledge of the general laws of the educational process, the sub-

ject of pedagogy, the fundamental
pedagogical categories, the

system of educational sciences and pedagogical methodology.

The second important group of educational information is

such which is related to the educational process. The author

of the keynote address discussed the problems of education for

communist awareness and behaviour, the whole problem area of the

content of communist education, the problems of the education

14



,of the personality in the collective, the problem area of

the methods of communist education and finally the problems

of the interaction of the educational forces of society in the

process of the communist education of youth.

The third group of information is such educational infor-

mation which is related to the process of instruction. This is

vainly related to questions linked with the substance of teact-

ing in a socialist schook, be it the problem area of the aims

of instruction, the-generel character of instrue:ion or ques-

tions related to didactic principles,'with the content of

instruction, the activity of the teacher and the pupils in the

process of instruction, the organization of instruction and

finally questions related to the problem area of respecting

the individual specificities of the pupils in the teaching pro-

cess.

The fourth group of educational information is such which

is related to the problem area of the administration and super-

vision of the educational process, its organization in the

school and to the role of the educationalists. Basically this

information concerns questions related to the supervision of

school collectives, the supervision of the educational and teach-

ing process, out-of-school work and questions related to coope-

ration with various educational institutions and organizations

in society. This problem area will also include information

related to the creation of favourable conditions for the educa-

tional process. Separate attention will be merited by educational

information related to the teacher, be it questions of the peda-

gogical profession, the mission of the teacher, in schools of

different types and levels, the problem area of the creative

character of the activity of the teacher, the pre-service and in-

service education of the teacher.

The fifth and last group of information comprises such

educational information which is related to the problem area

of the development of the unified socialist educational System.

1 0



This is mainly information .which is related to educational

system in other countries, namely in the countries of the

socialist community, information on the socio-economic condi-

tions of the development of the individual educational systems,

their structure, the prospects of their further development.

Significant is educational information which critically evalua-

tes the character of the non-socialist educational systems.

The author of the keynote address pointed out that for

the teacher the psychological and pedagogical problem is not

only to become acquainted with knowledge produced by educational

science but that to accept this information in confrontation

with practice, to absorb it in his qualification and on the

basis of his practical experience to use this information as

feedback to influence the activity of those who are involved in

educational sciences.

All that is new in the educational system does notdevelop

by itself but organically develops from the current practice of

education and teaching. Educational sciences are therefore not

only orientated to the research of what exists in the schools

but to all that cat: raise practice to a higher level. The fun-

damental significance of educational sciences is to contribute

to the deeper cognition of the substance of education and the

laws of the educational process.
With this knowledge it is then

possible to effectively control and further develop this process.

Only educational science which is not burdened with practicism

and has been exempted from
drab routine, is able to develop a

theory which will antecede practice. And it is here, emphasises

the author, that the role of the teacher as the user of know-

ledge of educational science and the verifier of this knowledge

in practice comes to the fore. It is here that the role of the

teacher stands out as the factor who implements the results

of theoretical research which has been conducted fully respec-

ting the methodology of dialectical materialism, The Aeacher

is obligated to do this by the social conditionality of educa-

tion and teaching.

16
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In the first support paper The Education of Teachers as

the Object of Research" /see Supplement B/2/. K. Tmej presented

a characteristic of the current approach to the study of the

problem area of teacher training in the Czechoslovak Socialist

Republic and indipated certain prospective trends in this field

of education. He pointed out that this was a very complex

methodological problem area whose complex and scientifically

founded concept Marxist pedagogical theory and practice has

gradually developed. He also indicated further ways of resolving

the current state of the given problem area.

He proceeded from the fact that teacher education repreaenta

an extremely complex educational system both in its institutio-

nal organizational form and in its content and pedagogical and

methodological structure which in the conditions of the construc-

tion of an advanced socialist society, namely in the period of

the scientific and technical revolution is undergoing profound

changes in its inner and outer structure.

He underlined that the dynamic development of teacher edu-

cation within the framework of the Czechoslovak educational

system anteceded the development of pedagogical theory which in

the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic began constituting itself

purposefully on the principles of Marxist- Leninist Philosophy

and theory only in the 1950.s.

The support paper documented that the endeavour for the

most complex grasping of the subject of the study of the

problem area of teacher education underwent a complicated de-

velopment in which it was necessary to solve a wide range of

questions not only of methodological character, such as the

application of syetems and interdisciplinary approaches, etc.,

but also questions related to organization and personnel. Despite

persisting difficulties the current state indicates that we are

being more succeeaful in understanding and resolving the system

of teacher education as a problem area: with a rich 'inner struc-

ture any with external determinants acting on the dynamics of

its changes.
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In the second support paper "Educational Science and the

Formating of the Creative Attitude of the Teacher" see Supple-

ment B/3/. V.A.Slastenin showed how the project of pedagogic-

al work which does not as yet exist in reality but is only an

ideal project is being built as the result of a whole complex

of scientific research.

The teacher receives this project in form of syllabi and

curricula, text-books, various recommendations, etc. The project

is gradually implemented and a new pedagogical reality which

originates in harmony with this project again becomes the sub-

ject of research. We thus obtain a closed cycle: "Science -

prac.ace - science". Scientific knowledge which has originated

in this cycle on the one hand rerves to clarify what is taking'

place in the pedagogical process, i.e., to reveal its substan-

ce and on the other hand determines certain pedagogical proce-

dures.

In the teacher's work are linked all threads running from

pedagogical science, in it is materialized all knowledge

acquired by this science.

The personality of the educationalist as the active creator

and transformer, said V.A. Slastenin, should incorporate not

only the ability to simply imitate the work of good teachers

but also to become acquainted with the substance of the peda-

gogical proceis, to find its deep foundations. Pedagogical science

frees each individual teacher of the necessity of carrying out

hopeless work. i.e., to repeat the entire experience acquired

by the pedagogical and cognitive activity of mankind. The rfi-

sults of educational science, however, only indicate the general'

and statistically routine road towards attaining the respective

goals. The teacher should use these results in. concrete unique

pedagogical situations, he should become the creator of the pe-

dagogical process and through this process the creator of the

spiritual world of his pupils.

18
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III

DISCUSSION AND DELIBERATIONS OF INTEPthATIONAL COLIO9UY

ON PROBLEM ABEAS AND CONCLUSIONS THERETO

let Problem Area: The Science of Education as a Means of

Raising the Effectiveness of the Educational Process and as

Part of the Initial and Further Education of Teachers.

The discussion concerning the let problem area was

opened by the keynote paper presented by M. Kofinek /Czecho-

slovakia/ and was complemented by support papers presented

by A. Vukasovia /SFRY/ and B.V. Biryukov /USSR/. Taking the

floor in the discussion and presenting written communications

were E. Zibolen /Hungarian PR/, W. Kirsch /GDR/ and S. Krawcewicz

/Polish PR/.

M. Ko1'Inek /CSSR/ in his keynote paper: "The role of the

science of education in raising the effectiveness of the educa-

tional activities of teachers" dealt with the following aspects

of the problem area:

- what is the attained level of the development of educational

sciences,

- how are the results of pedagogical cognition reflected in the

improvement of the educational work of teachers,

- what are the possibilities of improvement in this field.

In hie paper he proceeded mainly from the situation in

Czechoslovakia, possibly from a similar situation prevailing

in other socialist countries.

As the moat important factor in the attained level of the

development of the educational sciences the author considers

the result of the work of many Czechoslovak educationalists in

recent years who took part in the elaboration of the scientific

documents for the Project'of the Further Development of the

Czechoslovak Educational System and for the concept of a unified

and comprenensivo system of'communist education.

13
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Within this framework educational science is oriented mainly

to the verification of existing documente for the implementation

of the system of education at the individual levels. This con-

cerns syllabi, curricula, text-books and other methodological

materials which are the instruments of the introduction of the

new- concept of education in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic

which is gradually being implemented since 1976.

Aa concerns the reflection of pedagogical cognition on

the improvement of the educational work of teachers the author

pointed out that scientific institutions in the field of the

educational sciences have already made available a great amount

of knowledge and many verified documents which can contribute to

raising the level of educational work in schools and in other

educational institutions.

It cannot, however, be aaid that the results of pedagogical

cognition are fully used in drafting educational norms and that

they are fully accepted and implemented in practice.

Thip phenomenon has many causes, i.e.,_subjective and

objective.

The objective causes include first of all the specific

nature of-educational knowledge, i.e., knowledge reflecting the

recognized laws of pedagogical phenomena and processes in the

scientific laws of pedagogy. These laws reflect the laws of

education as a complex social phenomenon and make possible the

aware suPervieion of educational activity. Their diverse levels

or generality correspond to the diverse levels of the scientific

control of educational activity.

The use of recognized objective lave dep nds to a consi-

derable extent on the subjective factor, i.e., on the teacher,

his attitudes, qualification, mastery and on the conditions of

his work.

The author believes that a significant improvement in this

field can be attained in two ways depending on the character of

2u



the causes of the shortcomings. The former concerns the orien-

tation of educational science, the latter is oriented to the

transmission of the results of educational science to the teacher

an.1 their practical Implementation. Both orientations are related

to'the specification of the cycle: science- development - im-

plementation in the field of the educational sciences.

The factor of decisive importance for the concept and

implementation of this cycle Is the orientation of the thematic

area of basic and applied research. Also very important is the

concept of this research with regard to the unity of theory

and practic.I.

The teacher and instructor can also use the results of

partial research projects, evic:. more valuable are, however,

synthetic studies which allow him to master the structure of

education at the given level, in the given institution, etc.

In this respect educational experiments aimed at verifying theo-

retical hypotheses and models of education are specially valu-

able from the point of view of the project of the further

development of the Czechoslovak educational system. They are

being carried out at experimental schools which then become

the centres for spreading verified procedures on a larger scale.

The implementatim of scientific knowledge in the field of

education is from the greater part made possible through policy,

possibly through educational policy. The socialist society

which was establishes and is developing on the basis of scien-

tific theory has all pre-requisites to allow socialist educa-

tion to develop on the basis of educational theory.

The results of pedagogical knowledge enter the pedagogical

process primarily through its application to the concept forma-

tion of the respective school level; to the system of documents

and methodical materials, text-books and teaching and learning

aide. They directly reach the teacher And the instructor through

the system of the'pre-service and in-service education of edu-

cational personnel.



. . -

In conclusion the author states that the rapid development

of educational sciences requires of every qualified worker

to continuously update hia knowledge to the level, of the current

development of the science. Life-long education o educational

personnel Is therefore required. In the CzuchosloVak Socialist

Republic this system includes the post-graduate study of teachers

at institutions of higher education and other forms of education

provided by regional pedagogical institutes and district peda-

gogical centres.

A. Vukasovid /SFRY/. In the first support paper related to

the problem area: "Educational science - educational qualificat-

ion - the effectiveness of the educational process" the author

pointed out that educational work is preconditioned by the

accurate answers to two basic questions: "Why? and How? To be

able to answer the first question the teacher has to know the

specialized properties and educational qualities of the subject,

i.e., the discipline which he teaches in the school. The correct

answer to the second question is provided by his pedagogical

knowledge which form the teacher's pedagogical culture. Without

pedagogical knowledge and skills the teacher cannot correctly

and successfully fulfil his professional tasks.

Educational science is the foundation of educational quali-

fication and the basic precondition of effective educational

activity. Every teacher must therefore have to have a knowledge

not only of his subject but also has to have theoretical and

practical pedagogical training which is part of his professional

education.

In the implementation of tasks linked with education the

teachers first of all turn to the rational traits of psycho-

logical life; the rearing tasks mainly affect the emotional

and volitional traits of the personality. The fulfilment of

the latter tasks is therefore more complicated, laborious and

long-term. It assumes not only the formation of a certain aware-

ness but also the formation of a conviction and a world opinion,

the formation of positive qualities and character traits of the

personality, human qualities, which aecure the humane and. socially
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positive behaviour and activities of the subject. Such edu-

cational work assumes the reliable knowledge or a certain field

of science and the aware acquisition of the sc:entific world

opinion; it requires a good knowledge of didactics and methods

as well as a good knowledge of ethical and aesthetic values,

the knowledge of syllabi and the specificity and complexity of

the educational process and the methodology of the educational

activity concerned.

The author pointed to the serious gap in the system of the

initial education of intending teachers for the succer,21..)

fulfilment of educational tasks. Instruction is prevalently

orientated to the acquisition of knowledge and to much lesser

extent to the development of mental abilities and pedagogical

thinking, to the solution of creative plans and the acquisition

of the culture of mental work, to training for independent work

and self - education.. In instruction reproductive tasks prevail

over productive tasks. The teacher& inadequate interest and

readiness is manifested for the independent study of pedagogical

literature.

In order to make the pedagogical training of teachers,

which is one of the most important prerequisites, for improving

the quality of instruction and educational work in secondary

schools and institutions of higher education more progressive

and mode modern, a centre for raising pedagogical qualificat-

ions and for pedagogical research was established within the

framework of Zagreb University in 1971.

At the close of his paper the autihOr re-emphasised that

pedagogical theory must not underestilate positive practical

experience. On the other hand it is evident that the improvement

of practical educational work requires the knowledge and appli-

cation of pedagogical knowledge and laws.

The second support paper related to the said problem area

was by B.V, Biryukov /USSR/ and was devoted to the theme:

The ideas and means of cybernetics and logic as part of the

scientific fundamentals of the educational process" /the

support paper was not handed in in writing/.
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E. Zibolen /Hungarian PR/ in his communication "Educational

science and the effectiveness of the educational process"

proceeded from the idea of the indivisible linkage between edu-

cational science and the effectiveness of the educational

process on the one hand and the reletionshiphetween educetionel

science end educational reality on the other.

Simplifying somewhat it may be said that es concerns this

relationship in Hungary in the pest there have been two va-

riants: the training of intending teachers for national schools °

in teacher seminars and the education of intending teachers at

institutions of higher education. This probably corresponded

to the situation in the other European countrieo end in was

probably reflected the difference in the social position of the

teacher of the national school and the "'scientific teacher",

especially the grammar school teacher.

The profound difference between the education of the said

two types of teachers corresponded to the position which the

two school levels occupied in the educetionel system. They

had basically differing teaks in the socialization of pupils.

Their common cheracterietic was the sharp separation of theory

and practice.

The first newly established institutions for the speciali-

zed training of intending teachers after the second world war,

i.e., the College of Education, initially pursued the aim of

training its atudenta for work et lower school levels and

allowing them to teach certain subjects at upper levels of the

educational systems. For this reason it was assumed that the

teacher will need an equal amount of theoretical and practical

training.

In later years, thanks to the achievements cf the socialist

transformation of society and of the socialist cultural re-

volution a linkage yea established between theory and practice

based on the equilibrium of these two factors in :.'ucational

science and in teacher trainin. At present university atudenta
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of the teaching profeseion are provided with lectures in pedagogy

and practical teacher training up to the final teaching practice

in the fifth year of study. A similar parallel process takes

place et college of education and in courses for intending

teachers for the lower school level the two factors are linked

even closer. At present teechers et schools training for the

teaching profeseion in Hungary mostly come from the ranks of

those who have acquired an equal and balanced theoretical and

practical education.

It is evident, said the author of this paper in conclusion,

that the study period /up to the diploma award/ ahould be con-

ceived as the introductory and specially interleave part of trai-

ning for the future profeseion. With this approach the educatio-

nalist of the future may proceed from the state of professional

knowledge acquired in an elementary manner to the desirable level

of pedagogiaally effective mastery.

W Kirsch /GDR/ in his communication: "Methodological

problems of the relations between theory and practice in the

pedagogical training (xi teachers" stated that i,i the German De-

mocratic Republic all teachers and instructora at all levels of

the educational system, ranging from nursery schoola, general

educational polytechnical secondary schools, extended secondary

schools and all special education institutions have attained

the complete educational level required for the respective school.

The high standard of the specialized training of teachers

end instructGre enauee mainly from the consistent implementation

of bade principles, ouch as the unity of high scientific educa-

tion and socialist rearing, the unity of instruction and research,

the development of independent creative study and the unity of

theory and practice.

The author then dealt with certain methodological questions

concerning the relations between theory and practice in the spe-

cialized training of qualified teachers.
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The author expressed his conviction that in the advanced

concept practice is in a decisive manner influenced by the

standard of education which is always historically concrete.

Its transformation into material activity aimed at changing

objective reality is indirectly influenced by pedagogy. Peda-

gogical activity is an indirect material activity because it

changes man himself. The development of man takes place with

the increasing contribution of pedagogy.

In determining the aspects of the influence of the prin-

ciple of the unity of theory ard practice the author proceeds

from the necessity of a more accurate definition of ttte fields

of practice /practical fields/ and theory, knowledge and expe-

rience which reflect them. An coneerna the study of the teaching

profession the author distinguishes four possible approaches.

First of all education. and training in teacher training

institutes may be considered as the field of practice. Theory

corresponding to this process belongs to the level cf higher

education pedagogy. Thus the pedagogical process at higher

educetion level becomes the principal field of research orienta-

ted to raising the effectiveness and further developing teacher

education, as well as the theory of higher education pedagogy.

The second aspect of the action of the principle of theory

and practice on teacher eduCation is specific and to a consi-

derable extent decisive for the specialized education of teachers

for general education schools.

The third aspect concerns the involvement of students of

the teaching profession in social practice.

The fourth aspect of the action of the principle of the

unity of theory and practice, i.e., the involvement of students

in specialized research appears to be specially significant

In the implementation of the
requirement that teaching activity

ehoulu increasingly be carried out as a scientific activity.
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S, Krawcewlcz /Polish PP/ in him communication "Possibili-

ties of and limitations to the uae of educational sciences in

practice" conceived the subject area in a broad context.

In the first pert of tLe communication the author emphasised

and justified the strengthening general conviction about the

impact of the educational sciencee on the development and func-

tioning of the educational system.

Educational sciences are becoming an important component

of the educational system which ever more extensively and with

elver more explicit results provide infortation which condition

the development of this system, contribute to the development

of all specializations and all levels of the educational system,

to an increasing extent are becoming an inner force, a natural

developmental factor of educational processes, and their lin-

kage with the educational system is becoming firmer. It is nece-

ssary that the educational eciences should complement the know-

ledge of educational personnel by providing them with such data

which they need at different levels and different fields of their

educational and pedagogical activity.

The educational sciences are penetrating the educational

spasm more completely and more profoundly and are increasingly

influencing its development end functioning in different fields

and at different levels.

The author pointed out that there do, however, appear

contradicting views of the role of pedagogical research in the

development of the school system. Basically teachers point out

that the results of educational research are not always effective

in practice that they are not linked with the actual needs of

the school. On tho other hand scientific workers have often.

expressed the view that the achievements of educational sciences

are not being adequately implemented by teachers at school level.

These facts show that the Introduction of the results of educat-

ional sciences into the school system is not a smooth process

that it will not proceed without tension and conflicts.
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In the second part of his communication the author solves

certain significant aspects of the linkage of educational

research and educational practice at school level.

In the third part of his communication the author analyses

the occurrence of misunderstandings between science and every-

day experience in the development of educational research and

the introduction of its results into practice.

The fourth part of the communication deals with the obser-

vance of certain proportions between basic and applied research

which is an important condition of the development of educational

sciences.

The fifth part of the communication devotes attention to

the barrier which the author believes renders difficult the

development and application of the educational sciences in

practice and which he terms "the conflict of expectation". Ba-

sically he is concerned with situations in which practitioners

or theoreticians in various instances and connections in their

responses and approaches do not meet each other's expectations.

In the final and sixth part of the paper the author seeks

the answer to the question of how to distinguish possibilities

and to restrict barriers in the development and use of the prac-

tical implementation of the results of pedagogical sciences.

The following conclusions ensued from the papers, and

communications presented in relation to the 1st subject

area:
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In raising the effectiveness of the work of teachers in

the educational process great attention should be devoted to the

relationships between society and the educational process.

Educational aims can only be correctly defined if we

proceed from existing social processes and if we involve the

school in the social changes which have been or are being im-

plemented or which are bound to take place.

The teachcr plays the decisive role in the educational

process and in consequence the life-long education of teachers

is an important social demand.

The teacher is linked with scientific activity in three

different ways, i.e.,

- he mediates the results of scientific research to the pupils

and students in the form of the content of education and

instruction;

- he uses the results of scientific research in the process of

education and instruction for implementing this process on

a scientific basis;

- he himself takes part in the development of scientific know-,

ledge by generalizing his experience in direct participation

in research.

Proceeding from the fact that educational practice is

an inexhaustible source of theoretical knowledge the further

development of the educational sciences is possible only'on the

basis of the development of mutual relations between theory and

practice. This primarily means that educational sciences should

be orientated to the problems of educational practice.

The use and application of ecientific knowledge in educa-

tional practice requires that the teacher be systematically

trained and that in this respect he should further deepen.his

qualification. This is the fundamental tesk'of his permanent

education which should be conceived as the unity of instruction

and education implemented in the process of life-long education.
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In the process of teacher education d ?Loser linkage

should be established between t.1..-r.ry
and practice such as

will he manifested especially in the character of education,

aimed at mastering the basic pr,fessioh. :his applies both to

normative educational drumehtation and to the organizational

forma of education us well as to the clOse linkage between the

student' teacher with school practive throughout the period of

initial teacher training.

The teecner is simultaneously the creator and tne user of

educational sciences and contributes to their constitution and

development. Without his contribution educational sciences would

lose their purposefulness and practical impact.

The discussion revealed a number of problems which should

further be studied, such dB:

- the rapid and active introduction of the results of research

into school practice and the use of progressive pedagogical

. experience;

- the deepening of the unity of pedag,ogicel theory and practice,

fully respecting the diffarentluted needs of the teachers,

- the complex approach to the study of the educational process,

- the further development of the educational sciences with

regard to the results of other scientific disciplines, e.g.,

logic and cybernetics,

- the complex implementation of the principle of the unity

of theory and practice in the process of the pre-service and

in-service education of teachers,

- the deepening of the pedagogical adacation df teachers in

higher education with the aim of raising the effectiveness

of pre-service and inservice teacher edueettun.

Numerdad suggestions were put forw,,a for further act-

ivity in this field, e.g.:

- to establish a.group of specidliets fr,:ail different European

countries which under the guidance of tne European Information



Centre of Charles University for tt.e Further Education of

Teachers would study experience with the involvement of

teachers in research work and in other forms of work in which

is implemented the inter-relation of theor and practice,

- in the course of 2 - 3 years to hold a colloquy to evaluate

the results of this comparative study,

- to ask the European Information Centre of Charles University

.
for the Further Education of Teachers to publish a biblio-

graphy related to the above mentioned subject areas.



2nd problem area: The Teacher as the User of the Scientific

Educational Information, Scientific Information for the Teacher,.

its Specific Character, Sources, Availability, Communicability,

Currency, Costliness and other Properties.

The discussion on the second problem area was opened by

the keynote paper presented by H. Prochdzkovd /CSSR/, the

support papers were presented by J. Marko /CSSR/ and by B. Ma-

rentid-Poiarnik /SPRY /. Taking the floor in the discussion

/communications presented in writing/ were A. Merta /CSSR/,

F. Kdbele /CSSR/, J. Koplik /CSSR/, J. iiradilovd /CSSR/. E. Jouen

/France!, S.T. Bacheva /Bulgarian PR/, R. Kle6dnkovd /CSSR/, I.

Wiesenberger /CSSRI and S. Petrdeek /CSSR/.

H. Prochazkovd /CSSR/ in her keynote paper to the ..roblem

area "The teacher as the user of scientific educational infor-

mation" defined the basic aspects of this problem area, i.e.,

the nature of objective barriers to the rapid and effective

introduction of educational information into educational prac-

tice through the medium teachers, the basic subject areas of

the problem area, their possible solution.

The author of th.t keynote paper stated that the problems

related to the relationships between information and education

are being dealt with on an international scale by both informa-

tion science and pedagogy. The broad acquisition and use of

possibilities provided by information systems are mainly in the

hands of those who are educating the young generations.

The information needs of educationalists, the author said,

vary considerably in form and content with regard to the school

type and level, the functional competence of the educational

workers and the subjects of instruction of fields of study. In

relation to the qualification profile of the teachers their in-

formation requirements are formed within the framework of three

components of their education, i.e., ideological and political

/social sciences /, education and psychology and subject methodo-

logy. Educational information contains not only knowledge ac-

quired by the educational sciences but also by their related
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scientific disliplines whose methodological or ;ipplication

apparatus they use for becoming familar with or influencing

the phenomena and processes taking place within the framework

of educational systems and in their neighbourhood and for setting

aims, programmes, establishing institutions, determining proce-

dures, means and the actual implementation of educational work.

The information needs of educational personnel are thus

demanding and their satisfaction belongs among the primary

interests in the building of educational information systems in

the implementation of the further development of educational

systems and as users of eddcational information are a priority

problem in the development of information services and yet one

that is difficult to resolve.

The author went on to state that as concerns the effect of

the actual use of information services in the field of education

surveys have vherally shown a relatively low level of the use

of educational infor_,ation by teachers. These surveys, however,

make it possible to assess the high potential ability of teachers

to accept and actively use information for raising their quali-

fications and the effectiveness of their educational work. The

principal causes of this contradiction have been found to be:

a/ from the part of educational systems: the inadequate pre-

service and in-service training of teachers in the field of

information methodology,

b/ from the part of information systems: the non-specifically

profiled and inadequately selective methods of information

accessing.

With regard to the size and inner differentiation of the

user population from the ranks of teachers it is evidently

necessary to control the flow of information through the terri-

torial educational system, especially through its methodological

institutions.



The author alsc believes that the system of the pre-ser-

vice and in-aeric education cf teachers is a significant

factor in their effective work with scientific information, and

the application of this information,to their educational work.

The Project of the Fl.rther Development of the Czechoslovak Edu-

cational System which has gradually been implemented since the

year 1977 incorpUrates the principles of teacher education whose

projection into the sphere of information needs fully agrees with

current trends in information science.

The importance of information in the specialization and

profession of the teacher is the subject of research carried

out within the joint research project of the socialist coun-

tries in the field o: educational information. One of its sig-

nificant themes: "The role of scientific information in raising

the teacher qualificetlons" is being solved by the Polish

People's RelAiblic in cooperation with the Bulgarian People's

Republic.

The concept of the )nf.J.'mation user includes not only the

use of information, its evaluation, transformation and applica-

tion but also the creation and communication of new information.

The role of the educationalist as the participant in the

controlled process of the communication of educational infor-

mation is still, however, in practice mostly conceived passi-

vely. The author states that information needs are formulated

as queries proving the inadequate knowledge of the user's own

information:environment, the structure of information files,

used selection languages and existing systems of institutiona-

lized information services.

The RandD base of this urgent social problem area in the

field of education, said the author, cannot do without its own

theoretical oackground. In recent years educational informa-

tion science is becoming established as a special discipline

of general information science and as a marginal field of the

educational sciences, i.e., as was the case with educational

psychology in the peat.



J. Harks /CSSR/ in the first support paper to the problem

area "International cooperation in the field of educational

information" pointed out that the continuous exchange of educa-

tional information, be it on a national or international scale,

creates conditions for the significant influencing of innova-

tion processes in the development of national systems of educa-

tion.

The cooperation is developing between information institut-

ions within the countries of the Council of Mutual Economic

Assistance.'Cooperation between these countries is currently

based on bilateral agreements and on the conclusions of negotia-

tions between directors of educational information institutions

of the countries of the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance.

It appears that this consultative and coordinating body is a

useful institution for developing multilateral cooperation and

for promoting a unified procedure towards other international

information systems and programmes. Currently the exchange is

successfully developing of publications and documents, a joint

system is being developed of data classification, work has

significantly advanced in the preparion of educational subject

categories and thesaurus. Work has successfully been completed

on compiling the second version of the multi-lingual educational

dictionary.

Cooperation is under way on a comparative study of the

organization of the system of educational information in the

socialist countries. - Positive results have been reached in

the solution of questions related to the compilation of abstract

journals which are being published in two series, i.e., review

and subject journals.

The author cited several examples of interesting subject

areas which were studied in the years 1979 and 1980, e.g.:

- organization, planning and forecasting the development of

people's education /under the aegis of the USSR/,

- the development of the personality of the pupil /under the

aegis of the Hungarian PR/,
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- polytechnical education /under the aegis of the Czechoslovak

Socialist Republic,'.

Cooperation in the field of educational information is also

successfully developing within the framework of UNESCO. Contri-

buting to the positive results of this cooperation in recent

years have been international EDICO Colloquys which are focused

on the problems of the construction of information,systems for

the needs of educational systems.

B. Marenti-Potarnik /SFRY/ in the second support paper

related to: "Educational: the source of educational information

for the teacher" introduced into the discussion three inter-re-

lated themes, i.e.:

- the assumed long-term influence of educational literature on

the teacher,

- the main types of educational literature for teachers,

- the context in which reading educational literature may have

or has desirable impact.

As concerns the assumed impact of educational literature

she said that the most immediate influence and one which is most

frequently assumed is that reading educational literature in-

fluences the method of instruction, perfects the teacher and

has an "activating" influence on the teacher.

Usually the influence is indirect. Educational literature

may gradually influence the way of the teacher's thinking about

what he is doing, what he is trying to achieve, what could and

should be achieved in the classroom and what is pedagogically

possible. It may crystallize his concept of important problems,

such as motivation, individual differences, heredity and the

environment and May influence the collective awareness of

the teachers.
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The respective literature mey els influence the teec:.er's

views and attitudes or nay provide him with support

in his endeavour by confirming that what he is doing in correct,

th'reby enhancing his invcIvemert and enthusiesm.

It is very difficult or even impossible to determine the

measure of the influence of educational literature. It is a very

complex and long-term process and there moreover exist other

impacts affecting the teacher's view, ehl attitudes.

The principal types of educational literature for teachers

are classified by the author into three groups, i.e.:

- general literature about the aims, intentior,s, pedagogical

principles, interlinkages between socio-economic changes and

education; didactic theories and principles, the pedagogy of

the child within the framework of educational psychology, ge-

neral information about various
innovations, school systems and

practice, etc.,

- literature listing the immediate results of educational

research,

- literature of the "journalistic" type which depicts successful

local innovations, the
efforts made by a concrete school or

teacher, etc.

In relation to various types of the literature the author

points to certain problems, namely:

- teachers do not as a rule like to accept ideas from people

whom they themselves do not teach,

- there. still exists a wide "communication gap" between educe-

tionel scientists who use complicated
terminology and refined

ti

statistical methodology and average teachers.

As concerns the contextual
variable influence of educa-

tional literature on the teacher the author focuses on:

- the socio-political context, social needs, the social rele-

vance of what has been written for teachers, etc.,

- the internal context in the group, i.e., the atmosphere in

. the concrete school or concrete school'orecinct, encouragement
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from colleagues, headmasters, etc., to read and discuee

new books and articles, to innovate,

- the characteristics of the teacher himself.

It is evident, said the author, that all three said aspects

correlate in a very complex manner; their presentation in

the support paper is very simplified, she pointed out, and

should stimulate a discussion. The central problem is the manner

in which a dialectical unity of theory and practice in this

field should be achieved and how the influence on the teacher

of relevant literature, based on reliable research, should be

increased.

A. Marta /CSSR/ in his communication: "The problems of measuring

the effectiveness of the system of educational information"

considers the development of an effective method for measuring

the effectiveness of the eystem of educational'information and

of systems of scientific information to be one of the debts of

Czechoslovak and world information science. There does not, he

said, so far exist a unified explanation of the definition of

the concept of °efficiency" and "effectiveness" of information

systems, nor does there exist a generally accepted methodolo-

gy using the same mathematical and statistical apparatus. The

author believes that in ascertaining the effectiveness of the

systems of scientific information it is useful to distinguish

the concepts of "efficiency" and "effectiveness".

Efficiency is conceived as "information efficiency" regard-

less,of the costs needed for its attainment. The "effectivenesa"

-.of the information system is conceived as efficiency measured

by .the necessary costs.

The efficiency and the effectiveness should be distinguished

of the selection subsystem as well as the efficiency and effecti-

veness of the whole information system, possibly the whole net-

work of information institutions.

Information workers know that ideal efficiency is un-

attainable, i.e., such efficiency would require expending mate-

rial and personnel costs which exceed the economic possibilities
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of the builder and operator of the information system.

The author believes that a solution could be found by

building integrated networks at supra-national level. The in-

ternational character of science enhances this trend. This also

applies to educational information systems.

The authors of methods for calculating the efficiency and

effectiveness of information systems have defined the basic

parameters and formulas for determining their absolute and

specific values.

Revolutionary changes in informetion technology resulting

from the introduction of computer, reprographic and communica-

tion technologies together with the rationalization of the for-

mation of data bases will, the author believes, require a re-

view of methods currently used to calculate the efficiency and

effectiveness of scientific information systems and thus also

education information systems.

F Label° /CSSR/ introduced his communication: "Specificities

of educational information in interdisciplinary fields, e.g. in

special education" by stating that in this field the number of

information sources, is multiplying. Next to the p?opedeutic

disciplines which explain the biological, psychologipal and

social aspects of the ontogenetic development of the child

within the limits of the norm there are other biological, me-

dical, psychological and social disciplines which deal.aith the

'pathology of the in aspects of the chilea development, namely

somatopsychology, child neurology, psychopathology and psychiatry,

special psychology /pathopeychology/ which treat children and

youth with physical, sensory or psychic defects, behaviour'dis-

orders, as well as socially maladjusted children and yoUth.

Considering the variety and large number of fields and

thereby also of sources of information difficulties arise namely

in the selection and coordination of offered and used information.

Significant is the orientation of this information which is to

transmit not the basic theoretical knowledge in the given fields

but a certain application of this knowledge for educatiOnal intent

Lions and purposes.



The author points our that such a selection requires

teamwsrk and cooperation of workers in the said fields with

special teachers and he points out that in each concrete case

it will be necessary to discuss the suitability or indispensa-_

bility of the. respective information for educational work. Se-

lection, coordination and feedback control in providing and

accepting information is indispenaable.

J, Koplik /CSSR/ in his communication: "The problem of teacher

libraries in the Czechoslovakia and the availability of educa-

tional information" pointed to the progressive development which

has beon under way since 1979 in the concept and development of

school libraries. Gradually these librariea are to become specia-

lized, study, information, working and reading centres for pu-

pils, apprentices and students as well as for educators - follow-

ing the merger of pupil and teacher librariea.

In this connection the question is being solved of the

utilization of the often excessive and inadequately used funds

of teacher-libraries for the study and independent work of

pupils.

The author points out that the network of teacher libra-

ries within the framework of the whole educational network has

not been completed and to achieve ita perfect operation, safe-

guarding-the prompt supply of educational-information to educa-

tional personnel will require much effort and means.

J Hradilova /CSSR/ in her communication: "Bibliography ea a

form of making educational information accessible" proceeds

from f I
postulate that bibliogranhy serves the educational

sciences in all spheres and at all :wvels of creative, admini7

strative and practical activity and in its methods implements'

pedagogical and psychological aspects, especially in the field

of selective bibliographies and bibliographies of recommended

literature.
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Under the influence of the e:ientific and technical revo-

lution the process is rapidly accelerating of knowledge beco-

ming obsolete and the necessity of updating is becoming a

matter of general validity. In the field of the teaching profes-

sion this applies even more than in other professions. For the

teacher the significance increases of the function of the bibli-

ography as the means of the socialization of knowledge and as an

aid for self-edUcation.

The awareness of the social function of the bibliography

the indispensable helper and component of the system of educa-

tion is evident not only among the bibliographers themselves

but also among leading educationalists who often feel responsi-

bility for the sqlte of the bibliography in their field.

There do, however, also appear - contrary attitudes among

educationalists, i.e., the underestimation of specialized biblio-

graphic work end the substitution of information training on

margin of the professional level.

Both approaches are proof to a certain imperfection in

providing bibliographical services and in the entire system of

bibliography.'

The author states that of late bibliographic and infor-

mation activities in the field of education have undergone a con-

siderable development but that the publication of bibliographies

does not yet signify their effective use. It is characteristic

of the social sciences that the rising trend in the generation

of secondary information sources
is not reflected in the same

incrinkee in their use. This depends on the quality of processing

and on \ nformation promptness.
Another prerequisite of the effec-

tiveness)of the bibliography and one
which has not in most cases

as yet been resolved ib its incorporation into such a system

which would be capable of providing the user in the shortest

possible time with the full text of the primary source which he

has requested on the basis of bibliographic information, be it

in form of the loan of the original, the photostat, microfiche,

etc.
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There can be no doubting the tact, closes her communica-

tion J. Hradilovg, that there will be a multiple pay-off of

investments in the educational system to society regardless of

the long-term character of tLe process. A similar situation

exists in the field of the bibliography; in case of educational

bibliography this mediation is multiplied and the final effect

of the information component of the cycle will be reflected in

the distant future: education-information - the teacher - the

educational process - the engagement of the young generation in

practice - impact on social reality.

E. Jouen /France/ in his communication "Systematic education of

working people, especially teachers" emphasiaed that adult educ-

ation is beyond any doubt an important act of our time; it is a

civilization phenomenon equal to the introduction of compul-

sory school attendance in France one hundred years ago.

The author wqnt on to say that in his country there are two

contradictory approaches to the problem.

On the one hand the employers, more or leaa supported by

the State, depending on the balance of social forces, are trying

to restrict the use of the right to release from work for study

for mere technical perfection; this then becomea a tool of their

policy.

On the other hand the trade unions which also recognize

the necessity of specialized perfection conceive the provision

of release from work for adult education as the endeavour of the

res ctive a nt to achieve social promotion and as an attempt

for personal pro otion.

The curren4 very important negotiations about the concept

of the systematic education of working people proceeds from the

recommendations of the International Labour Organization of 1974

which requires the introduction of paid release from work for

study. This is an expression of the concept of full education

and comprises not only the specialized dimension but also the

general and especially the trade union dimension.
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The formulation is emphasised of paid study leave - the

author points out that it is nepessary to distinguish the right

as such from the conditions of its implementation; a right to

do something which is not provided with the suitable conditions

allowing its execution is worthless.

The right to education, continues the author, assumes

the implementation of three preconditions:

- the right of the working people to select the type of educa-

tion

- the right to be awarded release from work for this purpose

- the right to be awarded paid release from work for this

purpose.

French teachers have been availing themselves of these

opportunities since 1971. Every teacher has the right to 36

weeks of leave i.e., one school year, during his career which

he may take in form of fellowships.

In the second part of his communication the author pointed

to another important point which is a point of argument between

the employers and political power in France on the one hand and

the working people on the other, namely the structure of bodies

responsible for safeguarding systematic education. The author

believes that the instruction of the working_ people, i.e., the

in-service education of teachers, should be the responsibility

of public institutions and not private bodies which view adult

education from the angle of profitability and their own imme-

diate profit.

In conclusion the author discusses the position of

the educational sciences in thewhole prOcess in which the French

working people are gradually succeeding to have their demands

met.

In this respect the author clarifies his view that educa-

tional sciences may enhance:
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- on the one hand the narrow concept of eyatematic educa-

tion which will mainly be aimed at better preparing the *working

people, i.e., the teachers, for the accurate tasks set by their

employers,

- on the other hand the broad concept of this education

which will include speciatiat aspects and in which the working

people will be able to select such a type of education which will

be related to their personal interests.

S.T. Bacheva /Bulgarian PE/ in her communication "Specificity

'of educational information designed for teachers" dealt with

the problem of the conceptual apparatus. Within this framework

she analyses the content of the individual concepts and their

interrelations.

The author considers those teachers to be the subject of

her study who are users of educational information; the gnoeeo-

logical object are those properties of educational information

which become important only when the teacher assumes this role;

the aim is to determine the requirements which must correspond

to the educational information accepted by the teacher; requi-,

rements which are to a certain extent the determinants of his

relations to this information.

,*7-^

On t basis of a survey conducted in the years 1971 - 1979

the auth arriv s at certain conclusions;

- for the 'tea er the most accessible /theoretically/ and most

important /from the pedagogical pdint of view/ is the metho-

dical standard of ducational information. Most teachers

remain at this lev and only a small proportion reach the

theoretical leve and only individuals reach the methodological

level,

- teachers i he role of users give priority to educatiolnal4n-

formation as the source of educational knowledge, not as the

instrument of educe ion and instruction, i.e., they over-

estimate its semantic aspect to the detriment of the pragmatic

aspect which inevitably leads to empty theoretization or to

simple empirism,
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- there does not exist unambiguity in the content, s.ope and

even terminology of educational concepts which heY0 become

everyday usage in science /on regional and international

scale/,

- the availability of educational information from the point' of

view of the teacher ee the user is given by the effectiveness

of his role as receiver. The availability of educational in-

formation is thus not its objective characteristic but is

determined by the qualities of the teacher as the receiver of

this information,

the communicability of educational information depends cn its

availability, on the level of communicating parties and on

differences in this level.

The communicability of educational information, concluded

the author, is positively correlated to the high level of commu-.

nicatine.. parties and the non-existence of discrepancies in this

level.

R. KleNinkove /CSSR/ in her communication: "Educational inform-

ation as one of the sources of information for teacheri" analysed

the results of a survey conducted among users of educational

information and orientated to the structure and needs of the

Users.

The author pointed out that the survey showed that users

may be divided into three categories:

- administrators and senior educational personnel

- educational research workers

- workers in educational practice, i.e., the teachers.

The findings of the survey, said the author, were interest-

ing because they showed a number of positive elements as well 88

a number of shortcomings in meeting the information demands of

users in the said field. Thus, for instance, the level of educa-

tional information used by teachers is generall.: very low. It

is relatively at the lowest level in basic schools and increases
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in the direction of technical secondary schools, institutions

of higher education and is highest in administrative bodies and

research institutions. This fact is justified primarily by the

more narrow content and scope of demands on certain types of

information.

Teachers are not only users of educational information but

they also share of the generation of new educational information

and of other specialist information. They mainly generalize their

Own educational experience and publicize it at conferences and

in the press.

The author then went on to discuss the questions of infor-

mation needs in relation to the structure of users.

Information of all types contributing to the education-

al system has basic importance not only for improving instruct-

ion but is also the fundamental democratic requirement. The

problem of communication is basically the problem of the demo-

cratization of the administration and organization of education

with the aim of providing all educational personnel with the

opportunity to partake of the decision-making process which leads

to the innovation of the educational system. The author"pointed

out that the teachers must be given the opportunity of partici-

pating in prOcessing information, of contributing to its veri-

fication, of publicizing their experience, formulating informa-

tion in a language which is not overtechnicalized but comprehens-

ible and yet scientific. Communication networks should not be

restricted to vertical communication from top to bottom but

should also operate feedback communications from bottom to top

and horizontal communications at all levels - between schools

and between teachers.

There is direct linkage between the structure of users and

their needs.
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The information needs of workers in education were classified

by the author into three categories which are in highest demand:

- information on the organization,. economics and administra-

tion of education,

- information of the aims of educational systems and pedagogical

methods,

- information on the content of education.

In conclusion the author summed up that educational infor-

mation as was emphasised at the 36th Unesco Conference on Educa-

tion should:

- be an effective means for administrative bodies in education

- should promote educational research and publicize, its results

- contribute to improve the quality of instruction by supplying

information to teachers and students

- be part of teacher education and influence educational methods

- bring the educational system closer to the other sectors of the

national economy, especially in connection with labour require-

ments.

I. Wiesenberger /CSSW in his communication "The teacher in

the educatiOnal information environment" emphasised the inte-

grity of the educational information environment in which take

place information processes of a social character in the social

information environment.

In tae following part of his presentation the speaker dis-

cussed information systems of the users, namely the information

system of the good educationalist.

The educational information environment similarly as any

other social information environment always contains a given

number of group and individual information systems of which one

may be characterized asbeing'the principal information system.

The principal information system belongs to that participant

in the educational process who implements it, i.e., to the edu-

cator who not only influences its implementation but also its

overall effectiveness. Each individual information system has
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two parts /internal and external/, its internal part has four

components /sensory, rational, emotional and intuitive/. All

these components form the biological, energy and psychological

structure of the information system of the given participant

in the educational process. The effectiveness of the overall

educational information environment depends mainly on the re-

lationship between the principal information system, i.e., the

information system of the respective educator and the information

systems of the other participants in the educational process.

The information system of the given educator from the point

of view of the effectiveness of the implemented educational pro-

cess must have sufficient knowledge capacity and bioenergetiC

intensity and its four components must be in mutual harmony. In

view of the tact that the educational process consists 1:: the

deliberate action of the educator /the principal information

system/ on its participants /the other information systems /the-

educator of the given specialization /an erudite,ixpert in his

field both theoretically and practically/ must be aware of the

aims /intentions/ of the given educational process and finally

he must know the milieu and the methods by which it is possible

to"effectively access the given specialized knowledge.

Within the given educational information environment the

educator is the central figure. He is the person which con-

trols the whole educational process, is responsible for its

results and effects.

S Patri6ek /CSSR/ in his communication "The growing importance

of information of social science character for the work of the

educationalist" proceeded from the postulate that the implemen-

edreconstructions of the systems of pre-service and in-service

teacher education change the pre-service and in-service edute-

Lion of teachers primarily in such a manner as to put -emphasis

not only on the instructional but also on the educational func-

tion of the teacher.

The auV.Jf exprested his, belief that in the process of ex-

, tending the teacher's qualification the educational sciences will

be required to adeqUately access to the teacher relevant infer-

illation of a -ocial science character allowing the teacher to under-
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stand within the framework of his educational mission the multi-

stage idea of the further development of the world.

-The author mainly has in mind the systematic provision of

information about two factors, i.e.,

- information about the development of the socialist social

formation which creates favourable conditions for the com-

plete liquidation of the colonial ayallika, for strengthening

of the principles of peaceful coexistence and for expanding

mutually advantageous and equal international cooperation;

- information about, the development of the scientific and

technical revolution accompanied by revolutionary qualitative

changes in all spheres of human activity and global in scale.

In this connection the author is concerned with the cove-

rage of information on the differences in the manifestations of

the consequences of the scientific and technical revolution in

the conditions of socialism and capitalism, on the manner in

which the consequences of the technological impact of man on

nature are projected in the'field of energy, raw materials, eco-

logy and elsewhere including the politics.

Educational sciences, the author believes, should be able

to supply the teacher with relevant information depicting the

specificity of these problems, i.e., their high level of complec

xity and their dependence on a large number of natural, technical,

economic, social, cultural and other factors, suitably using in-

formation from the social, natural and technical sciences.

Such type of information will make it-poasibla-to under-

stand the world as a set of regions and countries interlinked

through the. world market, including the exchange of technologies

and scientific information, international agreements and the

implementation of extensive international programmes of environ-

mental control and control of climatic conditions, the under-

standing of the dynamics of this interaction dependent on nume-

rous factors including political and cultural factors.
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This will also make possible a better understanding of the

world on an intra-regional and intro -state scale.

The use of social science information should, stated

the author in conclusion, allow the teacher to evaluate in the

fulfilment of his educational mission social reality and prospects

of its development and to proceed from the correct philosophical

and social poatulatea; this will in turn allow him to point out

the constructive solutions of fundamental problems of our time,

such as the maintenance of peace, the acceleration of social

progress, the raising of living standards, etc.

The following conclusions ensued from the papera and

communications related to the 2nd subject area:

As a result of scientific and technical, economic and

social development the existing educational aystems are under-

going a stage of changes which are mainly characterized bi the

information explosion. Demands placed by society on education

are growing and the need is being felt for better communications

in the teaching profession, such as would be aimed at improving

'international understanding.

The usual information sources /libraries, bibliographies,

educational and study courses, surveys, research reports/ should

be used more intensively. In seeking information the teacher

is more likely to seek advice from his headmaster or colleage

which approach has not only cognitive but also emotional causes

and may modify his attitudes.

It appears indispensable that an evaluation be gradually

made of the actual effectiveness and topicality of information

supplied to teachers, bearing in mind that demands placed'on the

qualification of teachers are increasing and-multiplying in a
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manner which is sometimes untenable; the teacher is asked to be

informed of the different aapecta of pedagogy and other sectors

and at the. same time to acquire information a related to his

field. The teacher is required to guide his pupils in their

self-education which again requires that he should have increa-

singly exemplary pedagogical skills of grasping information which

he himself needs.

The discussion revealed a number of problems which should

further be studied and investigated, such as:

the contradiction between the scientific attitude and the

intuitive and empirical aepecia as well as the contradiction-

between theory and practice should be mitigated by the research

of the information process. The necessity is arising of impro-

ving the methods of evaluating the impact of information in edu-

cation,

- information is not always provided in a form that is

acceptable to the teacher.

Data basea should be accessed to all teachers,

- greater attention should be focuaed on safeguarding

the partial or complex solution of the more active participa-

tion of teachers in the exchange of information. This partici-

pation is the best guarantee of the effectiveness and efficiency

of information.

The presented proposals included the following:

- to increase the endeavour for accessing all sources of

information, namely all data bases to all teachers,

- in the process of the dissemination of eduCational in-

formation to use not only the usual media but also the new

tec4nological media,

- within the framework of the pre-service and in-service

education of teachers to prepare the teacher for the effective

use of information; to lead them to study suitable methods of

the information process and to transmit them to their pupils;
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- to stimulate thiusers to cooperate in the construction

and operation of information systems;

- to enhance the role of the teacher as the mediator in

the reciprocal exchange of information;

'- to involve researchrand development institutions in the

process of tho generation and dissemination of relevant infor-

mation usable by teachers in practice,

- to see to itthat systems of educational information

systems devote appropriate attention to the complex and differen-

tiated information needs of teachers and help them effectively

use the provided services,

-.to see to it that the investigation of the information

needs of teachers and the effective use of information in

education be put on an appropriate theoretical baais;

- to elaborate, and suggest measures aimed at the gradual

establishment of a network of interdisciplinary and interinsti-

tutional cooperation for the study of the said problems at

national and international level.
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jrd problem area: The Teacher's Attitude Towards Educational

Sciences. The Fight against Empiriem in the Teaching Practice.

Scientific Control of the Process of Instruction,

The discussion on the 3rd problem area was opened by the

introductory keynote paper presented by D. Tollingerovg /CSSR/

which was completed by support papers presented by J.Karti

/Hungarian PR/, T. Bedntiov4 /CSSR/ and Z. Nahlik /Hungarian

PR/. Taking the floor in the discussion with written communic-

ations were J. Midlaks /CSSR/, 5";\\tekova /Bulgarian PR/; L.

burid /CSSR/, I. Petkova /Bulgariax PR/, L. Edelsberger CSSR/.

D. Tollingerovg /CSSR/ in the keynote paper: "The Attitude of

the teachers to the educational sciences and the need of educa-

tional information" proceeds from the postulate that the acqui-

sition of educational knowledge ie an active process. This is

proceas is marked by the concert of minimally three very complex

processes:

- first the process,of subjective information selection,

i.e., the process of selective perception which results in man's

final acceptance of less than is proffered to him, no matter

how much effort he devotes to such perception,

second this is the process of the subjective condensing

of information which results in the fact that what,remains of

objective educational information in the mind of marl'is always

more economical in content than was the., original information

provided to him,

- and third Ulla is the process of. the subjective enrich-

ment of information, i.e. the knowledge which the teacher transmits

is always extended by various emotional, attitudinal or other

extra-rational components of his personality.

The author cmphaaiaed that man in the system of the commu-

nication of educational knowledge is not a technical communica-

tion link but primarily a creative human being.



The author also discussed the significance of the concept..

of the "'information need". This concept belongs among contro-

versial incepts. In the literature some authors write of the tett

chore' hunger for information but research has shown that despite

this feeling of, need the teachers generally do not belong among

.those who would with special intensity seek information sources.

There does, therefore, apparently exist on the one hand an urgent

need of being informed but on the other hand this feeling is not

always accompanied by action which would lead to satisfying this

need.

The author believes that'this contradiction may be explained

in the subjective sphere, i.e., in the laws of the dynamics of

human needs conceived as a psychological phenomenon.

On the example of a survey the author shows that teachers

prefer educational information which serves their own desire for

knowledge to educational information which comes to them within

the framework of various forms of further education.

The author then discusses the problems of the dimensions or

amount of educational information. She states that the survey

of the attitudes of teachers to the psychological sciences showed

that the strongest desire expressed by teachers in this respect

was that psychological information should come to them in small

doses and at the right tine.

Teachers did not went information centres, they did not

want journals, etc., but wanted a school psychologist whom they

would be able to personally consult about their problems and who

would serve them as a mediator supplying the indispensable at the

right time and adequately to the magnitude of their problems.

.

Specially significant for the possible solution of the

relationship between information and the teacher from the point

of vise of psychology, said the author, is the question of the

mechanism of the mediation of educational information. She points

out that certain reticence in the teachere'attitude to educational

information results among others from the fact that this informa-
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Lion eometimee reaches them stripped of the initial semantic

content or transferred into a different semantic level.

The process af communication of educational information to

.teachers, the author summed up, has its significant.objective

and subjective barriers; these harriers result from the fact

that eo far inadequate attention hod been devoted to the role

of the subjective factor 1n supplying the educational process

with ecientific information.

J. larti'/Hungarian PP/ is the firtit eupport paper related to the

subject "The 881f-reflection of the teacher se a creative perso-

nality" proceeded from a basic assessment of one of the most

significant aspette of psychology, i.e., the question of the

theoretical approach to cresAivity. After a theoretical introduc-

tion the author used the reeulte of surveye carried out in the

Hungarian PR to analyse the ettuation of teachers who have been

serving for a longer period of time and the situation of those

who are et the stage when they decide to take up,the teaching

profession. What is the cause of the phenomenon of routine sol-

ution and the feeling of the losc of prospects in teachers who

have been"serving for a long period of time? Ie it the problem

of the personality of the teacher or a question of circumstancee?

The author seeks the causes of euch failure in external con-

ditions. She said that the teacher ie concerned with finding

his own self in the !metal mirroi-of authoritative bearers of

pedagogical values who give the teacher- the possibility to

build up his idea of his own position and of the importance of

his own work as the teacher. It appeara that in this mirror the

teacher will find a reflection of all traits of his personality

with one sole exclOtion, i.e., the trait of his creative abili-

ties. As a result the teacher will accept conformist solutions

of such pedagogical problems whose quality is positively assessed.

The teacher loses hie impulsive power for innovating and resorts

to routine. He learns and develops in that field which is promo-

ted and enhanced. In dependence on thie.:etimulation he develops

convergent strategies of instruction and education, expands His
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knowledge, strives to maintain formal discipline, develops the

personality of the pupils and the collective.

Speaking of the interaction between the teacher and the

pupils the author pointed out how the teacher acts as the social

mirror for his pupils. We are thus concerned with the values

which the teacher can see, identify and strengthen in his pupils

To clarify this question the author used the results of a survey

which she herself had carried out in the school year 1978-1979

of the self-evaluation of 400 pupils of basic school. The results

of the said survey show one significant problem of present school.

The teachers are not capable of identifying the creativity of the

children and without identifying it they cannot develop it. This,

however, does not mean that the error should only be sought in

the teacher. On the contrary, the principal shortcomings consist

in the imperfect research of creativity, in shortcomings of the

higher education of teachers and in the petrified ayatem of the

school itself.

The research of the self-evaluation of pupils stimulates us

to consider the question of the self-evaluation of teachers. It

is probable that where the teacher fails as the social mirror for

his pupils he will also probably fail in his own self-evaluation.

The author summed up the results of the surveys saying

that the teacher in the present school atrives to implement

creative activity, feels the shortcomings and would like to over-

come them. He feels the necessity of change, not within the fra-

mework of objective means but in the field of subjective compo-

nents.

In this respect a broad movement has been developing in

Hungary since the early 1970-e within whose framework scientific

workers together with teachers are striving to solyethe questions

of the innovation of the school syatem.

T. Bedndfova /CSSR/. The second support paper: "Research of

Soviet educational psychology for the further education of

teachers" proceeded from the postulate that the teacher needs
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psychological knowledge in order to be able to put certain

demands on himself and to develop such qualities of the person-

ality which are indiapensable for the successful instruction

and education of his pupils. In recent years significant achie-

vements have been made in the Soviet Union in the elaboration

of the psychology of education and the psychology of instruction.

Soviet educational paychology, said the author, is acti-

vely reconstructing the process of instruction and education;

doing this it is solving tasks on which depends the successful

solution of the moat important pedagogical problems. It is scien-

tifically justifying the content of instruction and education,

its methods and procedures which have already become integrated

in the educational process but is also introducing new methods

into educational practice.

Data produced by many surveys which show the decisive role

of instruction, its contents and methods for the mental develop-

ment of the child have become the basis for the restructuring of

the content of instruction and for shortening its length in basic

school.

The author went on to say that the psychological factors of

optimizing instruction are being systematically studied.

The experimental trial carried out by Ukrainian psycholo-

gists confirmed the significant instructional and developmental

function of teaching tasks which are oriented to the formation

of the generalized thinking and the behaviour of pupils.

The development of teaching procedures is undoubtedly sti-

mulated by the introduction of educational technology into the

process df instruction: this technology increases the psycholo-

gical load of the pupils and at the same time qualitatively

changes their cognitive activity. The results of surveys conduc-

ted in the Soviet Union have shown that the application of edu-

cational technology has many conditions and demands which form

the basis of ito practical implementation in the process of in-

struction.
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Specially important for the teacher, said the author, is

the study of the interlinkage of teaching and development, the

research of the driving forces of psychological development,

the causal relations between the social and biological factors

in this process, the study of the possibilities of the pupils

to acquire knowledge as related to their age, the investigation

of methods for improving the quality of the content and methods

of school instruction, the study of the role of teaching and

education not only.for the acquisition of knowledge, skills and

habits but for the formation of various psychological and perso-

nality qualities of the pupil, for the formation of the pupil's

scientific world opinion.

The author noted that the current stage of the development

of Soviet educational psychology is characterized by a number

of monographs related to the problem of the teacher.

The teacher's search for effective methods of instruction

and education from the point of view of psychology must be based

on the knowledge of the pupils'psychologiaal reserves. In

Soviet educational psychology many surveys have been conducted

of the general and specific capabilities /mathematical, literary,

pedagogical, technical/ of pupils, the age at which these abili-

ties are formed and developed in school and out-of-school acti-

vities.

Extensive research is being conducted in the field of the

socio-psychological problems of the school age which have

special significam3 for the formation of the school collective.

The standards of psychological research in the field of

education and instruction allow us to state, said the author of

the paper in conclusion, that Soviet educational psychology has

a firm theoretical basis, applies modern research methods, is

orientated to the requirements of life, participates in the

solution of new topical tasks related to raising the standards

of educational and teaching work and shares of the allround

development of the young generation.
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Z. Nahlik /Hungarian PR/ in the third support paper: "The

teacher and educational science; elements of pragmatism and

amp/rim in educational work" emphasised the growing importance

for the development of the Hungarian society of specialized

pedagogical training of serving teachers who have graduated

from universities or colleges and pointed to the importance of

safeguarding the appropriate inter-relations between theory and

practice in this training.

In the past decade significant achievements have been made

in the endeavour for the unity, of pedagogical theory and prac-

tice. It is, however, undoubtable that the failure to synchronize

the development of educational theory and practice as well as

shortcomings in the content, methods and organization of pre-

service and in-service teacher education give rise to new

problems in safeguarding the unity of theory and practice. The

author recommended that of these problems attention should be

devoted to certain elements of pragmatism and empirism, i.e.,

such a spontaneous incidence of empirism and pragmatism which

on the one hand results from shortcomings in the theory and

practice of teacher training, in theOretical self-education and

on the other hand ensues from routine in practical educational.

work.

The a thor pointed to the following sources of pragmatism

and empir sm in the system of higher education for the teaching

professi n:

1. Pods ogy in some fields lags behind the requirements of

practice.

2. There is a lack of harmony between pedagogical, psychological

and methodological training and teaching practice.

3. The pedagogical training of student teachers is negatively

influenced by the fact that subject teaching has a higher

standard than instruction in the pedagogical disciplines.

4. The pedagogical training of student teachers is often re-

duced to lectures in pedagogy, psychology and methodology

and the organization of teaching practice. It is, however,



evident that subject teaching itself should proceed from

the general tasks of teacher education. It should be admitted

that not all teachers have such knowledge as would allow them

to resolve the pedagogical and methodical problems which

arise in the instruction of the given subject in. the school.

5. In teacher training the principal role is played by teachers

of pedagogical disciplines. In the selection of new personnel

for the respective departments and disciplines attention should

be devoted not only to the high theoretical standards of the

young specialists but it is desirable that they should have

certain school-based teaching and educational practice.

6. Nothing but the implementation of the creative linkage bet-

ween the heory of pedagogy and the continuously renewed

practice of instruction and educational work can successfully

counter the incidence of pragmatism and empirism.

The author pointed out that the whole system of higher

education in the Hungarian People's Republic would be reviewed

in the coming years.

J. MePi6ka /CSSR/ - in his communication: "The Problems of

introducing educational research results into practice" poin-

ted out that as compered with research in the technical or

natural sciences the situation of pedagogical research was more

complicated in that its results and significance were more dif-

ficult to prove on a general level. Pedagogical research must

therefore also deal with obstacles standing in the way of the

introduction of the results of scientific research and innova-

tions into the actual educational process.

The causes of the incomplete or slow introduction of the

results of pedagogical research into practice are seen by the

author to lie in objective obstacles /shortcomings in personnel

and material equipment, lack of funds for the introduction of

innovations, etc./, and in subjective obstacles which he dis-

cussed in more detail mainly because they are often not evident.
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The subjective obstacles to the introduction of innova-

tions mainly consist in that a /smaller or greater part of the

teachers does not have a positive and active attitude to the

suggested changes. The negative attitude of teachers to the in-

troduction of research results into practice has many natural

causes, namely:

- the Leachers are not convinced of the correctness of these

results or of their indispensability or they fear that their

implementation will be too difficult or laborious; this is

what is described as the psychological barrier to the intro-

duction of innovations into practice;

- the principle of repetition is a major factor in the work

of the teacher, i.e., repetition of the subject matter in the

text-book, repetition of last year's subject matter, etc. The

introduction of innovations, be it in the content or methods

of instruction in fact constitutes a violation of this prin-

ciple.

Other manifestations of the subjective obstacles to the in-

troduction of the reaulta of pedagogical research into practice

as listed by the author include:

- it is more difficult to prove the advantages of the implem-

entation of the results of research into practice. The measure-

ment of effectiveness or productivity is much more difficult

than in industrial production. The results of the introduction

of the new method of teaching moreover depend on the qualities

of the teacher, on the qualities of the pupils and students, on

the social and material environment, it is only possible to

ascertain these advantages after a considerable period of time

has elapsed from their introduction. The introduction of a

certain innovation into the educational process may as a result

of all this have contradictory results,

- the necessary scale of this implementation process given by

the fact that the sum of pupils, students and teachers makes

education one of the largest sectors in society.

-- 6i
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The author goes on to point out that at institutions of

higher education the reason for the slower introduction of

innovations into the teaching process ia that teachers at these

institutions give preference to their own specialist and scien-

tific work to pedagogical work. The scientific work of a college

or university teacher has greater prestige than his pedagogical

work. Scientific publications are traditionally more valued than

pedagogical work or publications on educational problems.

The author believes that in tip* stage of the introduction of

the results of educational research into practice it is urgent

to devote attention to the social conditions for such implemen-

tation. Next to the sufficient number of experts, adequate

financial means and time the implementation of innovations is

dependent on the nature of the initial pressure exerted on the

introduction of the innovation or reform, on the nature of the

values which will influence the reforms and on the extent to which

the aims of the reform will be accepted or rejected. The imple-

mentation of the results of educational research in practice

is conditional on support given to teachers and school administra-

tors.

It is necessary, said the author, that research workers

should know the needs of the schools and that'they should have

good contacts with the teachers. Very effective is the dir-

ect participation of the teachers, i. e., future users, in

research proper. This will yield spontaneous innovations which

the teachers will introduce on their own initiative. Such

instances deserve special analysis to ascertain the motivation

which could then be applicable on a wider scale.

S. Zhekova /Bulgarian PR/ in her communication: "The Attitude

of young teachers to furt er education in the field of the educa-

tional sciences" pointed out that the first 4 - 5 yJers of

professional work are extremely important for the teacher's

future achievements. They are in a certain sense the teacher'a

crisis years. The author and her colleagues for many years

been devoting their attention to the study .ais particular

Z62
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period in the work of young teacners. They are studying the spe-

cificity and process of their professional adaptation, the

difficulties and problems, the principal and secondary factors

of these difficulties and ways of overcoming them.

The author lists certain data on the nature and type of

difficulties which occur in the social and professional adapt-

ation of teachers.

She believes that the difficulties in social adaptation

arise from the fact that

- the teacher's adaptation to the pupils/students in the class

and to the whole school collective proceeds slowly and with

great difficulties,

- the teacher's adaptation ,to the social group of parents

is also accompanied by many difficulties,

- social adaptation to the group of the teacher s colleagues is

relatively easier,

- the feeling of allegiance to the great social group of the

teaching profossion is formed relatively slowly: This feeling

usually forms later than in the first 4 - 5 years.

Difficulties in professional adaptation are identified by

the author as follows:

- the greatest difficulties encountered by young teachers are

with the forms of professional work related to the organiza-

tion of and actual extra-curricular work with their pupils and

students and out-of-school activities; for this work they have

only received general and informative training,

- as conce,-ne direct professional functions they are relative-

ly best prepared for informative work,

the weakest point is the ability of the young teachers for

cognitive work,

- the constructive and organizational functions are at the

bottom of the value scale of young teachers.

1-'63
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In conclusion the author points out that full-fledged

professional qualification of young teachers depends on:

- the significance which their environment attaches to the

teaching profession and whether this profession is conceived

as pedagogical by the school which trains the teacher and

in later years of his professional work,

- whether young people are psychologically prepared for the

fact that they will not only be "teachers" but that they

will supervise the allround development and formation of

their pupils/students which in turn requires specialized

pedagogical training,

- their actual readiness for this work, i.e., such work as

would involve diverse practical and applied procedures in

all fields of this activity: the lesson, extra-curricular

work and out-of-school work,

- their general attitude to the profession of the teacher.

L. burid /CSSR/ in the first part of his communication: "The

preparedness of the teacher to integrate psychological know-

ledge in his own educational activity" briefly recapitulated

the effort of the psychological sciences to influence, since

the second half of the 19th century, the educational science

and educational and instructional work.

He identified three key stages of the "interference" of

psychology into education:

The first stage, he said, was marked by the endeavour

of society to provide children in compulsory school attendance

age group with general education according to the educational

aims of the time. Education turned to psychology to provide it

with scientific knowledge on cognitional and psychological

processes.
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The second stage developed, said the author, as a criticism

of the first stage. Civilized society could no longer be satis-

fied with the pupils'acquisition in school of ready-made know-

ledge /often passive/ but wanted the school to develop in the

pupils such abilities and skills which they could use in new

situations. Intelligence was to be such an ability.

The Limitations of this effort became evident as the years

went by. In the last three decades the aim of the educational

process is no lon,.,er the mere development of the intellect but

especially the deliberate development of their creativity.

The third stage of the interference of psychology in educ-

ation consists in studying the problems of the psychology of

creativity, mainly the psychology of creative thinking. Educa-

tional psychology as a science related to. the psychological laws

of the educational process in school and extra-mural education

is faced with the necessity of solving the problems of the de-

liberate development of creativity, i.e., the creative thinking

of pupils/students and this is one of its principal current tasks.

In the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic this is among others

stated in the document: "Project of the Further Development of

the Czechoslovak Educational System.'

In the second part of his communication the author approached

tha problems of the actual projection of psychoi,)gical knowledge

into educational practice. He stated that this:cannot be achie-

ved by the psychologists alone, that this knowledge can be intro-

duced into the school primarily by the teachers and instruc-

tors. The deliberate development of the creative thinking of

pupils can mainly be achieved by the teacet through controlled

instruction, i.e., in the actual teaching process. The psycho-

logical training of teachers for all school levels has improved

and is further improving. There are, however, certain problems

which must be resolved by departments of psychology at institu-

tions of higher education training for the teaching profession.

6



In conclusion the author of the communication recommenda

that the following measures should be taken in the psychologisl

pre-service and in-service training of teachers:

- to organically include ir. the individual psychological dis-

ciplines /general, developmental, educational and social

psychology!: the creative personality, the creative process,

the product of creativity, creativity and intelligence, the

motivation of creative thinking, creative behaviour, the

creative personality and the pupils'collective, education for

creativity,

to include in the final stage of psychological training

the synthesizing subject "psychological problems of pupils

cognition"

to elaborate and gradually prepare the possibilities for

placing school psychologists in schools and in other educ-

ational institutions.

I. Petkova /Bulgarian PR/ in her communication: "The Educational

and psychological problems of the use of educational technology

in the process of the further education of teachers" acquainted

the participants in the Colloquy- with the results of an educa-

tional psychology survey carried out in connection with the use

of the audiovisual complex /An/ in the in-service education of

teachers. This complex was established at the author's institute

and comprises a completely equipped laboratory with all technical

media which are remote controlled from the control panel.-It is

equipped with a closed-circuit television system for transmitting

lessons to two lecture halls, with a command system by which the

methodologist provides information and corrects the work of the

teachers during the teaching unit without interfering with the

pupils'work.

Work with the audiovisual system and the use of various

technical media places on the teacher not only general did-

actic demands but also higher and new demands related to the

preparation of the teaching unit, i.e., extensive scientific

preparation which in turn requires good knowledge and insight
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of the content of instruction and the theory of technical

teaching media, methodical preparation which is related to the

work of the teacher in general and work in the audiovisual

complex in particular and technical preparation which is related

to the work of the teacher in general and work in the audio-

visual complex in particular and technical preparation which is

related to basic technical knowledge which is indispensable for

the correct and effective use of technical media in the teaching

process.

In her-communication the author dealt with these and

other specific aspects and stressed that the adaptation and

training of pupils and teachers for the use of technical media

ranks high among the investigated educational psychology
1..

problems. The scope of this training has been determined and

its methods and forma defined such as to prevent complicated

technology from having unfavourable impact on the process of

instruction.

The conducted survey showed that all those who attended the

observation lessons - the students and faculty teachers as well

as the visting teachers were agreed on the advantages of the

audiovisuel complex.

There do obviously exist many difficulties and shortcomings

which may be removed after the accumulation of experiences

and an in-depth study. These are difficulties of both methodical

and technical character.

On the basis of a conducted educational psychology survey

the author expressed the following conclusions:

- the eignificance was proven of the audiovisual complex for

instruction and *Specially for the further education of

teachers,

- proof was obtained showing that technical media are indis-

pensable but should be used rationally and considerately,

- laws of educational psychology were studied and analysed

such as are connected with the use of technologioal media

in teaching; this is a new aspect of the use-of technological

media in teaching,
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- the educational psychology analysis justified the necessity

of the technical improvement of the audiovisual complex,

- certain conclusions were arrived at which will serve as the

theoretical basis for the development of Ocientifically based

methbdology of teaching in the audiovisual complex. The des-

cribed project is still under way.

L. Edelsberger /CSSR/ opened his communication by stating that

the subject of the Colloquy was dealt witii 120 years ago by

Ushinskiy in an article On the Usefulness of Educational L!t-

erature published in the journal Zlurnal dljya vospitaniya. He

pointed to the number of notable historically conditioned ans-

wers which Ushinskiy found to the same questions in his work.

The author of the communication went on to point out the

importance of the relationship between the detection and

normative aspects of pedagogical cognition in their indivisible

conjunction and noted that Ushinskiy enhanced the detection aspect

of pedagogical cognition by writing his pedagogical anthropology

where he considered man as the object of education.

The euthor of the communication expressed his belief that a

certain underestimation of the study of pedagogy results from

the contradiction-between the detection and normative aspects of

pedagogical cognition. Teachers mostly consider rPdagogy to be

a normative science. Many of them are adherents of:pedagogical

normativism, empirism, practicism, pragmatism and intuitism.

As for satisfying the desire of numerous teachers for ad-

vice and instructions for'every
pedagogical day the author of

the communication believes that this may be done by theoretically

determining constituting and gredually putting on a scientific

basis pedagogical methods, special pedagogical methods as',:vell

as s4entific pedagogical disciplines, as has been the case in

the past 20 - 30 years. This will naturally-concern such methods

which observe the close dialectical linkage between the detec-

.tion and normative aspects of pedagogical cognition.

-6
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In conclusion the author of tit said communication dealt

with the justification of the need for devoting adequate attent-

ion. to pedegogicardiagnostics in the educational process and

through it to unify and bring closer together the detection -

and normative aspects of pedagogical cognition thereby increas-

ing the teachers respect for educational science and to enhan-

ce its implementation by the teachers.

The papers and communications related to the 3rd problem

areayielded the following conclusions:

The scientific management of the educational process necess-

arily requires from the teachers a professional knowledge of

the psychological laws of the development of the personality

of the child and his cognitive nativity. As the mediator bet-

ween science and the educational process the teacher conducts

the integration and selection of current scientific information

with regard to the needs of the teaching process, tha age and

individual typological specificities ofthe pupils. This becomes

specially effective if the teacher expresses his own personal

and emotional attitude. to this information.

The educational process takes place in the unity of the

activity of the teacher and the pupils. Their cooperation im-

plemented under the direction of the teacher must be subordinated

to the allround development of the creative activity and in

dependence of the pupils. The aim of educational science is

to supply the teacher with the method of directing the process

of the formation of his pupils'aative creative approach.

In current mass school practice individual elements of

pragmatiem and empirism tend to appear. This is caused especially

by the fact that the progressive training ofzstudent teachers

does not adequately implement the linkage between educational

theory and practice. The attitude of student teachers and serving

teachers to educational sciences will change in a positive

manner if the teaching proceee they direct will have a high

ideological and theoretical'etanderd basedIon integration and

inter-subject correlation, on close linkage with the, current

neede of social and practical activity.

6,)
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In the process of the pre-service and in-service education

of teachers it is necessary to conduct a synthesis of the

whole complex of educational and psychological knowledge which

is the decisive precondition of the professional work of

the educationalist.

The discussion revealed certain scientific and practical

problems of pedagogical education which should further be

studied, such as:

- the modelling of the educational activity and of the person-

ality of the teacher,

- educational diagnostics,

- the study of conditions for the integration social psycho-

logy and pedagogical knowledge; the unity of the theoretical

and practical training of the teacher,

- scientific research of the pedagogical skills of the teacn-

er and their implementation in his practical activity.

Suggestions for further work ih the said problem area

included:

- the development of curricula for institutions of higher

education training for the teaching profession should take

into consideration the increased share and role of the educ-

ational psychology cycle,

- to ask the European Information Centre of Charles University

for the Further Education of Teachers to prepare and convene

a colloquy related to the subject area: "Educational psycho-

logy and pedagogy in the system of pre-service and in- service

teacher education."



4th problem area: Acoutrin: toe (,cquisition of Knowledge of

the E(iucational Sciences in the Process of Education and

Self-z.iucation of Teachers. PosIibility of Purposeful Control

of This Process..

The discussion concerhihg the 4th problem area was opened

by the keynote paper delivered by V. Brichta /CSSR/, support

papers were presented by .G. Georgteva /Bulgarian PR/,

O. Mt, Eiszek /Polish PR/ and S. Zhekova /Bulgarian PR/. Taking

the floor in the discussion with written communications were

H. Faust P;DR/, M. Hladilek /CSSR/, A. Mainka /GDR!,

/CSSR/. D. Kull "h /CSSR /, A. Panayotov /Bulgarian PR/, J.Sk6cel

/CSSR/ end L. Stanoyev /Bulgarian PR/.

V. Brichta /CSSR/ in the keynote paper: "Assumptions of and

ye towards improving the initial training of teachers" proceed-

ed from the pustulate -that one of the characteristics of our

time is the growing importance of'education and of the allround

development of the personality. Very urgent is the need of im-

proving the quality of the educational system such as would make

it correspond to current and future needs of the development of

society.

These demands cannot be conceived quantitatively. We are

not concerned with a sum of knowledge and with extending the

length of school education, insofar as it has reached the level

indispensable for safeguarding a standard.of education and train-

ing for life which is adequate to the given contemporary stage

of the development of society. We are concerned with the ability

of the teacher to find an orientation in the continuous flow of

knowledge and information with the aim of retrieving and using

the knowledge and information needed for his work. This is the

basis of modernly conceived education
which allows for a more

rapid adaptation and specialization.

The authdr expressed his conviction that only a teacher

who has acquired allround
education and training is able to meet

the exacting demands placed on the educational process, only

such a teacher w!1.1. be etle to meet these demands who will have
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the ability to continuously improve his qualification, one

whose work will have an explicitly creative character.

The author went on to say that the pedagogical training of

stude;:t teachers has sp_cial significance in forming the per-

sonality of the teacher. Education is a comp1,2x and sensitive

process. Intuition and tact are not sufficient no matter how

important they are for the teacher. The educational process

should not proceed spontaneously but as a controlled process

and to achieve this the teacher must have a solid grasp of the

fundamentals of the educational sciences.

For the teacher the educational sciences are the decisive in-

strument for understanding the substance of educational phenomena,

the scientific foundutions of methodology, the technology and

technique of educational work and basic educational mastery.

The significance of pedagogical education increases with the

development of society.

The author pointed out that despite. the fact that the

study of educational sciences forms the basis of the pedagogical

training of teachers the problem and task must not be restricted

to this area alone. The point is that the degree of mastering

the individual disciplines of the educational sciences also

depends on a number of other prerequisites which should not be

neglected. One of the decisive factors are such traits of the

personality of the student teacher without which no teacher can

be a success. The degree of professional orientation to a con-

siderable extent influences the quality of the study of student

teachers, especially the quality of their pedagogical training.

It follows from the evident role of the teacher in the

educational process that the traits of the personality of stu-

dent teachers include wide interests, a-high intellectual

standard, and as concerns the actual professional pedagogical

pre-requisites a profound interest in work with children and

youth and also an idea of the teacher's missi and work. For

various reasons the current state does not, however meet the

stated demands.



The author considers it important that at this stage con-

siderably greater attention should be devoted to.the question

of the professional orientation of secondary school students,

to the development of the abilities and aptitudes of those

secondary school students who have shown certain personality

traits of future teachers and also the development of a system

of evaluating the abilities of applicants for the teaching pro-

fession in the course of the admission procedure at institutions

of higher education.

The author stated that despite great effort which has been

exerted and good experience which has been gained the state of

work with secondary school students and the identification of

the abilities and aptitudes of graduates for the teaching pro-

fession is still unsatisfactory.

The study of disciplines of educational sciences is the

basis of the pedagogical training of student teachers at the

respective faculties. The ccurriculum of the discipline of

pedagogy in Czechoslovak conditions is conceived such as to

lead the student from the introductory disciplines to the basic

theoretical subjects, teaching practice and to teach him to

successfully control the educational process.

General and comparative pedagogy is aimed at acquainting

the student. with the basic concepts of Marxist pedagogy, with

the role of education in society, its historical class condi-

tionality, the basic characteristics of the educational system

in Czechoslovakia and in the other socialist countries as well

as in the non-socialist countries.

The task of didactics is to lead the students to under-

stand the substance of teaching, its principles, organization

and methods. In this discipline special attention is devoted to

teaching the students to practically apply theoretical know-

ledge acquired in school, to the problems of raising the effecti-

veness of teaching and its modernization.



Other disciplines are the theory of school and out-

of-school education, the didactics of subjects of technical

specialization, tLe management of education, the history of

education and pedagogy and the theory and method of communist

education. Following up on these disciplines are selective

seminars. Teaching practice is an important part of pedagogical

training.

The number of Leeching hours devoted in the curriculum

to the educational sciences do not, the author believes, is not

the main problem bearing on the quality of pedagogical training.

Much more significant, he believes, are the following problems:

- the deepening and strengthening of the professional orient-

ation of student teachers as an important stimulation factor

for quality teacher training;

- the development of the pedagogical thinking of the students,

the formation of the foundations of their pedagogical mastery,

- pre-service teacher education for independent creative work

as the totally indis;onsable pre-requisite for coping with

the tasks of controlling the educational process in compliance

with the needs of the development of society,

- safeguarding the complex systems approach to teacher training

as an important factor for the substantial improvement of

the quality of this training.

In conclusion the author stated that the improvement of

the quality of pre-service teacher education is a topical and

urgent task which expresses objective needs and conditions. The

said task should not be conceived in the narrow sense merely as

a question of improving the quality of the study of educational

science disciplines but as a complex approach and concept which

also includes the solution of a number of problems and the ful-

filment of a number of tasks - this will in turn create, the

necessary preconditions for improVing,teacher education in

general and its most important disciplines in particular. This

is also the road towards a more effective study of the education-

al sciences whose importance in pre-service teacher education

74
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is growing and will continue to grow.

The author discussed the problem area in depth in all

parts of his keynote paper.

Y.G. Georgieva /Bulgarian PR/ in the first support paper re-

lated to the problem area: "Acquisition of educational know-,

ledge in the process of the selfigeducation of teachers. and

possibilities of its purposeful control" the author proceeded

from the pOstulate that 'the aims which have been set to the

unified school cannot be achieved without significantly im-

proving the quality of educational work, this mainly because

the allround development of the pupil's personality and its

full realization requires that the teacher should himself be

a person with a versatile and developed personality.

In the whole system of the in-service education of teachers

self- education is an activity of special importance. Educatio-

nal surveys, said the author, have as yet not mdde lndepth

analyses of the specific aspects of the self-education of the

teacher, the content and form of in-service education through

independent work.

The author points out that the aim of the self-education of

the teacher is to draw him closer to creative seeking, experi-

ments and research and what is most important - to the linkage

of scientific results with all work in the process of teaching

and education.

Next to classical methods of
in-service education such as

lectures, seminars, observations and analyses of lessons and

teaching unite, in the Bulgarian People's Republic such meth-

ods are greatly spreading which assume extensive theoretical

and practical education.



The process of self - education is primarily a process based

on the individual but practice has shown that collective forms

of self- education have proved to be more effective.

The whole system of self-education requires a -nrrect orga-

nization of self-education in the school, The headmaster of

the school must help the teacher in the choice of - theme of

self-education and in the choice of the forms of w r. and in the

elaboration of anAn-depth plan of this work.

The system of self-education is the organic continuation of

work which is being carried out in institutes fr the in-service

education of teachers. Practice has shown tilt,c eachers who

devote the-selves to self-education require c '1.tinuous methodo-

logical guidance. The question arises to whn: extent the teach-

er is acquainted with the method of self-educ,tion, with the

culture of mental work, to what extent the tc.lool has secured

for him conditions for independent work an; Li,e respective

adequate material basis.

The author then devoted her attention i questions of self-

education related, to method, i.e., such as e-e connected with

the elaboration of a bibliography of the given theme, the COM-

pilatl.on of a subject catalogue in the resources centre or id.

the teacher's own home library, the te,,che:-3 study under

conditions of the continuous flow of inf the sstema-

tization and description of studied rature, etc. Ir. .his

respect great importance is attributed to tii_ role o' institutes

for the further education of teachers and rcgonal e1,2:utional

centres.

In order to make the teacher's self-educet1 ,n a controlled

.
process it has to Le controlled in a well-conce :,d l'enner and

or..entated. It should not be administratively directed. Inde-

pendent work is essentially deeply motivated. It is a complex

activity and supervision as one of the om:1 ,'9( control functions

may lead to'achievement,only if it is honest-,

differentiated and systematic and 1! it _misplies with the set

target.
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The methodical cen!re in the school is the basis for the

teachers self-education and it is specially useful for young

teachers and for those who are attending distance study courses.

In 196t a new form of stimulating teachers and school,ad-

ministrators to improve their qualifications was introduced in

the Bulgarian People's Republic. The project concerns such

teachers and senior educators who have ac-ieved good results in

their educational work and want to improve their theoretical qua-

lIfications and pedagogical mastery. This is a system of qualifi-

cation categories which compensates certain shortcomings in the

existing system of teacher education. The author pointed out

that it has been possible to overcome the gap which separated

post-graduate study from the concrete needs of educational and

teaching practice. The teachers inner need of independent

creative seeking and his need of purposeful self-education has

thus been stimulated through differentiated remuneration for

the work of the teacher and the head of the school or other

educational installation in dependence on the manner in which

he is improving his qualification and the results of his educa-

tional and teaching work.

In conclusion the author of this support paper pointed out

that, self-education will in the future play the key role in the

further education of teachers and that the improved quality and

effectiveness of educational work will depend on its control.

J. Macieszek /Polish PR/ - in the second support paper'related

to the said problem area: "Raising the level of the educational

soiences and of the pedagogical skills of teachers" the author

stated that there are three groups of inter-related factors in

teacher training, i.e., knoWledge of his discipline, knowledge

of psychology, pedagogy and social life, knowledge of the func-

tioning and problems of society and the ability to use diverse

methods of educational work.



The system of teacher education which was introduced in

Poland in 1973 is based on a unified concept of curriculu which'

provides for the linkage of three blocks of subjects: idolo-

gical, pedagogical and specialized.

The author points out that a generally prevalent trend

may now be observed in teacher education towards specializat-

ion in the respective subject. This results from the urgent

need of the teacher's deep knowledge of the subject which he

teaches. There is also the endeavour to deepen the pedagogical

knowledge and awareness of teachers and to deepen their profes-

sional skills. These efforts are made to enable-the teacher to

consider himself not only as a teacher but also, and this is

to primary importance as the educator. From this point of viawo

the so34ution of the problem of the linkage of theory and practice

has special significance.

Raising the standards of pedagogical knowledge a:;d the co- .

ordination of theory and practice proceeds under diverse con-

ditions and in different situations which are specified by the

author as follows:

- an effective manner of familiarizing the teacher with peda-

gogical experience is the direct cooperation between scient-

ific workers and the school,

- the interlinkage of theory and practice is to a considerable

extent conditioned by the possibility of acquiring new infor-

mation from educational publications /journals, theoretical

publications, methodical handbooks, text-books, journals of

general pedagogy and specialized journals for teachers of

the individual subject/,

- a significant role in the further education of teacners is

played by the Teachers'University which is t,roadcast by radio

and transmitted by television; this university has been in

operation since 1974,

- teacher training is also attended by young higher education:

teachers in 1976 a document was elaborated concerning the

principles of the organization and programme of the ideo-
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los,ical Had y..nu.:.n,ocni cri.,atioh ut' young higher education

teachers. This document si5::nifled the beginning of compul-

sory pedag,:gicel training of young university and college

teachers withing the framework of post-graduate study which was

introduced ut 60.1 institutions of higher education in the t

Polish People's Republic in the school year 1976/77.

The said effort for''t4a sing the professional qualifications

).of Leachors is part of meast. es aimed at raising the ste lard

of U.a educational culture of society, including the teachers.

Tha author went or to say that the Pedagogical culture of

the teacher may be defined as his attitude to education, rearing

and child care. The concept of educational culture must include

not only Lnowledge and skills but also emotional sensii.vity

to the proolems of the pupil, the ability to see his needs and

interests- and tc, fully Understand them.

The professional mastery of teacheini which will .result in

raising tne standard r,f educational culture will only be achieved

by the balanced attitude of pupils to the school on the one hand

and the attitude of the teacher to theoretical knowledge of the

educational process un the other, concluded the author in her

support paper.

S. Zliallove /holgarlwa t'R. i,1 'He third support paper: "Pedagogy

and the research of the Couching profession" devotes her atten-

tion to °Le sphere whirl: remains neglected by educational scien-

ce.

This is ti.a epher,. of the ilLmediate problems and specific-

ities of the Leaching nrofessiun.

The author pnihtscut that educational science has as yet

not prudqced a .categorival reply to the question of the nature

of the teaching profession.

In those cases where there exists a definite view of the

new r.%Inetional structure of the teaching profession substantial

differences remairl in tha deter;Aination of its principal com-
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ponent. Certain authors /trey form the majority/ believe that

this is the component of communication, otter believe that it

is the component of organization. There are authors who consider

the component of cognition to be the principal and most important

component of the functional characteristic and structure of the

teaching profession.

Bducatlonal science has as yet not answered the said ques-

tions. This is not because it underestimates the teacher and

his role. The failure to solve these problems is caused by the

manner in which the teaching profession is studied and charac-

terized. Whet are the characteristics of the work which has so

far been conducted to solve the said problem? The author gives

the following answer to the posed question:

1. The substance of the teaching professionp6rimarily re-

vealed indirectly - through the pupils'",. through instruction,

through the fprms of school work and through out-Of-school

activities. Thu content and quality oithe teacher and his

work are generally derived from the educational system, from

the problems of teaching and the tasks of the. school but

they are studied "from the inside", from their !Actual sub-

. stance, structure and manifestations-.

2. The study of the teaching profession, insofar as it is at

all conducted mostly remains at the empirical level. Defin-

itions, solutions and constructive suggestions related to

teachers and their work are mostly based on data and indices

obtained from experience.

3. The teaching profession is studied as an entity.- Only ge-

neral characteristics and requirements are stated and the

specific: influence of the age groups of the children, the type

of Lice school installation, the cJncrete qualifications of

the teacher and other factors are not taken into considera-

tion.

4. Demands placed on the profession of the teacher are current-

ly characterized by emphasised but unjustified and unfounded

maximalism; categorical and superficial demands are being

voiced.
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5, characteristica of the teacher's profeasional work

and demands placed on the teacher are static In natun*, are

marked by a lack cf dialectic, by inertia and dogmatism.

The overall evaluation of the said methods of the research

of the teaching. profession cannot be positive, sail the author

and it is therefore unsatisfactory, she added. The said meth-

cannot reveal the substance and Specificity of the teachers

work; -- cannot penetrate its specific dynamics.

Complex stu a revealing the chUracter, determining the

structural components -LTI-dill-e-rr-specific funcreional dialectic

and revealing the "nodal" moments in the'teacher's profession

remain to be.conducted. In this respect, said the author, educa-

tional science has a debt to pa, i the teaching profession.,

Educationa sciehce must es.eblish a well-founded and

modern view of iother problem too, namely that of the genuine

unity of the proc a of education and teaching and its implemen-

tation In education I practice. This is directly linked with

two principal moment . the removal of the division of the tea-

cher's work into "teaching" and "rearing" although this is only

a relative factor, and the new modern solAtion of the question

of the forms of teaching and education.

h. Faust /GDR/ introduces hie communication "The Problem of

activating in ellectual work in further education of teachers"

by saying that in the schools of the German Democratic. Republic

a broad discussion is under way on questions of raisir:the

effectiveness of teaching for developing the pupils persqnality.

Such questions include: How do we provide all pupils with'boad-

ly a?pliclible knowledge and ski2'.7-S as the basis for excellent\__

general education? how can be eTen better link the education

of youth with the life of the socialist society? How can we

form ever, better and more effectively the humanitarian basic

attitudes of our pupils, to allow them to better understand the

struggle of our time, to side with social progress, to active-

ly stand up for peace, to denounce every type of racialism and

diacrimination and to imple!tent active solidarity? In these
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questions is manifest our teachers'profound.understanding

of the social mission of our school.

?'roe. them proceeds the constructively critical attitude to

ones own work, to seeking ways of improving one's own every-

day educational work. With this is usually linked the cognition

that the inlispensable condition for raising the effectiveness

of ones own teaching activity is the use of the experiences

of progressive educational practice and the study of the educ-

ational sciences.

The author emphasises that with thin increases the signif-

icance of solving problems related to the mental activity of

pupils during the teaching unit because the problem of the

pupils activity has decisive importance for raising the effecti2

venese of the teaching process.

Only through the development'of the pupils activity orient-

ated to the aims of instruction, in the process of coping,with

the content of instruction will it be possible to enforce the

desirable concept of the teaching process.

The authbr goes on to comment a number of attitudes and

basic views concerning. the problems of activating pupils such as

have been voiced at his institution and points out that their

existence end significance has been verified in surveys.

The clarification of basic attitudes to the problem of

activating pupils is an indispensable precondition for taking

adequate concrete didactical and methodical measures in the

planning and arrangement of the teaching process.

Further education which would be restricted to the mere

development of these basic positions and approaches would be

little effec tive, concludes the author. The clarification of

basic attitudes to teaching must be linked with the interpre-

tation of knowledge and.experience and their implementation in

the concrete teaching process.



M. hladilek /,CSSIt/ in his communication: The role of the teach-

er in the formation of socialist morale and his preparation for

the fulfilment of this significant social function" stated that

the process of school education is implemented to an ever increas-

ing extent under the joint influence of a wide range of out-of-

-school educational factors of various sources and diverse inten-

sity.

Moral education,which has a specific position among the com-

ponents of communist educAion is the most difficult part cif

tho educational work of the school primarily because the dyna-

mic process of the moral developmen't of children is determined

by complex external societal conditions.

The success of the educational work of the school, con-

tinued the author, assumes not only the cognition of the broader

interrelations in which is implemented the educational process

but also the analysis of the attained moral development of the

children, specifically their forminer value system, their

behaviour and acts.

The emphasis which is placed on raising the educational

function of the school therefore conforms with the "needs of

our socialist society which formulates education of man with

new moral qualities as its aim, one whose attainment is the

indispensable condition of its further successful development.

The specific hierarchy of educational aims, continued the

author, may be attained and implemented only by the creative,

systematic, planned everyday operative work of the individual

teachers. In this respect the pe.rsonality of the teacher is

irreplaceable.

The teacher should be able to concretely implement the

educational goals, especially in relation to the individual

stages of the development of the personality of the child, he

should be able to use possibilities specific for the individual

school level, subject and educational activities. He should

respect the specificity of the moral consciousness ofqhe

child.
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The ,,uth r-if=e.1 the ptinti,ipunts that a survey involving

707 teachers whi'h was conducted 1: 1377 confirmed that the

teachers are Aware -f the diversity of the socinlizati 4-1 trends

ahl that they 'Istineuish the rate of its p-s1tive and negative

influence. In some cases their views agreed with sociologically

confirmed facts in othar cusem.the actual knowledge tie pruilem

area is substituted by unjustlfiel ass-mpticns.

The evaluation allow us to assume that in most cases

the teachers do not adequately take Into consideration the pro-

cess of the gradation of educational requirements with the age

of the pupils.

:
In contemporary school practce, continued the author, it

is necessary to overcome the state which survives in the relat-

ionship between the teacher and the pupil, i.e., that the tea-

cher does not always create an appropriately favourable at-

mosphere fir the confrontation of th.e. pupils vtews with his

own and for n certain confrontation of his own views with those

of his pupils. This attitude which in a particular manner guards

the authority of the teacher's personality, this "sanctioning*

of a situation which is void of any conflicts in its consequences,

i.e., in the evaluation of the moral behaviour of the children,

leads to formalism.

The moral oualities of socialist man can successfully de-

velop only on condition that the child is actively involved

in collective activities, on condition that a system is es-

tablished in which the children's natural need for activity is

satisfied.

In conclusion o: his communication the author stated this

conviction that the systematic educational work of the school,

such as will respect the dialectical relationship of aims, meane

and conditions of education will only be successful if if

succeeds in unifying the whole range of ,the impact of education.

Without the unified educational Influence of all educationalists

with in the educational process and in out-of-school education,

without the cooperation of the family and of Pll inatitutions

partaking of the child's edUcation, without the production of
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the c,:ltural sector and the mass media in particular it

would not be possible to form the needed moral awareness of

the young generation s,ich as would become the motivating fac-

tor of their active and involved approach to the building, of our

socialist state.

A. Mainka /GDR/ in his communicntion "The'educetional sciences

.
and raising the pedagogical skills of university teachers" the

author proceeds from the clarification of views which are held

by his collabo.retors and which are being verified in the con-

ducted survey.

The concrete points were listed as follows:

- higher education methodology is recognized as being a

significant partial discipline of pedagogy, valid for higher ed-

ucation. Higher education methodology is conceived not only as

the concrete implementation of didactical prescriptions for hig-

her education instruction but the view is held that higher

education methodologies for theindividual fields of instruc-

tion represent independent educational science disciplines.. Here,

said the author we apply the experience gained in the field of

with general education. Generaleducaticn schools have in past

decades successfully been developing the methodology of the in-

dividual subjects and disciplines,
c

- the child learns in strong dependence on the skillful

preparation of the content of the instruction, on the basis of

positive social relations to his teacher and to the other child-.

ren in the Class, in dc..:endence on the degree to whichthis in-

dividual psychological qualities, including those which are ty-

pical of his age are respected. The adolescent, i.e., the

young\adult, frees himself of such dependence /this mainly

applies to the student/ and acquires the content of the in-

struction "in pure form", i.e., as a science. This shift of

the motivation disposition and the growing ability of the stu-

dent to learn independently, to study, places specific demands

on higher education methodology.



Hr-

The team in which the eutr.or is o,hduotlrg

surveys to find. the determining fec!-rs r P1,1Cf,t1,.n pr.ch tie

proceed from the scientific ccmtent of Ins! shd r the work

of the teem is -irierted to
ilip,r1e-,-Jon of these

factors in the teachlg process. Courses f r tne 1n-service edu-

cation of higher educeilun teachers are a1ms1 teecring the

teachers at this level to present their sclenilfic disciplines

on a level which is adequate to highe,. ed,catir and its speci-

ficity and to teach them to optimally vee tie immehent potential

of science for education.

Work in the field of higher education methodology Is inter-
.

preted as analytical work. The attendees of thane courses are

required to make analyses of their eclentific fields in order

to be able to determine the content of the respective science

which is to enter the teaching process. For this work In the

field of higher education methodology it is Lndispensable to

'low the aims of Instruction and education, to specify them and

exprose them in concrete terms. Alms as a pedagogical category

play the decisive role in the choice of the content viTnli the

franework of higher education methodology.

There are a number of possibIlitierrof the sequence of

scientific contents. The author cities some of them as postu-

lates for elaborating the "methods soirtions" for special

problems.

The author concluded her
communication by stating that in

the course of several years of work her team developed "meth-

ods solutions" for various sections of instruction. Their most

important characteristic, that which gives them the character

of "methods solutions", is their concrete nature, continuity

with content. They always only apply to the respective section

of instruction. The question of their transmission to eimiler

Sections of instruction will have to he etudlod.



V. te.telova opehel her r,mm.nicntion: "The specialization

and versatility of the teacher" by stating that higher educa-

tion of etdont teachers in the :.zechosiovak Socialist Republic

in the past tnirty years creates ;:recondltions for highly work

with children and youth. The specialized knowledge-.of the teach-

ers haa e hign ataninrd and their effort to transmit as much

of tneir knowledge as le p,snihla in the teaching process is

adequate to this knowledge. 'Mere is genuine interest among

the vast majority of teachers to keep in step with'science and

technology and to find and grasp n method which can be used to

incorporate the ru-rent growth of the irif.)rmatioh flow into

scho,A practice.

The author points to the fact that the special4Lation of

the teacher creates preconditions for the identification of the

mpeclnlized interests of the pupil, for detecting his talent,

for orientating him to the appropriate profession or to pro-

fessional training and thus to a certain extent guarantees

the general initial speciali7Ation of the young generation in

practical life nnd indirectly influences the level of society

in the Individual arens.

The basic principle of the teacher's mission is not only

to teach, his role and mission is also to educate.

It ie beyond any doubt, continued and author, that the

allround concept of education requires an equul standard of

specialization from the elctrical engineer, the pianist, etc.,

because their specialization must bg founded on knowledge and

method. For t. la reason the school cooperates with,the public

organizations associated in the National Front. Howlver, the

teacher will always remain the decisive factor in education.

He acts by h1' personal example and in a Wide'variety of

situations creates the basic educational climate within the

workini, atmosphere and in out-of-school activities.



The educational power of the teacher is manifest in these

and :Jtner situations, i.e., in stto'tions In which he not only

faces the class but hesthe stude%ts all around him even behind

his back. It Is at this moment that the teacher's natural autho-

rity is either established or destroyed as here we are concerned

with something else than the narrow specialized knowledge and

skills of the tencner. The success of the teacher's work depends

equally on his specialized knowledge and on his versatility.

:ipecialization without versatility is not convincing.

The very standard of the subjet itself, said the authc:'

should force the teacher to acquire an 'nsight of the relate_

disciplines, then of the more remote disciplines and to take

up attitudes, to social and political events which are taking

place in the world. his relations to his pupils'parents estab-

lished through the pupils, are also facilitated or hampered

by his ,Awn social practice, by his knowledge of the world which

surrounds him and by his direct participation in current events.

The author pointed out that without e versatilely deve-

loped teacher we shall not be able to educe. a -versatile and

harmonious young personality. It is therwf. -ezessary to ca-

re with equal consciensciousness and purpose ::.f1t4s for the dev-

elopment of the teacher's personality with re, -r: his.speciel-

ization and to his versatility.

The content of all forms of the further edic

teachers should Incorporate pedagogy and psycholo& n the light

of new approaches and findings, the field of emo'la%0 education,

knowledge of environmental control, aesthetic app;.oaehes and

general orientation in the cultural wealth of one's ovn coun-

try. Here we shall not be concerned with the teacher's further

ncyclopaeoic knowledge but with indicating approaches ar

Ways which the teacher will take to the young person and

will help him to understand more quickly and correctly the

world and his own self as well as the role of individual

in developing contempora society.



in nis co,amunica%lon: "Psychological disci-

plines and the further education of college end university

teachers" proceeds from the postulate test the teaching has

ceased to be the prih.ciphi cna:ncteristAc cf the teachers

w-,rk in higher education. The education and stimulation func-

tions are becoming prevalf.nt.

. It therefore ensues thief. Le teachers themsel.es must

revaluate' A nd reconstruct the criteria and charai lristics of the

teaching profession. The forming of the personalty of the in-

dividual, the student, as well as of the teacher, is coming to

the fore. T his educational ai or higher education cannot be

attained without the necessary theoretical and practical peda-

gogical training.

The college and university teacher, said the author,

bearing influence on the student must proceed:

- from the knowledge of his personali,y /the history of the

individual, the formative influence of the environment, the

current structure of the personality, prospects and possibili-.

ties of further changes!,

- from the constant realization that the effectn of external

influence are refraCted by the inner structure of the indiv-

idual /the student responds only to those stimuli which are

in tune with his own structure/,

- from the knowledge that harmonious influence is the prere-

quisite for the active participation of th' student la his

own formation and at the same time the postulate for the pos-

itive attitude of the student:to his teacher,

- from the fact that in.the process of f.rmation t. teacher

becomes familiar and forms also. his own self; '_his is an in-

dispensable pre-requisite' of the nuccesaful influence of the

teacher's personality,

- from the requirements that the teacher should cone -,e edu-

catibn not only as hie own influence but an tne influence borne

by the whole collective of teachers !the influence of a soc-

ial group, it.1 structure, hierarchy, rclation/:, etc/.
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The unulysis if the thus classified influence of the

teacher shows the significance of the psychological disciplines

in the pedagogical process for the teacher.

The definitive expression of the teacher's personality -

his pedagogical mastery, is only formed in practice, stated the

author. The question remains of the length of this formative

period. Specialized knowledge has reached the desirable standard,

but there is a lack of adequate pedagogical and especially

psychological foundations on which should be built the subsequent

levels of the teacher's personality in practical work.

The results which have been attained so,far in raising the

qualifications of college and university teachers, said the

author, have been based on systems which were not unified, had

a diverse content, different course and evaluation of the atten-

dees of the courses. All have been marked by the effort for

raising the standard of the teacher's psychological knowledge

and its practical implementation.

A. Panayotov /Bulgarian PR/ in his commuication "Psychological

theories of the staged formation of mental operations and

the development of the methodology of subject teaching" based

on his own study focused on the development of the methods of

biology teaching in the Bulgarian People's Republic presented

certain generalized facts related to the given problem area.

It was found that teachers of different subjects in their

work lean primarily on diverse methodological literature,

such as illustrates the standard of the development of the res-

pective educational discipline, i.e., the method of the instruc-

tion of the given subject. Its standard depends on the level

of coordination of the achievements of pedagogy, educational

psychology and didactics.
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The author pointed out that one of the possible ways

of accelerating the development of the methodology of subject

teaching /the survey was concretely focused on the instruction

of biology as a science/ was the acceptance of some of the

existing 'psychological theories related to instruction and know-

ledge acquisition. In this case the survey was concerned with the

implementation of the theory of the staged formation of ,,e;:tal

operations in botany and zoology teaching.

In conclusion the author presented knotledge obt..-4ned in

the survey and its generalization:

- The aims were attained, i.e., biological knowledg su. indicat-

ed procedures of cognitive activity were formed; teaching ba,-1

on the constructed model of orientation makes it possible

to improve the control of cognitive activity and to raise the

effectiveness of teaching es such.

- The implementation of the requirements of the theory of the

staged formation of mental operations places new demand on the

authors of text-books. The authors of new text-books. wi 1 hare

to become acquainted with these new demands and willsav to

learn to solve them.

- The acceleration of the development of the methodology of

subject teaching /any subject/ and the synchronization of

this methodology with the current development of pedagogy,

educational psychology and didactics is the most reliable way

to guarantee that all subject teaching will correspond to the

development of the educational sciences and to the general dev-

elopment of society.

J. Skticel /CSSRV in his communication: "The application of

sociolinguistics in teacher education" clarified certain basic

concepts of sociolinguistics as a linguistic discipline which

deals with the relations between language and society.

The basic field of sociolinguistic study, said the author,

is the function of the language in society, contacts Uetween

people and their language, the problems of language policy,
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i.e. the influence of s,olety th. ievel)pmeht end fuhctioning

of languages. The spcirl'olty of the relationship between

linguistics end the egtucationel sclhoes consists in the share

of sciolinguistics er.,c1 pedego;:y ,f the leterminetion of the

elms and methods of lahgoage troln1;:g.

From the point of view of ;.,c1311hguisitca, said the. author

language instruction 13 a social activity in which, observing

the theory or la:.guage teaching,t:m students are taught to use

certain 1,in/.:sges in accoriqnce with tne development of social

relations in concrete social gr3ups,

Language Ihstrotion ;:omprlses:

u/ the development of the len,..:ege utitlities of - student

in his mother tongue and in other languages,

b/ the acquisition of knowledge, skills and hat,itu in speech

actlitty.

c/ the cognI:lon of the struct,:re of lunguege units and laws

for their us,, in speech activity.

In lah,y-uge instruction the i'ffJrt Is becoming ever more

manifest-to teach the speaKer /wrtteri to use the language in

compliance with the character of the social relations of the

given socio-economic f,:rmetion.

The aim os language instruction and with it the

atm of the education of language teachers/ will increasingly

apprach the results of the evaluation of the language in

society. In the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, for instance,

the social functions of Russian in socialist economic integra-

tion are used for language instruction.

Sociolinguistics, said the author, Is P-111 an informative

discipline in teacher education. This does r.ot, nowever, corres-

pond to the possibilities which it offers for specifying the

alms of language instruction. In teacner educatJon sociolinguisti

should become that discipline which orii.ntetea education in

such a manner as to allow the teachers to atteln diverse aims

of language tnstruction and tc raterlaitze the:3e aims if

necessary.
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In view of the fact that the teacher controls the teaching

.process it is necessary, concluded the author to educate him in

such a manner as to enable him to control the processes of

acquiring language abilities, masstering the necessary types

of language activities and the foundations of the respective

language system. For this he needs to know the fundamentals of

sociolinguistics.

L. Stanoyev /Bulgarian People's Republic/ in his communica-

tion: "Post-graduate further education of educational personnel

in the Bulgarian peoplw*s Republic" stated that in the past

three decades the poet-graduate qualification of educational

personnel in the Bulgarian PR is formed and intensively developed

as an objectively necessary condition with a certain specific

social function in the educational system.

Its existing system in the BPR is characterized by certain

significant charanteristics of which the author emphasised the

following:

- it is part of the unified Syntem of the post-graduate educa-

tion of personnel in Bulgaria,

- periodically every.5 - 7 years it safeguards the basic forms

of further education for all educational personnel,

- the complex nature of education, i.e., teachers are provided

with both theoretical and practical training in haruony with

the novelties which come up in the content of teaching and

in the methodology of educational work, .

- the basic means is the actual development of the educational

system; post-graduate education safeguards the continuous

rising of Ste qualifications of teachers and senior educa-

tional personnel, i.e., the main factor in the educational

system,

- further education of all educational personnel which is

assigned to various forms of further education 1; free of

charge.
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In 197b more than 1Luu per ee:, of the total number of educ-.

ational personnel in the 'eulgarian PR, i.e., approximately

130,000 persons attended post-gradate day courses lasting more

than f; days

The future development of post-gra,!uste education of ed-

ucational personnel, said the a,.thul. In c:Alcl%Isic,n, the same as

the development of this form of study will be closely linked with

the socio- economic and cultural development of tne Bulgarian

society and thereby also with the demands which are placed on

education in connection with this development.

X X X X X X X

The following conclusions ensued from the papers and co-
,

mmunications related to the 4th problem area:

Social !evelopmtnt in dap+.1'Idence on the current social sys-

tem and from this the ensuing position of man in society place

demandson the education on the young generation. The liafeiRuard-

ing of the high 'Standard of the process of education for all

children is becoming the basic need in the implementation of

social progress. From this follows the growing significance

of the school in our time. It is necessary to better meet the

increasing demands placed by society on the school.

The further development of education such as would corres-

pond to the social !demands requires highly qualified ,teachers

who have acquired allround training for their work, who un-

derstand fully the meaning, aim and responsibility of their

work and will let themselves be guided in their practical

works

The desirable conditions for forming such teacher are:

- the timely selection and long-term pre=paration of student

teachers for study,

- the systematic study procedure from introductory pedagogical

and psychological guidance to practice,
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- tne acquisition of extensive knowledge of tLe educational

,;/stem, the deveiopcent of specifically pedagogical thinking

8r:A aptitude for creative work,

- tie Lecessity of continuous further education and the

f,rmation of the need of life-lung education,

- the pedagogical control of pre-service and in-service edu-

cation of teachers.

TLe science of education bears a greet responsibility-

for the pre-service an1 in-service education of teachers. It

will therefore be purposeful:

to accurately define the aim and content of the pre-service

an in-service edUcation of teachers with regard to thy prac-

tical work: of the teacher,

- to lead the teacher to the creative acquisition of pedago-

gical knowledge,

- to increasingly involve the teachers In the process of acquir-

ing new kno.vledge and to broadly develop its innovative func-

tion.

Senior educational personnel should permanently secure

the consistent fulfilment of current demands placed on the pre-

service and in-service education of teachers.

The discussion revealed a number of problems w*h should

be studied and investigated. They included, for instance:

- tLe personality of the teacher and his activity; the research

yielded a wide variety of important knowledge in different

countries. The characteristic of the teacher was also approach-

ed, 1.e. - indirectly, /in the mirror behaviour of the pupils/.

- empirically

- globally /independently of the school level, the

subject, etc/

with unfounded maximalism - nominalism

- statically
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The following problem should be solved further surveys:

- the profile of the teacher and the characteristics of the

teaching profession; as concerns this problem area it will

be necessary to conduct broader differentiated surveys in

order to grasp the specificity of t%e teachers work in

lifferent fields of education, subjects, etc.

In conclusion the participants recommended that the

European Information Centre of Charles University for

Further Education of Teachers should:

- organize another meeting of this type,

- promote the exchunge of experience also using other media

/publications, the exchange of documentation for the in-

service end pre - service education of teachers, documentation

aids, etc.
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5th problemproblem area: The leacher as the Co-author of Educational

Knowledge. Generalization of the best Experience Gained in

Fedagogical Practice as the Source of the Development of the

Science of Education. The Development of the Pedagogical Creat-

ivity of Teachers.

The discussion related to the 5th problem area was opened

by the keynote paper presented by M. Eargab /CSSR/, the response

papers were delivered by G. Metraux /Switzerland;, Y.D. Black

/LX/ and M. Berger /GDR/, taking the floor with written communi-

cations were W.B. Dockrell ,UX /, L. halberbtat /CSSR/, J. Koude-

la /CSSR/, M. /GDR and E. Marueiak /CSSR/.

M. hargat /CSSR/ in his keynote paper proceeded from the postul-

ate t:.at in the conditions of the scientific and technical re-

volution science is becoming a production force. As a result the

mass development of people and of the creative force of each

person becomes an integral component and independent factor of

the growth of the pr.,luction forces.

This statement, puts the significance of educational science,

its standard, effectiveness, accessibility, the conditions, and

ways of its development and implementation into the focus of

attention.

The importance of prompt educational knowledge, said the

author, is currently all the greater because in the conditions

of the scientific and technical revolution we are witnessing

dyhemically changing conditions of education, the changing and

expanding function of the school. In it the teacher remains

the principal factor in the pedagogical process, his role, how-

ever, ci.anges owing to changes in society, in sciences, tech-

nology and in the actual system of education. This requires

from the teacher not only a ready adaptation to the newly

arising conditions but also the ability to implement in these

conditions the new aims of education in a qualified manner.

This need of professional adaptability and mobility of teach-

ers is expressed in the Czechoslovak project of the education
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of teachers and educational personnel by stating several basic

demands, i.e.:

- to prepare the teacher as a broadly specialist profiled

capaUe of adapting to diverse concrete conditions of edu-

cational work,

- to c'mceive the content of teacher education as an open dy-

namic system which allows the reacher to improve, complete,

update or upgrade his specialization according to social needs.

The implementation of these demands assumes that within

the new Czechoslovag concept of the content of teacher education

teachers will not only be able to acquire the latest scientif-

ic knowledge but that they will acquire such education which

will allow them to capable independently and actively grasp

this knowledge, creatively implement it and enrich it. To achieve

this aim it appears indispensable especially to:

- deepen the pedagogical training of teachers in the stage of

their pre-service education at higher education level, to acquaint

them with the methodology of cducational research and with

accessible methods of scientific research in related scientific

disciplines,

- in the system of in service education to enable the teachers

to penetrate more deeply into the substance of the complex

and differentiated educational process, to involve them in ex-

rimental activity and educational research,

- in order to raise the standard and effectiveness of the edu-

cational work of teachers to develop their aware educational

creativity.

The significance of the development of the educational

creativity of teachers comes to the fore, said the author,

especially in our time. The Czechoslovak school is facing an

extraordinarily significant task, i.e., to apply the latest

scientific and technical knowledge for implementing the content

and organizational restructuring of education, to modernize

its content, methods and organization. The cgree to which
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these aims are attained depends on how unity of educational

theory and practice is achieved in the process of restruct-

uring, how effective educational theory will prove to be and

how applicable it will prove to be in the differentiated con-

ditions of concrete educational practice.

In his keynote paper the author went on to inform

the participants of the methods and forms used in the Czecho-

slovak Socialist Republic for implementing the said require-

ments for activating teachers in the field of scientific educa-

tional work:

1. In the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic all teachers,

so far with the exception of nursery school teachers, are educa-

ted at institutions of higher education. New curricula and

syllabi of teacher education which are gradually being introduced

allow the attainment of a higher standard of pre-service theore-

tical and practical education and training for in-school and

out-of-school education.

A significant form of the self-education of teachers is

organized specialized student activity.

Despite these positive factors and aspects of teacher

education it appears to be very urgent to further deepen and

expand educational psychology study courses, namely in certain

related and marginal scientific disciplines.

2. V pedagogical education of teachers of technical

subjects snou be provided not only by the existing complemen-

tary in-service pedagogical study courses but also by parallel

pedagogical education during the pre-service study course. Such

courses should be run by departments of pedagogy at the res-

pective technical colleges.
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3. high demands pl.,ced on the professional profile of

teachers are to be applied also during the admission of en-

trants to colleges and universities training for the teaching

profession. Therefore the criteria for admission put emphasis

not only on the marks which the student has obtained but also

on his pedagogical gift for creative and involved educational

activity.

4. The deepening of the pedagogical education of student

teachers and the closer linkage between educational theory and

practice will be enhanced by closer cooperation between re-

search and educational institutions and institutions of higher

education, by the development of educational research at insti-

tutions of higher education and by building up a network of

experimental, practice and demonstration schools and educational

installations which are to become the centres of vanguard edu-

cational practice.

5. The irplementation of significant forms of the scientific

education of teachers is made possible by the gradual development

of the unified system of the further education of teachers in

the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic which mainly comprises:

- the further education of teachers conceived as a follow-up

on completed university education enabling its upgrading,

deepening, updating, innovation, extension, possibly specializa-

tion,

- the education of teachers for scientific pedagogical work

in form of specialization study courses oriented to educational

research, i.e., the study of teachers - research workers,

- the hitherto most widespread form of involving teachers in

specialized educational work, i.e., organized educational crea-

tivity, namely educational readings; this form of education

is mainly oriented to the generalization of progressive educa-

tional experience in defined areas of educational activity na-

mely in the field of methodology.
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The question of the creative educational activation of

teachers, concluded the authors, is currently so important and

the social mission of teachers who form the educational, quali-

fication and ideological and moral profile of the young gener-

ation is so responsible that it is worth while to contemplate

the questions of improving educational work and to spare no

efforts and means for its elevation.

G. Metraux /Switzerland/ in the first response paper: "Sources

of scientific information for teachers: courses for teachers or

participation of teachers in rest ''d that long years of

experience have shown that the r

research and educational develol.

between theory and practice which

the mere organization of coursft at

teachers. In this respect, said the

in Geneva which is linked to the rbspe

ion of teachers in

resents a relationship

more fruitful than

'vice courses for

his institution

school administrat-

ion body seems to have favourable cont . Its researchers

and selected teachers are developing and lusting school inno-

vation programmes at the level of programmes structure methods

and techniques, it organizes general examinations and supervises

the activity of school psychologists wowing in schools. The

teams composed of research workers and practitioners are occasio-

nally or permanently joined by one or tw professors of the uni-

versity 's faculty of psychology and sc.! lice of education. Thus

work can proceed in direct linkage with the school reality of

the teachers, with a knowledge of the requirements of the admi-

nistrative bodies and with the theoreticEl contribution of uni-

versity research. Cooperation between these three partners gives

an excellent guarantee of comprehensiveness and practical im-

plementation of the work done. Experience has shown that contacts

are established already at the stage of the formulation of the

research requirement.

Progress from theory to practice, said the author, does not

take place without difficulties. These difficulties ensue from

the position of tl'e science of education, the character of edu-

cational goals and the attitude of the teachers.
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The teachers find it difficult to realize the contribution

of the science of education to the teaching process if they

are not helped in the determination of its funct:.on. The science

of education will thus assume its immediate and beneficial role

when it bring into practice applicable facts and rules. This

This first category of its function includes the psychology of

learning. The science of education has a critical function by

considering education as the object of study. This is mainly

the case of educational sociology. And third, the science of

education plays a purely scientific role by elaborating schemes

explaining educational practice.

In conclusion the author lists several conlitirJrs which en-

hance the dissemination of educational information among teach-

ers. He believes that the first will be more or less wishful

thinking because it requires that teachers and researchers are

agreed on aims.

Orientation to an interdisciplinary study, to the systematic

approach to problems could be a considerable achievement.

A structure of research could be developed which could

help overcome mutual criticism because otherwise the exerted

endeavour would be futile.

From the beginning of their teaching careers the teachers

should be involved in research - this would develop in them

a more scientific, more objective and more modest approach.

On the other hand theoreticians in the universities and

researchers in research institutions should regularly work in

practice, i.e., at classroom and other levels of the school.
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h.D. Black /GB/ - in the second response paper: "Teachers

in research - a Scottish case study" proceeded from the fact

that teachers have come to play a little more than a passive

role in educational research and that almost all work being

done in this sphere comes from research workers.

The author described the work of the Scottish Council

for Research in Education which in the Diagnostic Assessment

Project sought a new relationship between teachers and resear-

chers. In it the development of diagnostic instruments and

tests, their evaluation and the evaluation of wider issues such

as the teachers reaction to the concept and the practicability

of applying it had to go together. The solution was to adopt

a Collaborative Research methodology which saw the researcher

as an "enabler" providing expertise in prat of the teachers'

work which they themselves considered important. Six case stu-

dy departments were chosen and teachers and researchers colla-

borated in the design, implementation and evaluation of diagnos-

tic tests, instrument and feedback systems for small parts of

existing courses. In addition the researcher tool on the role

of evaluating the wider issues of practicability and coordina-

ting the work of the various departments.

In collaborating with teachers as equal partners in rese-

arch activities the researchers found themselves breaching ba-

rriers which are seldom penetrated and in so doin encountered a

range of problems and potentials.

Perhaps the most obvious considerations are logistic. When

the researcher is collaborating with the teacher the researcher's

facilities are tailored to the research purpose. In the teacher's

situation there are many problems, by and large the system does

not recognize teacher research as legitimate in terms of time

and resource allocation. As a result there is continual pressure

on the teacher from the immediate ,orkload which makes it diff-

icult to keep up the momentum of the research. This should be

recognized and carefully considered in the research prJgromme.
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Support is another relevant logistic consideration. The

researcher may have the facilities for frequent discussion of

his problems with his specialist colleagues but the teacher is

normally working in tLe vanguard of development. A research

consultant in the school would Love been a considerable benefit

to the teachers.

A second set of considerations centres around the different-

ial expertise of the collaborators. A frequently made criticism

amongst the teachers working on the project was that their ini-

tial and in-service trainin, did little to help them adopt a

research approach. The ability to focus on a particular problem

and to apply his professional expertise in terms of experience

of trying to deal with it in the classtoom is much more impor-

tant than attempting to parallel the experience of researcher;

it is in the fusion of the two sets of experience that collabo-

rative research works to advantage. Perhaps more problematic to

the continuing research programme is the differential percep-

tion of the two parties. The teacher and the researcher may

agree to focus on a particular problem but may have different

views as to what requires to be done. This leads to the impact

that the two parties are likely to habe on the research itself.

Another set of considerations which effect the research

is the influence of the researcher himself. What effect does

the presence of the researcher have on the teacher and what ro-

le should he adopt? The greatest problem is the possibility of

dominating negotiations. A greater problem is that the research-

er through formulating the research proposal will inevitably

have predispositions yo the topic in hand which the teacher

has not yet had time to conceptualize. It is only too easy

r.t this stage to adopt an action or even a pule research

approach through misreading the readiness of .he teacher

for collaboration.

The influence of the researcher and the research may

also cause conflicts within the school for the collaborating

teacher- All of the teachers involved in the project have to
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a greet er or lesser extent been subjected to a process of

thinking about their teaching unusual amongst their colleagues.

Collaborative research inevitably demands recognition of

its unique characteristics at the report stage. As with any form

of research this must be en unambiguous statement. Of the out-

come of the programme with a clear definition of both the the-

oretical under-pinnings of the work and the limits imposed by

the chosen methodology. The collaborators, however, bring differ-

ent sets of advantages and disadvantages to the report. At the

logistic level the researcher will have apportioned a substan-

tial part of his time to the report stage while the tewher

must fit it amongst the continuing pressures of the classroom.

The result of this is a danger of the teachers'perception which

is at least as relevant and valid as that of the researcher

will s._:ffer in its length and depth of presentation. This is

compounded by the established viewpoint that the jargon-domin-

ated academic style of the researcher with frequent references

to statistical data is somehow preferable to.the apparently sub-

jective viewpoint of the teacher. The collaborative research

report is then likely to be different to that of the tradition-

al research report- the important point to bear in mind is that

it is neither better nor worse, just different.

To anseer the question of whether 'eachers should be

involved in research the author points ou, ,nat research is

generally recognized to be an eseential element in the educa-

tional system. He suggests that the teaching profession should

be taking a much more active part in objectively investigating

the many problems and issues arising from the dynamic system

in which they work. If for this reason only there can be no

doubt that teachers have an important role to play in research.

However, adds the author, it would be pe47onizing to suggest

that teachers should take part in research because it would be

good for them. A much stronger argumont is that their involve-

ment would produce better research.
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TLe author pointed out that it must be made clear that

by putting forward these arguments he was not advocating

the dismissal of existing research specialists in favour of a

new inspired teaching force nor indeed was he arguing that

collaborative research with teachers was the optimal metho-

dology for all educational enquiry. his argument was, however,

that first the teachers themselves should be willing to take

a research perspective on their own practice and second that

where appropriate researchers should seriously design their

work to allow the active participation of teachers at all stages.

H. Berger /GDR/ in the third response paper: "Participation

of teachers in educational research" focused on the character-

istics and evaluation of the importance of the participation of

teachers in educational researci. /in pedagogical experiments/

conducted by the tesearch team at the author's research instit-

ute.

The said research team studies the laws and optimal variants

of the moral education of youth in the pupila'collective. It

proceeds from the methodological postulate that the scientific

basis for methods used for establishing educationally effec-

tive relations between the personality of the individual and the

collective should be founded on a pedagogical experiment in

school practice.

The research team includes ten teachers who were asked to

join it from the very beginning for their creative endeavour

in the application of the theory of collective education and who

showed interest in acquiring new knowledge for improving their

educational work by scientific methods. In the course of the

ten years which have elapsed since the launching of the project

the interest of some of these teachers in the project has inten-

sified to such a degree that they have been able to write mono-

graphs about the results of their pedagogical experiments at

the level of doctoral theses, diploma theses or have written

articles about the results of their work which have been pub-

lished in specialized journals. All teachers working on the
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research team have been publicizing the theory of education

through the collective in the further education of teachers.

The most important effect of their participation in the

research project consisted in that with the help of other

teachers and staffs they have helped improve the pedagogical

process and have contributed to increasing its effectiveness.

The teachers who worked on the respective research team

have decisively contributed to specifying, differentiating and

establishing a close linkage between the general problem of the

conducted research, i.e., the optimal pedagogical use of objec-

tive laws of the life of adolescent youth in pupils'collecti-

ves for the development of individual moral awareness and be-

haviour.

The author expressed the belief that the collaboration

of teachers is indispensable in formulating the hypotheses

of pedagogical experiments mainly because the teachers, thanks

to their experience and their active function in the educatio-

nal process, are able to elaborate well founded and justified

hypotheses on the most purposeful aims, content, methods and

forms of interaction between the development of the collective

and the personality. The teachers deep knowledge of the fact-

ors and conditions of the collective life of pupils and its

pedagogical direction makes them specially competent to con-

ceive the operational components of the solution of the re-

search problem adequately to the respective subject.

The moat significant contribution of the teachers, as cre-

ative personalities who are forming the educational process in

compliance with the requirements of the research task, to pe-

dagogical experiments is that thanks to their pedagogical abi-

lities they are able to safeguard the concrete influence of

the pupils collective on the development of the personality of

the individual pupils.
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Specially important for the results of the research

are the teacher's possibilities to apply methods for investi-

gating the interaction between the development of the perso-

nality of the individual and the collective.

The observation of the social behaviour of pupils which

are the object of the pedagogical experiment and the investiga-

tion of the moral attitudes, feelings and volition of the pupils

through discussions and interviews in natural ,ducational sit-

uations are the most important method of observing the changes

which have taken place in their moral awareness and behaviour,

said the author.

Thanks to their closer links with the pupils'collectives

and their intimate relations with adolescent youth the tea-

chers who are taking part in the research project have favour-

able social, time and space and situation conditions for observ-

ing pupils and for discussions with them about their relation-

ships to the collective and to society. Another contribution

of the research project is that the teachers have been success-

ful in penetrating problem areas related to the development

of the collective and of the individual in adolescent age. The

teachers participating in the work of the research team have

therefore significantly contributed to the practical implemen-

tation of one of the most important methodological principles

of research, i.e., to observe and to enhance the crystalliza-

tion of conflicts inside the pupils'collective as the driving

force of its development and the recognition of the principal

characteristics of its functions and structures.

The teachers on the research team, concluded the author,

are preparing for their collaboration in pedagogical experi-

ments by the study of basic and selected specific problems of

the theory of collective education and methodology as related

to the specific research task and by the study of the methods

of educational research. Those who take part in research and

will present a thesis related to their work wi.1.1. be given the

opportunity to study for a scientific degree.
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Dockrell in his paper "The teacher and the Science of

education, the Scottish experience" described the experiences

of the Scottish Council for Research in Education over the

past 50 years in the study of educbtion as a means of improving

instruction. Particular attention is paid to the involvement of

teachers in this process including teachers contribution to new

scientific discoveries, teachers use of scientific information

and teachers attitudes towards the scientific study of education.

The context in which educational researchers work in

Scotland is a little different from that in many other countries.

Education in Scotland is largely a local responsibility The

Scottish Education Department lays down broad parameters for in-

stance the period of compulsory schooling /from 6-16 years of

age/; the organization'of secondary schooling on a local com-

prehensive basis, not on a selective basis as in the past: the

design of buildings, the provision of school mealsand school

transport. The curriculum though is the responsibility of the

school. Indeed schools are required to devise certain elements

in the curriculum which are appropriate to local circumstances.

There is, however, in practice general agreement on the basic

structure and content of the secondary curriculum. There is much

greater variation among primary schools. All primary schools

accept that it is their fundamental responsibility to teach the

basic skills of reading, writing and arithmetic. Apart from

this broad agreement there is great diversity among schools in

how these skills should be taught and what additional elements

there should be in the curriculum. The curriculum within the

secondary schools is much more uniform for two reasons. There

are external examinations which are taken at the end of the 11th

and 12th years and there is a curriculum development service

which produces indigenous textbooks and instructional materials;

of these the most significant le the external examination and

there are alternative examinations set by the English examina-

tion boards for which many schools enter pupils. Schools

therefore have a choice of the Scottish certificate of Education

or one of the several English certificates. It is clear that the
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external examination which in some schools is taken by all

pupils and in all schools by over 80 % of pupils plays an

important role in determining the curriculum.

More interesting from the point of this Colloquy, said

the speaker, is the influence of the work of the curriculum

development centres. Revised curricula have been developed in

recent years in Scotland as in many countries in science, mathe-

matics, social sciences, the mother tongue and recently second

language teaching. In a recent survey of a sample of schools

we found only one secondary school which was not usin the ma-

terials developed by the Scottish Mathematics Group and no

school was not using the materials developed by the Scottish

Integrated Science Group, he said and went on to answer the

question of why Scottish schools were more willing to accept

scientific developments than English schools.

He said that since the 1920's in Scotland all secondary

school teachers have been required to hold a degree obtained

at a university and then to have attended a College of Educ-

ation for a programme of teacher training. Consequently the

level of academic competence in the subject matter area is

high and there is at least some knowledge of the science of

education on the part of all school teachers. A second factor

is the high prestige given to the scientific study of education

in Scotland. There is a tradition of the scientific study of

education in Scottish universities stretching back for over a

century.

The author then went on to give a detailed description

of the extent and quality of the study of education in Scottish

universities, documented the open attitude of Scottish teachers

to the science of education and illustrated experiences gained

by his organization, the Scottish Council for Research in Edu-

cation and its close collaborator the Scottish Teachers Union.

He recalled the establishment of the Scottish Council for

Research in Education in 1928 by the two union, and by the local

education author ties. For over 40 of those 50 years the Council
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was housed in the headquarters of the teachers union. The finan-

cial and business affairs of the Council were administered by

the Union for that period. Initially half of the coat of the

Council's researches were paid for by the Union and half by the

local authorities and the Union has continued to be a major fi-

nancial support for the work of the Research Council. The nomi-

nees of the teachers'unions are the largest group but not the

majority on the board of management which governs the affairs al

the Research Council. The Council, therefore, has been closely

and continuously in ccntact with teachers through the teachers'

union.

This contact le not a mere formality. The teachers through

the unions play a major role in shaping the programme of the

Research Council. The most obvious way to do this is by directl:

commissioning research in certain areas. The speaker added that

he di:!. not wish to create the impression that the teachers along

determine the research programme of the Council - some of

the projects arise out of the scientific concerns of researcher:

themselves, others are commissioned by local authorities, by

branches of the central government, etc. The focus by scientist:

on educational problems of direct relevance to teachers and te-

aching is one consequence of the close relationship between

the Council and the teachers'unions. There are other which are

equally important, namely the attitude of teachers to scientifil

research. The Research Council produces a twice yearly bulletin

called Research in Education a copy of which goes to every tea-

cher in Scotland, and a recent small scale study of teachers'

reading of professional publications showed that nearly all tea-

chers were aware of the publication and a third of them could

summarise at least one recent research report. The other major

effect of the attitudes of teachers was their participation in

research. The Council provides research grants for teachers to

carry out their own research studies, individualIror collective:

with or without guidance of professional researchers. These

pieces of research are rarely of general significance what is

important is that they imbue teachers with the scientific attiti
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Much more important is the role of teachers in planning and

carrying out collaboratively with research scientists major

programmes of research. The Research Council has a sound start

because of its intimate relationship with the teachers'unions

and its continuing emphasis on the participation of teachers in

scientific studies at all levels from planning committees to

fieldwork, concluded the speaker.

L. Halber5tat /CSSR/ in his communication "Creating conditions

for the development of the creative work of teachers" dealt

with the participation of the Trade Union of Workers in Educa-

tion and Science in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic in crea-

ting conditions for the development of teachers'creative work

which it considers to be its primary task both with regards to

the interests of society and with regard to the professional

in erests of the teachers themselves.

Trade union branches in schools, said the author, present

initiatives for stimulating the development of the pedagogical

creativity of teachers and its inclusion in the plans of schools

and other educational installations and within their rights eva-

luate their implementation. The trade union branches orientate

their meetings to the creation of conditions for solving con-

crete problems and tasks related to the educational process and

put forward initiatives aimed at safeguarding the practical im-

plementation of experience gained by outstanding and creative

teachers in their own school. The trade union branches stimula-

te the effort of the headmasters to enhance the creative work

of the teachers by initiating thematic tasks with special wards

aimed at developing those fields of the educational work of the

school where it is necessary to creatively apply new knowledge

of the science of education.

The trade union branch in cooperation with the headmaster

organizes working meetings. The aim of such working meetings

is the collective evaluation of suggestions for the solution

of current problems of the educational process.
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The trade union, continued the author, also devotes great

attention to its branches which operate at institutions of

higher education. Its members influence the orientation of

the themes of diploma theses of the students, the themes of

the post-graduate diploma theses of teachers in such a manner

as to secure the practical implementation of new scientific know-

ledge in educational practice and on the other hand to secure

the acquisition of knowledge of problems arising in educational

practice. The trade union branches devote attention to the deve-

lopment of student scientific and specialized activity.

Teachers in basic and secondary schools are employed by

the departments of education of district and regional national

committees. Their trade union partners, i.e., the district and

regional committee of the respective trade union conclu,..2 collec-

tive contracts with them for every school year. These contracts

also include the development of the creative work of teachers.

The problem of pedagogical creativity is incorporated in

all forms of trade union schooling, said the author.

The exchange of educational experience is served by agree-

ments on twinning concluded between trade union branches in

schools of the Czech Socialist Republic and the Slovak Socialist

Republic, between schools in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic

and schools in the other socialist countries, by meetings and

seminars organized by the State school administration especia117

for young teachers addressed by outstanding awarded teachers and

instructors and by staff members whJ have attained outstanding

achievements.

The trade union strives for the dissemination and applica-

tion of experience gained by educationalists in the other socia-

list countries, namely in the Soviet Union, this through the

study of the literature, journals and periodicals, etc.

In the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic there is a long tra-

dition of national meetings of teachers and other educationalists.

The trade union of workers in education and science is the co-

organizer of these national events, within whose framework the
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participants meet with the representatives of teachers from

the best schools whose work has been awarded on the occasion of

Teachers'Day and whose experience is transmitted to all teach-

ers through the trade union press.

One of the signi:icunt forms by which trade union parti-

cipate in the development of the educational creativity of the

teachers and presentat initiatives for pedagogical theory is

the cooperation between the bodies of the respective trade unior

and the school administration aimed at creating conditions for

the development of educational readings. Educational readings

sum up teachers experience with the application of the science

of education to their respective subject, educational institu-

tion and generalize successfully applied educational procedures,

concludes the author.

J. Koudela /CSSR/ in his communication "Retrieving the best

experiences of teachers of economic subjects and.their transfor-

mation into educational knowledge" based on the auitio"i's own

research contribution to the constitution and development of

the theory of the instruction /methods/ of economic subjects

in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic states that in the field

of secondary economics education and in the instruction of eco-

nomics subjects the said theme has great importance.

The background for identifying the experience of teachers,

its verification and for educational experiments is a signifi-

cant contribution to the development of scientific work.

The principal components of this background in our

favourable conditions in the field of the instruction of eco-

nomics subjects are listed by the author as follows:

- a considerable number of economics secondary schools, i.e.,

secondary schools at which economic subjects are taught, the

traditional interest of the teachers in these schools in

pedagogical, methodological and specialized aspects of the

instruction of these subjects and in their innovation,
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- the good complex and detailed knowledge of the content and

pedagogical problem area by research workers, the knowledge

of the material and personnel situation in the schools,

- the close linkage between the educators who train iL-ending

teachers of economics subjects with the schools at which the

student teachers will work /including cooperation in the de-

velopment of the content of education, teaching and other

pedagogical documents, text-books, etc./,

- the purposeful suppport of superior educational bodies and

research institutes,

- personal relations between research workers and workers of

departments of pedagogy and teachers of economic subjects

and headmasters, close and permanent relations with them /the

teachers of economic subjects and headmasters of economics se-

condary schools are all graduates of the department of edu-

cation of the College of Economics/,

- the existing adequate institutional basis and periodicals

which serve the exchange of experience and the publication of

scientific knowledge,

- the possibility of the international confrontation of the

results of scientific research and exchange of experience.

The sources of the best experience and knowledge of tea-

chers of economics subjects aid ways of acquiring, collecting

and retrieving such knowledge and experience include:

1. Experience of teachers of economics subjects

published in specialized journals. Educational readings of tea-

chers of economic subjects /reagional, central, etc/, specia-

lized studies methodological handbooks published by experienced

teachers, text-books, study texts, material and documents put

out by the school inspectorate, reports and records of inspec-

tions, observations, visite, examinations.

2. Holiday and other courses and seminars, courses for

teachers, scientific conferences, seminars, discussions organize

by the department of pedagogy or by research institutes and rela
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ted to economics, pedagogic and methods problems, the atten-

dance of invited experienced teachers at discussions on partial

and final research reports on scientific tasks, the work of

these teachers as reviewers of theses, etc.

3. The use of school /pedagogical and methodological/ prac-

tice of student teachers of economics subjects at economics

secondary schools for identifying methodological and other ex-

perience, visits to lessons of the best teachers, visits to

their model lessons, seminars and discussions with teachers in

post-graduate study courses and in complementary in-service

study courses, the influence of experienced teachers as consult-

ants and reviewers of diploma theses presented by student tea-

chers of economics subjects and as consultants of teachers who

are attending complementary pedagogical in-service study cour-

ses to gain a teaching qualification.

4. Cooperation in all stages of the preparation, im-

plementation and evaluation of pedagogical experiments at eco-

nomics secondary schools which are aimed at the further develop-

ment of the Czechoslovak educational system.

The best experience of teachers of economics subjects

is a valuable, albeit not only source of scientific knowledge.

The transformation of this experience into scientific knowledge

is a complex process during which it sometimes becomes evident

that generalization is not always possible because the teacher's

experience has been too subjective and its transformation

into scientific knowledge will still amount to a certain crea-

tive process, concluded the author of the communication.

M. Haak /GDR/ in his communication "The teacher as on: of the

creators of educational information" stated that in his every

day in-school and out-of-school work the teacher faces the

Lark of implementing on his own responsibility social aims

related to the field of education and of applying a crea-

tive manner the educational knowledge which he has acquired.
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The author therefore believes that the exchange of prac-

tical experience, its transmission, use and generalization has

extraordinary significance.

The teachers of the same subjects in corresponding grades

exchange experience in groups organized within the framework

of one school or by neighbouring schools.

Individual and group visite and observations are organized

to lessons and teaching units of the same subject - this is

done to help the visited and visiting teachers.

These groups operate according to their own interests and

needs, present the results of their work and ask for instructions

and help.

The good results of this work and conclusions from these

meetings and consultations may be written up ae reports on

experiences and submitted to superior bodies for examination.

In cases where the presented experience appears to be

sufficiently significant the author of the oral or written

report is recommended to further develop it into an educational

reading which is a highly demanding form of the exchange of

experience.

Next to educational readings which deal with the factors

and situations on which scientific conclusions have already been

reached the authors study such questions which have as yet not

been sufficiently scientifically investigated. Such studies

mediate very instructive views of the respective problems and

are a direct challenge to research because they point to gaps

in theory.

The knowledge of good experience and o° successful edu-

cationalists, continued the author, is a must for all scientists

who have been entrusted with curricula development, the deve-

lopment of teaching aids, the preparation of radio programmes

for schools or who contribute to education columns in the

mass media, or have been charged with their evaluation.

11 7
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New demands placed on the school in the GDR, stated the

author are a challenge for educational science to produce the-

oretically well-founded work which is orientated to practice.

Science should proceed from the new level of thinking and work

of teachers, from their creative ideas and experience in such

a manner as to be able to provide qualified aid to work with cu-

rricula and with teaching aids.

The creative work of teachers in the GDR is used in all

fields for enriching the educational sciences. This principle

is observed among others by the fact that new measures are tried

at experimental schools prior to their general introduction.

After the introduction of novelties the results are scientifi-

cally studied by groups of scientists and practitioners. The

teachers as partners of scientists in this work have an import-

ant role to play, concludes the author.

E MaruAlak /CSSR/ in his communication "Educational readings

ea one form of developing pedagogical creativity" analyses one

of the significant and yet highly demanding aware forma of the

pedagogical creativity of teachers and educationalists. Educa-

tional readings have a long tradition in the Czechoslovak So-

cialist Republic and are the result of the effort made by ex-

perienced teachers to solve the everyday problems of educational

work. One occasion on which teachers present their educational

readings are the Jan Nalepka Educational Days in Spibska Nova

Ves in the Slovak Socialist Republic. The aim of the Days is

to generalize progressive experience gained by teachers with

teaching and educational work. The presented educational read-

ings become a contribution to further educational work and prove

that the teaching profession in this country can and has tha

possibilities to creatively and successfully resolve the most

complex and most demanding educational tasks of our time.

The themes which are selected by national central commi-

ssions point to problems, ways of solution and results achieved

in the whole system of educational work of schools of all

types and levels, namely in subjects and fields of ideological

and political character.
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The results of the Days, said the author, show that if

pedagogical creativity is to become an effective factor in

rais- the standards and effectiveness of the work of teacners

it must gradually acquire a mass character, it must become a

gehuine pedagogical movement from which will grow tens and hun-

dreds of pedagogical innovators, leading practitioners and metho-

dologists as well as theoreticians with great experience capable

of resolving the demanding and complex problems of current edu-

cation.

The following conclusions resulted from the papers and

communications presented within the discussion related to the

5th problem area.

The teacher has the right and ability to take part in re-

search in various ways and to contribute to the development of

science by his creative contribution.

In order to raise the quality and effectiveness of educa-

tion it is necessary that the teacher should fulfil the tasks

placed before him by society and by the pupils in a creative

manner and in compliance with his educational mission. Appro-

priate conditions should be created to enable him to achieve

this.

Research should continuously be stimulated by the progre-

ssive results of the teacher's practicle activity. These results

should be continuously and carefully studied, analysed, compa-

red, evaluated and generalized. The thus obtained results should

be practically tested and verified as a team effort of teachers

and scientific workers.

In the process of education the teachers should be provi-

ded with the appropriate conditions for creative work and for

independent or team scientific work.
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The discussion gave the participants the opportunity to

become acquainted with valuable experience and revealed certain

problems which should further be studied and investigated from

the point of view of the teacher's motivation for self-educa-

tion, creative work, the solution of scientific problems, etc.

Such motivation will include, e.g.,:

- cooperation in scientific societies,

- study groups, pedagpgical laboratories in schools, member-

ship in scientific societies and work in specialized school-

based groups,

- the elaboration of educational readings,

- joint work in research within certain projects,

- agreement should be reached on the fact that teachers are

stimulated to cooperate when they find that the research

is oriented to their problems,

- agreement should be reached on the fact that the cooperation

of teachers in the creative solution of tasks or in research

should not only be related to teaching but also to social

activities and to out-of-school activity.

The presented recommendations for further activity in

this field included among others:

- to recommend to UNESCO to give its support to the idea

of the creative activity of the teacher and his participation

in educational research,

- to recommend to the European Information Centre of Charles

University for the Further Education of Teachers to promote

the exchange of good experience and in this manner to enhance

the teachers creative activity, their participation in

research tasks, thus contributing to the development of the

personality of the teacher and the further development of

educational research.

1 zu
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CLOSING DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIO;S OF INTERNATIONAL

COLLOQUY

The penultimete session of the Colloquy wes devoted to a

discussion on possibilities of internetionel cooperation in the

fiven field.

Following a very lively and interesting exchenge of views

the participants unanimously egreed to recommend the following

points of possible cooperation to interested countries and in-

stitutions:

1. To prepare a case-study on the best stretegies of introdu-

cing the results of pedagogical and psychological research

and other scientific results into educetional prectice with

the aim of raising its effectiveness.

2. To prepare and publish an international comparetive study

related to the subject: "Teachers in research" giving the

most effective forma of the involvement of teachers and

students in educational research.

3. To conduct an internationel survey identifying the sources

of educational information moat frequently demanded and used

by teachers.

4. In international cooperation of specialists from the Czecho-

slovek Socialist Republic, the Soviet Union, the Hungarian

People'e Republic, the Hulgaril People's Republic and the

German Democretic Republic to publish a monograph on the

creative activity of teachers and its deliberate formation.

5. To prepare for publication and to publish an international

collection of reprints related to the subject: "Progress of

current pedagogy and educational psychology", possibly

suitable also as a study material for the further education

of teachers.

1 21
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The closing session approved the conclusions end recommend-

etions related to the respective problem areas.

Also approved was the Final Recommendation /see Supplement

C/1/.

The Final Report was elaborated and translated into the

conference languages and distributed to the intersted instit-

utions and participants as had been recommended.
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SUPPLEMENT A/1

SVATOPLUK PETRACEE,

THE TEACHER AND THE SCIENCE OF EDUCATION

Dear Comrades, dear foreign guests,

we have met here for several daps to discuss in a scientific

debate the relationship between the teacher and the science of

eduoation and the importance of this science for the teacher.

The general function of education as we all well know

consists in transmitting knowledge, art, ideas, social ex

perience and behaviour from one generation to another. In

this sense we concieve education as a perpetual category

existing from the very beginnings of the history of mankind.

In concrete terms the social function of education, its

concrete content and substance cnange in the course of history

and these faotors are determined by existing material con

ditions of the life of ssoiety, by social relations, by the

struggle between classes and ideologies. In a socialist

society we consider education to be an integral component

of the ideology and culture of the working class aiming at

the construction of a communist society. The fundamental

MarxistLeninist concept of education ensues from the scien

tific cognition or the laws of the development of society,

the historical mission of the working class and the concrete

historical unity of polioy, ideology and education.

History has proved to us that as concerns the teacher

hie mission and work have from the very beginning had great

social significance. It is the teacher who is actively partaking

of the development of the production forces of society,

especially of the formation of man as the creator of all

materiel and spiritual values.

Been of ns and each of our fellow citizens has been

through the hands of a teacher. It was the teacher who was

the first to systematically bring us closer to everything

that mankind had achieved in the field of culture and prepared
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ua for work aimed at the further development pf the human

society. It is the teacher who to a coneidereble extent pre-

determines what sort of a worker his pupil will be in the

future and what kind of a citizen of society he will prove

to be.

We all realize that the level of the implementation of

the importance of the teaching profession, the same se

e ducation itself, depends on the socio-political system,

on the nature of social relations. We, the socialist

e ducationalists are convinced that the socialist system

in which we live is that eyetem in which the position of the

teacher to a maximal extent oorresponde to hie social mieelon.

Socialism has elevated the role of the teacher and has given

his professional mission a deep social meaning. This ie

concretely brought out by the care devoted by the communist

and workers parties and governments of the socialist

countries to strengthening the authority of the teacher and

to the systematic improvement of his working conditions.

Socialist legislation fully guarantees the teechers' pro-

fessional rights, the honour and dignity of the teaching

profession and ranks the teaching profession among the most

honorable.

In the socialist countries we approach the solution of

the problems of the pre-service and in-service education

of teachers in the context of their life-long education and

the systematic development of educational sciences from the

said positions.

The significance of the ettitude of the teacher to the

scienoe of education and the importanoe of the science for

the teachers may, we believe, beet be characterized against

the background of the system of the further education of

teachers, in other words it may be demonstrated on the further

education of teachers in the context of the teacher's

life-long education.
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The systematic, life-lon education of teachers in the

socialist educational dyatems has its characteristic features

of which we shall mention only the most important ones:

First of all wa proceed from the principle that it is

the profeseional obligation of every teacher to perfect his

pedagogical mastery in the couree of his educational practice.

The teacher fulfils this 1.rofeesional obligation by further

raising the standard of hie pedagogical mastery acquired

during his initial teacher training, i.e., in the process of

independent teshing practice by the systematic analysis

and generalization of hid personal pedagogical experience

and by generalizing the pedagogical experience of the other

members of the staff. This ie the implementation of the

principle which had many timea been emphasised by leading

educationalists of all times and which may be expressed by

saying that the teacher remains a teacher only when he con-

sistently instructs himaelf.

Secondly we proceed from the principle that the further

education of teachers must be purposefully organized, con-

trolled and supervised. This principle is implemented through

a system of institutions for the further education of teachers.

They are institutions of a methodological and educational

character, i.e., central institutee for the further education

of teachers, regional and district pedagogical institutes,

methodological centres, Houses of Teachers, university and

college faculties specializing in certain forma of the further

education of teachers, school administrators, etc. These

institutions are the centrea of methodological work with

teachers, they aerve the dissemination of the latest knowledge

acquired in the educational sciences end the best experience

gained in educational practice. Very important in this

system are local centres which serve the intensive exchange

of the beet experience gained in educational practice, an

activity which gives these centres the character of self-

education centres /possibly model and demonstration echoole/.
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Thirdly we have reached a stabilization of the basic

groups of forms of the further education of teachers while

preserving the diversity of forma inside the individual

groups. Here we have in mind the further education of teachers

implementeds

on a part tine basis

on a fulltime basis

by selfeducation

As conoerns the parttime further education of teachers

thia mainly involves joiLt preparation and evaluation of

instruction, the demonstration of certain methods and

technical media of instruction, individual and group visite

to lesions and subsequent evaluation, the exchange of ex

perience in subject methode groups, active participation

in oonferencea of class teachers, in school pedagogical

councils, in working meetings organized together with the

trade union branch, individual and collective generalization

of pedagogical experience in educational readings and the

defence of the presented paper.

A specific form of the further education of teachers is

fulltime further education with release from work for study

purposes, namely for attendance at various study courses.

These course° are aimed et raising the teachers' qualifica

tions in the theory of MarxismLeninism, pedagogy and psy

chology, hie subject and teaching methods. Various types

of these courses /basic, subjectoriented, specialized, etc./,

are usually organized for a period of 4 weeks. The prinoiple

is generally observed that every teacher should attend one

of these courses with the aim of improving his qualification

once in every five years of service. The courses are organized

aocording to a set curriculum and syllabus, containing

informative indioee as to content and organozation of

lectures, seminere, laboratory practice, etc., es well as

lists of the literature recommended for independent study.
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As concerns self-education the teacher in the socialist

educational System has a wide variety of opportunities.

They mainly coneiet in the independent etudy of existing

literature, in attending lectures and eaminers and con-

sultations organized by various inetitutione involved in

the further education of teachers /Houses of Teachers,

pedagogical and other university and college faculties,

the Socialist -Academy, various public organizations, etc./,

participation in the work of educational and methodological

centres in schools, at pedagogical faculties, participation

in scientific conferences and in educational readings, the

use of the mese media, participation in the activities of

educational information institutions, etc.

Forthly the basic structure has become stabilized of

the further education of teachers and other educational

personnel in the context of life-long education. It hae three

stages.

The first stage of the further education of teschere and

educational personnel follows up on initial teacher training

and secures the induction of the beginning teacher in the

educational practice in his respective school. In the first

year of aervice each beginning teacher attends purpose

training, i.e., induction. Only after the completion of this

stage of further education and after several yearn of service

ie the teacher assigned to the process of poet - diploma study

at an institution of higher education. The first stage of

farther education le completed with a complex evaluation of

the results of the work of the young teacher. Following

approval by hie headmaster the orientation ie suggested of

the teacher'a :ther professional development.

The second stage of the further education of the teacher

hie an innovation function. In the Czechoslovak Socialist

Republic it ie usually implemented in form of a two-year

part-time study course without release from work, roughly

after 6-8 years of service. Also this type of further
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education is compulsory for the teachers. The aim of this

eecond stage of further education ie the further ideological,

political, pedagogical and professional development of

the teacher, the perfection and improvement of the standards

of hia educational work and the development of hie allround

educational creativity. This postdiploma study course is

completed with the presentation of a postdiploma theeia

sad the passing of final examinations before commission

appointed by the dean of the respective faculty. The

innovation function of this stage of further education

mainly ooneista in tat the teacher will acquire new

educational methods dnd will deepen and complete all com

ponents of hie teacher qualifioation.

Considered as being equivalent to the avid postdiploma

study is the teacher's gaining an academic c scientific de

gree in the field of the educational or peychological

sciences or a postdiploma subject study suoh ae is neosesery

for raising his specialized qualification.

The third stage of further education is voluntary for

the major part of the teaching profession but is highly

significant for those teachers who outside their teaching

practioe have been appointed to or intend to take up certa:a

functions in the educational process, e.g., vocational and

educational guidance, methodology of the educational process,

inspector° for certain levels of the educational system.

This ie the specialization level of further education in

which the teacher systematically raises his qualification

by different forms of study. This enables him to eystemetically

update the scientific and methodologioal content of his

10lation and of his educational work while maximally

the neede of society, in agreement with hie

. and individual interest. Basically thin is an inde

pendent form of study without release from work.
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A eignificant characteristic of the second and third

'stages of the further education of teachers is the close

relationship between further education and re earch work.

Next to the said three eteges of the further education

of teachere and educational personnel there is the conti

nuously organized further education of teachers oriented

to current problems of educational work. Significantly

contributing to the further education of teaohere and buying

an integrating function in this process is the ideological

and political schooling of teachers organized by the schools

in close cooperation with political bodies.

The fifth charaoteristic system of the further education

of teachers is its diversity in function. It is oriented

to the activity of the teacher both in school and out of

school, it forms his personality, which in practice is ma

nifest both in the teacher's conorete attitudes and in the

standard of the performance of hie profession. From the

point of view of the performance of the teacher's profesaion

it fulfils in all complexity the functions of adaptation,

innovation, oompensation, requalification, dissemination

and specialization with one of the said functions usually

being prevalent depending on the type of further education.

Primary attention is fooused on the innovation function

of the further education of the teacher because this function

relatively beet enhances the implementation of the inter

relationship between educational theory and practice, between

the projects of the further development of the educational

system and their implementation. Thus, for instance, in the

Czechoslovak Socialist Republic the implemented reform of

the educational custom, which is an expreseion of the latest

knowledge of Marxist educational theory and practice, Aimu

lates the teachers to acquire new principles and to implement

them es best as possible in educational practice. Indirectly

this will arouse the need of teachers for further education.
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The sixth cherecterietic of tne further euuuation of

teachers is that it is not only related to the Getupl further

education of teachers alone but else inciddee the further

education of school edministretors and other personnel

involved in the educational system, in the further education

of educational psycholcgiets, vocational guidance workers

and other poraonnol involved in °trier eervicee provided

by the educational eystem.

The seventh characteristic of further education of

teachers is that the system of teeuher education id conceived

ae an open anc dynamic system enables the reuchere

in the process of their lifelong education to further

raise their qualifications in compliance with the new needs

of the development of the socialist society and with the

trends of ecientific am technical development. The more

fact that te&ohere are trained for the erformence of their

profession at institutions of higher education where they

gain a qualification with a relatively broadly based

profile enable° them to uucceeefully perform educational

practice at dlfferett levels end types of institutions of the

educational system.

As concern& the eighth aspect it is significant that

the content of the further educatitc of teachera eccentuates

the evenness of all elements of further education, i.e.,

ideologicul aD1 political enn morel, pedagogical and psy

chological and subject. The ideological and political education

of teachers is considered as being that factor which integrates

all education as a whole and allows the implementation of

the logical interrelations between the laws of the social

sciences and the natural science. This education is the

precondition allowing every teacher s good educator. The

science of education comprises the traditional educational

disciplines, especially general end comparative pedagogy,

all components of the theory of communist education,
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educational biology, educational sociology, the theory of

educational manegement, the pedagogy of family rearing,

the theory of out-of-echool education, e.g., in children's

end youth orgenizetione, the pedagogy of cultural enlighten-

ment work. All components of the syetem of the science of

education ere oriented to the solution of the principal

problem of forming the communist view of the young generation

and a harmoniously developed personality in the stage of

the building of an advanced socialist society.

The ninth aspect concern° the further education of the

teacher from the point of view of the needs of the further

development of the educational eystem, i.e.,

- it partakes of the evaluation of the educational contribution

or new educational and other knowledge, new creative works

in the field of art, new phenomena in the life of youth

and in the life of society in general,

- it stimulates end studies educational experiments, influences

the development of new text-books, technical teaching

media, etc.

- it helps effectively disseminate innovetione in the content,

methods and organization of the educational process /the

implementation of changes/.

We consider the teacher to be the decisive factor in

the implementation of the whole system of the further education

of teachers - their motivation, the habit of independent

etudy and use of leisure time for self-education have basic

importance.

The relationship between the further education of the

teacher and the performance of hie mission is completely

natural and is given by the fact that basically every teacher

ie also a teacher to himself. In the course of the per-

formance of hie profession the teacher gains rich experience

which he analyses and generalizes, strives to apply the

results of these evaluations and generalizations to educational

practice and through self- education he strives to keep
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abreaet of the development of science, technology, culture,

the educational system and society in general. It is logical

that this changes his educational personality. The self

education of teachers is thus a significant component of

the eystem of the further education of teechere. The activity

of institutions for the further education of teachers and

the individual forms of this activity are a systematio

organized help to teachers in the implementation of their

selfeducation programmee. These institutions become a forum

for teachers at which they meet with their experienced and

successful colleagues, come to understand their innovative

ideas and learn to apply these ideas to the educational

process. This generally known trend leads to the formation

of organized groups of teachers, methodological groups,

subject oommission, etc., at different levels of organization,

which often fulfil various coordination functions and in

specific cease lead to teachers' participation in research

activities.

The individual forma of the further education of

teachers are considered to be effective if their implemen

tation is closely related to raising the atanderde of

educational activity end of pedagogical mastery rationally

they can only be implemented in a complexly end effectively

operating system of further education of teachers. Such a

system with personnel, materiel, technical, information

and financial safeguards, operating es an integral component

of the educational eyetem, secures the flow of educational

and other relevant scientific information from the authors

of the information to the teacher an from the teacher to

other teachers. It allows the teacher to be involved in

purposefully selfeduoetion and this to attain a continuously

higher political maturity, communist awarenees, a more in
depth knowledge of his subject, a broadening of hie general

education, of his cultural and political outlook, allows

the teacher to become aware of hie responsibilitj to society
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and to continuously improve his grasp of educational

and psychological knowledge.

As concerns the relationship between the teacher and

the science of education or the importance of the science

for the teacher we have to attempt to resolve numerous com

plex problems which exist in this field.

The significance of the ecience of education the sum

of educational information increaees for the teacher with

the further deepening of the scientific end technical re

volution, a process which results in numerous new educational

and other scientific information overcoming knowledge which

has so far been considered relevant. The teacher feels the

need of continuously educating himself end of maintaining

hie qualification at a standard which complies with the re

quirements of the time. On the other hand society demands

of him that the standard of hie pedagogical mastery be ade

quate to the needs of the development of education and of

the educational syetem. In practice this means that the

teacher during his preservice training and throughout

hie whole life strives to acquire, oolleot and in the end

also to create new scientific and educational information

and to apply this information to his educational work.

This seeking and creative activity is implemented by the

teacher°0 participation in various organized actions aimed

at and oriented to the further education of teachers ae

well as by purposeful, purposeoriented and systematic

self education in which the teacher has the possibility of

creating new scientific and educational information. In

order to make this activity effective there are a number of

conditions which have to be secured for the teacher°8 .cork.

Thus it is, for instance, neoessery to

aecare the adequate and systematic provision of information

to the teacher related to the latest knowledge in the field

of the science of education and educational praotice.
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The teacher must be provided with sufficient information

on the trends of the development of the science of education

and educational practice, e.g., by organizing independent

reading, attendance at meetings of successful educational

groupe, meetinge with leading scientists, visits to

purpose-oriented exhibitions, research institutions and

libraries.

The correct eocial function of the self-education of teachers

greatly depende on the standard of operbtion of various

information syetema in the given field, especially the

eyatem of educational information. The system of educational

information muat repreeent a unifying source of knowledge

for scientific work in the field of the science of education

as Nell as for the eelf-education of teachere.

- to enable the teacher to participate in the work of a team

which is solving a selected scientific or educational

problem,

- to require that the teacher who is involved in self-education

should implement this activity according to a rationally

developed individual plan of eelf-oducation comprising all

neceeeary elements /themes, datelines, literature, etc. /,

- to lead the teacher to make systematic and allround enalyeea

of the achievements and failures in the organization of the

educational procees,

- to provide the teacher with materiel equipment corresponding

to the needs of 861f-education /an adequate library with

sufficient supplies of relevant literature, teaching and

learning aids and educational media, methodological re-

eource centres, etc. /,

- to organize the systematic and purposeful supervision of

the organization of teachers self-education.

It would now be appropriate to oak what kind of educational

information the teacher expecte of the science of education

and to what educational information he should contribute

within the framework of his further education, namely within

his self- education.
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First of all tLid enould be educational information

relating to the relationehip between society, education and

pedagogy.

This mainl:, comprises tne knowledge of ymricistLadiniat

theory of education, i.e., the problems of the class character

of education, the education of the allround and communiat

developed socialist personality, the formation of the

ecientific world opinion and communiat morality, education

in the collective and through the collective and becoming

familiar eith the criticism of the current bourgeois theories

of education. Furthermore the knowledge of the basic principles

of the educational policy and sima of communist education,

i.e., the problems of acquiring the knowledge of the besio

principles of educational policy, education in the condi.ione

of on advanced aocialiat society end the aims of communist

education. This also includes the problems of the epecificitiea

of individual deve".opment, i.e., the knowledge of the relation

ship between aocial conditions and individual development,

the types of activity and individual psychical development

and the basic ategee of psychical development, knowledge of

the general laws of the educational process, i.e., the

analyais of concrete educational processes, their structure,

the knowledge of the laws of relations within the organization

of the educational process, the subject of pedagogy, the

basic concepts in pedagogy, knowledge of the eyetem of the

science of education and of the methods of educational research

Secondly this should be educational information relating

to the educational process. Hers we are concerned with the

problem of eduoation for communist awareness and behaviour

/becoming acquainted with the aima and teaks of communiat

awareneds end behaviour/, the wnole problem area of the

content of oommuniet education /the content of communiat

education, the communist world opinion and morale as the

basis of education, the content of ideological, political
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and morel adnoation, the content of education for work,

aesthetic education, physical education, the unity and

correlation of all oomponente of communist eduostion/, the

problem area of the education of the personality in the

colleotive /the importanoe of the oolleotive in the process

of the allroand development of the development of the

personality, youth and ohildren'e organizations as the

guiding and organizing foroes of pupils' and students'

colleotives, the content of the individual types of colleotive

aotivity and relations, the development of childrens' and

youth oolleotives, the pedagogioal leading of children's

and youth oolleotivee, the problems of the methods of

communist eduoation /the epeoifioity and classifioation of

methods in the procesa of systematio education, methods of

education in practical public activity, methods of eduoational

stimulation and conditions of the suocesaful epplioation of

educational methods/ and finally the problem of the inter

aotion of the eduoational foroes of society in the prooeae

of the oommuniat eduostion of aohool ohildran and students.

Thirdly this should be eduostional information related

to the prooesa of instruotion. Hare we are mainly concerned

with questions oonnected with the anbetanoe of teaching in

the eooislist school, be it the problems of the aims of

instruotions, the general ohareoter of instruction and

didsotioal principles. Furthermore this involves questions

related to the oontent of instruction /problems of the

signifioenoe of the oontent of instruction for the educational

standards and education of the young generation the epeoifioity

of the oontent of instruction at the individual aohool types

and levels, the content of instruotion and the development

of the pupil's personality, subjects of instruotion, the

ourriculum, the syllebua/, questions relating to the aotivity

of the teacher and the aotivities of pupils and students in

the educational process /the interrelation between the
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aotivity of the teacher and that of the pupila in the

educational proceaa/, questions relating to the organization

of teaohing /the [gated of instruction in the cless, the

teaohing unit and its structure, the forme of organization

of instruction, organization of elective aubjeot teeohing,

the organization of teaching in different types of achoola/,

questions connected with the problema of teaching methods,

the importance of technical teaching media and teaching aids

for the methodologioal preparation of teaching, programming

teaching prooessen end learning and its methodological

aignifioanoe, the selection and evaluation of teaching

metnoda, eto./, question related to the problems of

respecting the individual specificitiee of pupils and

atudents in the teaching process /the systematic familiarizatio,

with the pupils in the teaching prooese, respecting the

specificities of pupils with lower achievement ratings,

with high achievement ratings, the role of out-of-achool

work and the development of the pupils' potential/.

The fourth type of educational information should be

ouch that are related to the Lrobleme of direoting the

educational prooeas its organization at school level and

the role of the eduoatora. Basically we are concerned with

problems related to the management of adhool colleotivee,

the control of the educational process, of out-of-school

work and question related to 000peration with diverse

educational componente of society. This problem area also

includes information relating to the preparation of

suitable conditions for the educational proceea.

Special attention ahould be devoted to educational

information relating to the teaohar, be they questions re-

lated to the teaching profession, the mission of the teaoher

at schools of different levels and typee, the problems of

the creative character of the work of the teacher, the

initial and in- service eduoation of the teacher.

Finally, the fifth type of educational information is

auoh which ie related to the problems of the development of
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the unified socialist educational eyetem.

Thie ie primarily educational information on eduoational

aysteme in other countries, namely in tho countries of the

eooialist community, information on the socioeconomic

conditions of the development of the individual educational

systems, their structure and proapecte of further development.

Also eignificant is educational information oritically

evaluating the charsoter of the nonsooieliat educational

eyetema.

A mere glance at the list of periodicals whioh are

available to the Czechoslovak teaoher /see Supplement to

this paper/ will show how abundant is information supplied

to the teacher by this single information flow.

It is a psychological and educational problem to aeoure

that the teacher not only beoomee familiar with the knowledge

produced by educational ecienoe but that he should acoept

it and adopt it in confrontation with his own practice,

that he abould absorb it in his qualification and that on

the other hand on the basis of his own experience with its

practical application he should influence those who deal

with the science of education.

New elements in the educational system are never a

random product, everything organically grows from current

educational prection. The science of education is therefore

not only oriented to the research of what exists in the

school but mainly to those factors and aspects which can

advance practice and raise it to a higher level. Basic

research in the science contributes and should contribute

more effectively to a deeper cognition of the substance of

education and the laws of the educational process. with

this knowledge it will be possible to effeotively direot

and further develop this process. Such a science of education
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which is not burdened by precticiam and is extricated from

everyday routine is capable of developing a theory which

will precede practice. The teacher's role ie that of the

user of knowledge of the science of education and of its

verifier in practice. The role of the teacher stands out

ae that of him who will implement the results of theoretical

research fully respeoting dialectical materialistic metho

dology. The teacher is obligated to all this by the social

conditionelity of education, rearing and teaching.

Dear comrades and guests, what we have indicated shows

that we are facing a task that is by no means easy, i.e.,
to rationally exchange viemeof the work of the teacher

with educational information ae one of the forms of the

preservice and inservice education of teachers, the deve
lopment of the science of education and the application of

its results. It was very difficult to decide on the factual
struoture of the colloquy. In the end for reasons of

practical method we decided for a discussion to be held

on the given subject divided into five problem areas.

In the firat problem area we shell discuss the aoience

of education as a means for perfecting the educational process
and primarily as part of the preservice and inservice
education of teachers.

In the second we shall discuss the problems of the

teeoher as the user of educational information /problems of

eduoational information for teachers, its specificity,

aourcee, availability, communicability, etc./.

In the third problem area we shell speak of the

attitudes of teachers to the science of education, about

the straggle against empiriam in educational practice, the
question of direoting the eduoational prooees, etc.

In the fourth problem area we shall exchange views on
the questions of the acquisition of knowledge of the soienoe
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of education in the process of the education and self-education

of teachers and the possibilities and needs of the purposeful

direction and control of this process.

In the fifth problem area we shall focua on the problem

of the teacher as the co-author of educational knowledge

the question of the generalization of the beet experience

of educational practice ea one of the basic sources of the

further development of the educational sciences.

Allow me to come to the close of my preeentetion.

We are living in a period in which in different countries

beams of educational specialists are pondering over the

prospects of education around the year 2000, opeoulating

what the e,.:hool of the future will be like. This is also

true of educationalists in the socialist countries. Measures

which ere being implemented for the development of the

educational systems are oriented to factors which will effect

the development of our eooiety at the end of this millennium.

The educational ayeteme of the socialist countries, including

all teechere are preparing to cope with new teaks, are

adapting to the expected changes and are developing into

such form which will allow them to effectively operate as

one of the prinoipal eources of progressive education at the

turn of the millennium. The basic trends have been established

and principal forces have already been defined which will

determine the development and produotivity of these systems

at the end of the century. The weight of the individual

determinants will change their manifestations, some un-

expected barriers may appear, current priorities may be

modified, etc., the basic changes are, however, prospective

and will remain preserved. Theme are mainly those aspects

which are expressed by the permanent endeavour for the further

deepening of the open character of the educational system

which provide to all not only equal right to eduoation but

also the possibility of tieing this right and of attaining

the required nr intended level of education.
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As concerns the teachers it appears that the bauic changes

which ere taking place end which will prospectively take place

in the educational eystems are finding their concrete reflection

in the social position end creative work of teachers. The

Bet intentions cannot be achieved without content changes of

profound meaning and substance, without thorough theoretical

and practical preparation, without the experience and creative

educational work of the teachers. In this respect the significant

social function of the teacher comae to the fore and with it

the indispensable nature of care of the formation of the

teaoher starting with the orientation of the interest of

young people to the teaching profession, the correct selection

of students, quality initial education at university level,

to life-long education.

In this connection the importance becomes evident of

the science of education and other aciences for the teacher

and of the relation of the teacher to the science of education

and to other sciences. Science, production and education are

developing ae a unified system but in historical development

education has somewhat lagged behing science and production

which since the mid-20th century have undergone e revolutionary

transformation. We are convinced, and from this stems our

optimism, that in the conditions of socialism eociel

relations effectively help overcome this contradiction,

mainly by the systematic) development of the overall level

of the education of the people, ouch se corresponds to the
given epoch.

We expect that the scientific discussion which will

take place in the spirit of the third part of the Final Act

of the Helsinki Conference, in an atmosphere of mutual un-

derstanding, will creatively seek attitudes to numerous

problems and that numerous views will become the source of

suggeetions for cooperation on a European scale within the

UNESCO programme. In our endeavour for the development of
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education, the science of education and the educational

syetema, we in the socialist countries are aware of the fact

that this is one of the most important problem areas in

the overall process of the historical competition of two

contradictory world social syeteme, 8 competition in which

in the field of education socialism ie showing its advantages,

its vitality and its right to the future.
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SUPPLEMENT B/2

KAREL TMEJt THE EDUCATIO} OF TEACHERS AS THE OBJECT OF RESEARCH

In my paper I would like to characterize the current

approach to the study of the problems of teacher eduoation

in our Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and to indicate

certain prospective trends in thie field of education. I em

aware of the fact that we are concerned hare with a very

complex methodological area whoee compreheneive and

ecientifically founded concept has grt luelly been attained

by our Marxist pedagogical theory and practice. It will

therefore be neceeeery to briefly indicate the development

which hae led to the current state of solution of this

probluw area.

It ehould be etated that teacher education represents

a very complicated and complex educational eystem, both as

concerns its institutional and organizational form and ite

pedagogical methods Lind content structure which moreover

'n the period of the conetruction of a socialist society,

especially in the stage of the scientific and technical

revol on is undergoing profound changes in its internal

and external structures.

The dynamic development of teacher education within the

framework of the whole educational system has developed at

a fester pace and has e'ceeded our pedagogical theory

which began to develop on the basis of MerxietLeninist

philosophy and ecience only at the beginning of the 1950's.

In its early years it was therefore not able to oontribute

more effectively to the solution of basic conceptual and

methodological problems linked with teacher education. The

approach to the solution of the basic problems of teacher

education was therefore first based on the experience and

scientific erudition of our leading educetioneliets, espec

ially Otakar Chlup, the leading scholar in this field.

Proceeding from the evaluation of the progressive traditions
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of our educational eyetem and teacher education, especially

the application of Soviet experience, we implemented Chlup's

concept of teacher education, namely the institutional

aolution of higher education for the teaching profession

in which we were concerned for the teaching profession in

which we were concerned with the establishment of a dia

lectical unity of content, subject education, the formative

especte of psychology, pedagogy, methodology, theoretical

training and educational practice. It may be said that the

approach to the solution of this problem area had more a

global nature without providing a more profound coverage of

the internal linkages of the individual components of teacher

education. On the other hand in this initial stage research

was merely oriented to the study and solution of partial

questions of teacher education, especially the weakest°

link in this education, i.e., educational practice and

the methodology and didactica of the individual subjects

in teacher education. We were concerned with putting

pedegogioal practioe and subject methods on a solid the

oretical basis and thue to contribute to the overcoming

precticism tendencies, towards raising the etandarda of

teacher education at univereity level.

Favourable conditions for the consistent study of the

problems of teacher education were only created by the

establishment of institutional centres in which was con

centrated the research of teacher education which involved

the personnel of institutions of higher education training

for the teaching profeeaion and the pereonnel of other

ecientifio institutions. This was first of all J.A. Komenekl

Pedagogical Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences

which focueed among others on the study of the problems

of teacher eduoetion as a system within the State plan and

the InatitAte of Teacher Education of Charles University

in Prague which studied this problem area within the framework
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of the sector plan. In both these two research plans /of

which the State plan was focused on basic research and the

sector plan on applied research whose results may be

applied in practice with the aim of raising standard and

e ffectiveness/ the endeavour wee evident from the very

beginning to overcome by the systematic research of

t he teacher problem area its lack of continuity and co-

ordination, to approach teacher education as a problem

entity in which the following basic problems would have

to be resolved: the socio-economic aspect, the cultural

education aspect, the school administration aspect, the

professional aspect and the application aspect.

The thus broadly and complexly mapped terrain of the

problem of teacher education represented a long-term

scientific and research perspective. Its implementation

continued in the subsequent years and has continued to date

when in the course of the further development of the theory

and practice of teacher education various problem areas

were emphasised and modified such as were related to the

said individual aspects of teacher education.

The first results of the systematically and complexly

based research founded especially on comparative studies

made it possible to formulate in the late 1960'e conclusions

which were both prognostic and could be used for direct

application. They indicated that the dynamics of social and

educational development, the complexity of the ontogenesis

of the teacher's personality and the trend to differentiation

and stratification inside the teaching profession make it

neoesaary to underetand acid to build up teacher education

ae a long-term and relatively open system operating in

several stages which follow up one on another: the stage

of guidance in which secondary school students decide on

their future profession and which is therefore extremely

important for the recruitment and selection of suitable

applicants for the study of the teaching profession: the
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stage of initial, pre-service, university education which

provides the students with the theoretical end practical

knowledge and skills for the teaching profession; the

stage of further, in-service, education which is differentia-

ted in content and function and is staged into the adaptation

/induction/ stage, the requalification stage and the

specialization stage. The in-service education of teachers

should also fulfil the innovation function, i.e., ahould

prepare teachers for the implementation of progressive

changes in educational practice. These conclusions were

important and incentful especially in two aspects: they

clearly formulated teacher education se a process of life-

long education and thus substantially contributed to the

overcoming of views that teacher education was a completed

preparatory state of university education. It also turned

attention to the teacher, hie personality and hie pedagogical

activity, ao that even here they contributed to overcoming

the then prevailing concept of the system of teacher educ-

ation which did not take adequate account of the teacher.

In the years following 1970 the study of the problem

area of teacher education was focused on the development of

basic general trends and principles which previous ressaroh

had shown to be prevalent in the aims, organization, means

and methods of teacher education in the socialist countries

and which in compliance with the overall integration trends

have also influenced the development of teacher training

in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republio.

Heat to the ideological, moral and political orientation

of teacher education the principle wee developed of the

scientific and professional character of teacher education

which was no longer identified with the requirement for

pedagogization conceived merely as the use of the specialized

scientific and philosophical education of teachers. We were

concerned with a new formulation of aims, content and specific
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methods or professional guidance, °election and univereity

level education of teachers which would correspond to the

specific social miaaion of the teaching profession as a

eocioprofessional group, to the substantial characteristics

of the work of teachers, to the trende of the development

of science, technology and art *hicn the teacher studies

ea hie epecialization, in relationship to the subject which

the teacher will teach. In linkage with the principle of

the profeesionalization of the teaching profession we also

studied the changing social function and professional role

of the teacher, attempts were made at finding adequate methods

for recognizing the structure of the teacher's pedagogical

activity. In connection with the qui:lotion of pedagogical

practice and specific professional attitudes and skills

or the teachere we developed experimental curricula for

teaching student teachers the skill of social communication.

Preparatory work was carried out for developing the principle

of the functional nature and innovation function of teacher

education in the educational system.

A eignificant milestone in research work in the field

of teacher education was the document on "The further

development of the Czechoslovak educational system". This

project characterizes the educational syetem of the advanced

socialiet society on a society-wide scale, i.e., it exceeds

the framework of an educational sectorial approacn to the

question of education end it moreover incorporates education

in the life-long procees of the formation of the personality

of citizene of a socialist society.

From the aAid important inO:m @riming.] the necessity of

gradually building up a system for the education of educational

personnel of all categories /i.e., not only in the educational

eeotor/ and within the framework of their entire professional

development, in close linkage with the professional function

and taeks of educational personnel.
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In this sense was conceived the plan of research activity

within the framework of the sector task of the Ministry of

Education of the Czech Socialist Republic and the Ministry

of Education of the Slovak Socialist Republic as the Main

Task of the Ministry No. lls "System of life-long education

of educational personnel in the advanced socialist society

of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republio" mainly conduoted

by the Central Institute for the Education of Educational

Personnel in Prague whose activity follows up on that of tne

former Institute of Teacher Education of Charles University.

As compered with the previous periods of work in the

field of teacher education the current reeearoh problem area

has expanded in the vertical direction by developing

education for the whole professional career of the educational

worker, i.e., including the induction and specialization

stages. The development of the problem area in the horizontal

direction yielded the methodology of mapping the state

of educational personnel of all categories on a society-wide

ecale.

In the current 6th five year plan the research of teacher

education whose conclusions are currently being processed

has concentrated on the following problem areas representing

partial tasks of the M$ 11 research projects

On the basis of a theoretical analysis and the collection

of quantitative data the researchers oharacterised the system

of pedagogical. professions, specializations and qualifications

of the educational system in the advanced socialist society

of the Czechoelovak Socialist Republic. They investigated

how the socio-political, economic and oultural conditions of

society, the process and institutional conditions of the

educational system in the Czechoelovak Socialist Republic

and finally the actual professional activity of educational

personnel determine the need of pedagogical professions

and specializations.
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In the pest five year period it wee stated in connection

with the question of the innovation function of teacher

education in the educational system that even though the

teachers in their initial and in- service training become

acquainted with the theoretical and practical problems of

the modernization of the educational procees innovations at

the school level are implemented only slowly and with dif-

ficulties. In the future this will require a deeper under-

standing of tho relationship between educational and other

conditions and factors of school innovations.

The problem is currently being developed in connection

with the solution of the problem of the formation of the

personality of the teacher and the development of his crea-

tivity. In the systems approach to the formation of the

teacher's personality education is that component which

influences the personality of the teacher and which is all

the more significant the more closely it is linked with

the work of the teacher. The project of the transformation

experiment is therefore being prepared on the basis of the

model of one school. The aim of this experiment is to optimize

in the concrete complex of conditions prevailing in one

school the unity of theory and practice in the work of

educational personnel. On the basis of theoretically justified

criteria the teachers who are partaking of the transformation

experiment will strive for the optimization of the educational

proceee. The school administrators of the respective school

and the teachers should acquire by active education and

self-education the knowledge necessary for the analysis and

creation of conditions required for the development of the

personality of the pupils in the educational process. This

active participation of the entire staff in the acquisition

of theoretical foundations and in the practir:s1 and concrete

optimization of the development of the personality of the

pupils allows the interiorization of the educational values
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68 required by the Document on the further development of

the Czechoslovak educational system thus creating concrete

preconditions for the development of the pedagogical creativity

of the teachers.

In connection with the restructuring of teacher education

in our country the respective Commissions of the Ministry

of Education have developed curricula end syllabi for

moat study diaciplines of teacher education. We are, however,

currently still continuing in the study of the theoretical

problems of the content of teacher education. The structure

of the curricula of the study field cannot be conceived

without reflecting the analysis of the respective scientific

discipline in its historical and current system, ideological

conditionality, methodological transformations, specialization

end integration, relationship to related and marginal fields

of its application in various spheres of social practice.

It also appears that it is necessary to conceive all scientific

disciplines and culturel fields in their entity, mutual con-

ditionality, differentiation and integration which will in

turn make it possible to clarify the position of a certain

field in the socio-historical process of cognition.

In the said indicated question of the projection of the

system of science into the didactic system we have arrived

at stimulating conclusions related to the reflection of the

current trends of development of the natural sciences and

social sciences in teacher education with regard to the

integration and differentiation of science disciplines and

study dieciplinee. We are concerned with an attempt to newly

etructure the content of the subject matter of natural

science and social science study disciplines.

We are currently also resolving the questions of insti-

tutional linkages and conditions necessary for the implementation

of the whole system of the initial and in-service education
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of teachers and finally of the question of school administration

and the administration of the educational system in connection

with the initial and further education of school administrators.

In conclusion I would like to say that the endeavour for

the moat complex poesible coverage of the object of study of

teacher education has undergone a complex development in

which it wee necessary to resolve a wide range of problems

not only of methodological character, /e.g., the implementation

of the systems and inter - disciplinary approach/ but also

questions of organization and personnel. Although the current

state of affairs indicates that we are being more successful

in understanding and solving the problems related to the

system of teacher education as a problem entity with a rich

internal structure and external determinanta acting upon

the dynamics of its transformation, the complete success of

this investigation will still have to overcome certain dif-

fioultiee. In the first place we are not always auccesaful

in depicting evenly and at desirable level the individual

linkages in the inner structure of teacher education in

such a manner es to form an innerly balanced and oomprehen-

eive system of problems. Vie are therefore deepening coordinat-

ion in the research of the problem area of the teaching

profession between the scientific inatitutea of the socialist

countries, namely with the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences

of the USSR in order to atrengthen the integration trends

in this field of education. Finally it should be stated that

the reaulta of the research of the teacher education problem

area are not always timely and do not in all cases have such

en Ovinntntlan Whl,h would h.lp much more -"--"ivoly resolve

current problems related to the reetructuring of teacher

education in compliance with the document on "The Further

Development of the Czechoslovak Educational System ". These

shortcomings were pointed out at tnia year's national

conference of teachers by Josef HavlIn, Secretary of the
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Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia

who in his address stated that our science of education

must pay its greet debt to the initial and further education

of teachers.

I Nould like to express My conviction that this Colloquy

will yield valuable stimuli for improving the quality of

teacher education in the lifelong process and for its

further development.
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SUPPLEMENT B/3

V.A. SLASTENIN: EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE AND THE FORMATION OF

THE FORMATION OF THE CREATIVE ATTITUDE OF THE TEACHER

The fulfilment of the programme targets of the Communist

Party objectively leads to the growth of the social role of

the Soviet general education school and of Societ educational

personnel. "They are people who organically combine in them

eelves party allegiance and profound competence, high political

awerenese, a developed sense for all that is new, the ability

to critically evaluate their own activity and to attentively

listen to the voice of the maeaes."1/

The Communist Party and tho Soviet Government which follow

on and develop Leninist tradition hove unprecedentally raised

the social prestige and authority of the teacher. This is a

teacher of the new type who is the active creative force of

the advanced sooisliet eooiety, who for his devoted service to

our educational system and by the generosity of hie heart has

won general respect, who is an inatruotive example for children

and youth of high communist ideological etenderda, morale and

devoted attitude to work. The Soviet teacher as an active

fighter on the ideological front significantly contributes to

the formation of the scientific world opinion of the young

generation, to the formation of their high moral and political

qualities, love for work end the feeling of historical reeponsi

bility for the fate of socialism, for the development and

security of their homeland.

Education in the broad sense or the word ie the reproduct

ion of social experienoe in the individual, it ie the trane

mission of human culture into the individual form of exietenoe

such ae is adequate to the Boolal nature of the given eooiety.

The subjeot of education which is a social function ie society;

1/ L.I. Brezhnev. Historical milestone on the road to communism.
Pravda, 1977. 23rd November.
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its object ie the young generation. The reproduction of the

social veluee acquired by society ie practically implemented

in pedagogical activity which we may define ae the control

of the process of the individual acquisition of social

experience. "In order to be able to control", wrote V.I.

Lenin, "we have to be competent for such activity, we have

to be fully and accurately acquainted with the technology of

the given production at its current level, we have to have

certain scientific education".1/

In the set of means which secure the professional competence

of the teacher the primary role ie asaigned to the science

of education which equips the teacher with the methodology

of pedagogical activity.

Pedagogical activity ie directly based on a certain set

of knowledge on how to organize the future, es yet not im-

plemented, process of instruction and education. This knowledge

ie then in a certain manner inter - related with other knowledge

- on the course of the pedagogical process which has already

been actually implemented or which is being implemented.

Knowledge on the eubetence of the current proceee of education

and instruction is acquired by pedagogy through the implement-

ation of its descriptive, explanatory, scientific and theoret-

ical functions. Pedagogical activity proper, pedagogical prac-

tice ie the object of investigation for the education scientist.

If the aim is gaining knowledge on how the proceee of

education end instruction ie to be designed and implemented

pedagogy acts in its second function, i.e., in the function

of technical deeign;in this case the educationalist views

pedagogical practice as the object of the project design.

When we study the dynamic° of the whole eyatem of the

generation of educational knowledge and confront it with

pedagogical practice we see that this activity is the link

which closes the whole chain because it implements both

functions of the science of education.

1/ V.I. Lenin Collected works, vol. 40, p 215 /Soviet edition/.
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The wholewhole project of pedago4cal activity which eo for

exists only in the minds of the designer° ale an ideal results

from e whole set of scientific research. The teacher receives

this project in form of syllabi, curricula, text-books and

various reccommendations. Tne project is gradually implemented

and a new pedagogicalr eality arising in compliance with the

project again becomes tne object of research. We thue obtain

a closed cycle: "ecienoe - practice - science'. Scientific

knowledge which has been generated in this proceae on the one

hand eerves to clarify tte events which are taking place in

the pedagogical proceee, i.e., to reveal its aubetance, on

the other hand it determines certain pedagogical procedure°.

The activity of the teacher is in the focus of all

thread° running from the science of education, it is here

that all knowledge which is acquired by this acience is ma-

terialized. The outstanding Soviet educationaliat V.A. Sukhom-

linakiy said; The scientist's discovery animated in human

inter - relations, in the live upsurge of idsas end emotions,

arises in front of the teacher as a comelex task which may be

resolved in several ways; the creative work of the teacher

coneieta in the choice of method, the transformation of

theoretical truths into live human thoughts and emotions." 1/

Currently the teacher cannot found hie work on intuition

alone, on the arguments of common sense. Social demand is place(

on hie activity through the reeulte of pedagogical research.

Materials in which is "objectified" the idea of what should

be tought and how young people ahould be educated are the final

prcduct of the science of education, its applied reault. At

the tame time they ere in their sum the project of the

specific "scenario" which has been drawn up on the basis

of much knowledge and which is designed for the fulfilment

of socially eignificant objectives.

1/ V.A. Sukhomlinakiy. Discussion with a young school principal
Moecow, 1973, p. 10.
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Teachers who in their practical work turn to the science

of education will encounter a wide range of difficultiee.

In the first place scientific theory is the knowledge of

general laws, principles and rules while practice is always

concrete and related to the existing situation: the application

of theory to practice always requires the teacher to have

certain habits of creative thinking which the teacher

frequently does not have. Second: educational work is a

compact process whose mechanism is a synthesis of knowledge

/philosophy, pedagogy, psychology, methodology, etc./ while

the teacher's knowledge is often depoeited "in pigeonholes",

i.e., it is not trained to euch extent ea is necessary for

controlling the process of the formation of the personality.

This reaults in that the teacher will often acquire hie

pedagogical skills not under the influence of theory but

independently of it, on the basic: of routine, prescientific,

practical ideas of pedagogical work.

Pedagogy has for centuries developed prevalently ae

regulatory science and wee the sum of more or lees useful

practical recommendatione and regulations for education and

instruction. Some of them were related to elementb:1 methods

of work and do not require theoretical justification, other

ensue from the laws of the pedagogical process and are

materialized with the development of theory and practice.

Regulations, regardless of their character traditional and

instructive, relative end unconditional, empirical and rational

are the applied part of pedagogy whose acquisition providee

a certain pedagogical 'technical minimum". Not every step

in pedagogical activity can be expected to be creative,

unique and new. It is a wellknown 'act that in acme caeee

circumstances will be repeated while in other case° we our

selves deliberately create them. Therefore in each creative

activity there naturally exist different rules /reguletions,

standards, recommendations, inetructione/ which have a

reletive and conditional nature.
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hegulations have a positive and negative Influence on

practice. The pace of their acquisition, the ease of their

practical application, the stability of their application -

all thee( are properties which ore valuable for every be-

ginning teacher. However, the damage which they cause

may be equally great. Regulating, rigidity, stereotype and

formalism in rancou, in pedagogical theory, dogmatism

in pedagogical thinking, orientation of methodical instructions

from above, lack of understanding for other people's positive

experience - and this is by far not the complete enumaration

of the short- comings resulting from the ecquisition of re-

gulations without the knowledge of the dialectical character

of the educatio^91 process.

If the teacher in his work is guided by the results of

th science of education he is usually a good teacher but not

a master. If the teacher in all difficult cases when science

is silent finds pedagogically justified solutions based on the

resu2'a of educational theory then he has become a master.

The teacher will acquire this mastery by being able to derive

knowledge ftJm life, by being able to think end act pedagogically

The art of pedagogical thinking and acting means:

- to be able *o independently analyse pedagogical phenomena,

t.e., to be able to analyse their components /conditions,

causes, motives, stimuli, means, forms of manifestation, etc./,

- to be able to understand each component in connection with

the entity and in interaction with the decisive components,

to seek in the theory of instruction and education ideas,

conclusionee and laws which are adequate to the logic of

the given phenomenon;

- to be able to correctly diagnose a certain phenomenon, i.e.,

to determine into which category of psychological and

pedagogical phenomena the phenomenon as an entity belongs;

- to be able to pinpoint the basic pedagogical teak /problem/

and the methods of its optimal eolution.
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The enormous growth of ecience has not only conditioned

the development of ite theoretical apparatus. It has oleo

borne its mark on the forme and style of current thinking;

one of ita featuree is the endeavour for the strict reliability

of facts. It is absolutely evident that the formation of the

creative profeasional thinking of the teacher is imposeible

without regard to the analysis of social and pedagogical

practice.

In order to secure the acquisition of this or that

pedagogical law, this or that theory it is not necessary to

overburden the memory of student teachere or serving teachers

with the knowledge of a large number of facts. It is possible

to restrict oneself to eome of them but it will be necessary

to study not their individual specificities but the substance

of which they are the manifeetetion. On their exempla it is

possible to show the method which makes it possible to construct

both these phenomena and any others which are part of the

given system. Thie fact will favour the etrengthening of

the role and significance of theoretical generalizations in

the system of the further education of teachers. The infinite

wealth of the unique can only be comprehended through a know

ledge of the general and the laws of the subject in hand.

Theoretical generalizations provide the principles for the

solution of not only those tasks on whose basis they have

been expreaeed but also of all others which belong to the

said area and which appear in practical educational activity.

"!le term "fact" in its usual usage means something which

he token plece, which has existed or exists. Theory may be

Knecientific, may reflect reality in a deformed manner but

as long ea it fulfils certain logical conditions and regulation

of the construction it is still the theory. Foots are, however,

such an element of knowledge which has the right to its name

only on condition that they are strictly and accurately in

accordance with reality cad with practice. In this sense it

1.68
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is necessary to understand the postulate expreased by V.I.

Lenin: Practice is above /theoretical/ knowledge because

it not only has the advantage of generality but also of

immediate reality. 1/
Insofar as the generality of practice

is depicted in theoretical knowledge which ie the result,

conclusion and generalization of "one thoueond million times

repeated actual relations" /Lenin/ then immediate reality"

is fixed in facts which precede theoretical cognition.

Theory is such a logical organization of knowledge which

is no longer subordinated to the fact but which controls it

in which it is possible to clarify all recta related to the

given entity and to derive them from one associating or main

principle Laws revealed by saience ere manifeeted through

facts. The general does not exiat otherwise than in the special

or through the special. The fact ie a form of existence and

of the immediate manifestation of the law.

The development of the science of education, its wealth

and complexity givee birth to an enormous variety of ped

agogical facts. As concerns the forme of description pedagogi

cal facts are classified into qualitative facts, qualitative

and quantitative facts, simple and complex facts, events and

eituation recta /proceesee/ and the facts of nonexiatence.

As concerns the degree of generalization facts are classified

into individual and masa facts, unique and general /facts

aummaries/. According to the periodicity of involved re

lationships general facts may be manifest as dynamic or

static. The latter reflect the general sum, the average

reeult, the trend which ie not identical with each case,

which is part of a large set. As to their relation to

the law certain pedagogical facto are typical, substantial

/the law is expreased very etrongly, it ie manifest explicitly

and evidently typical facta/, other facto express the lima

only diatantly and indirectly /atypical recta/ and some are

V.I. Lenin Collected works, vol. 29, p. 195 /Soviet edition/.
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exceptions from the given law /negative facto/. Negative

focte help determine the limits of the given law, the conditions

under which the given law applies; they are the stimulus for

developing new approaches, new theories, a new end more pro

found scientific clarification of pedagogical phenomena.

The idea expreeeed by X.D. Uskinekiy applies that "a

greater or smaller number of educational facte which the

educator experiences will remain mere facts, do not provide

him witn an experience. They have to act on theeducetor'e

mind, to become classified in him by their characteristic

properties, to become generalized, to become on idea; then

this idea and not the actual fact becomes the rule for the

educator'e educational activity ... The linkage of facto in

their ideal form, the ideal aspect of practice will become

theory in such a practical matter ea is educeticn".
1/

It ie very important to distinguish the facts from viewa

of the fact. No matter how paradoximally this may sound it

ie easier to separate theory from fact than fact from theory;

it ie eaeier to separate the eubjectiva in the content of the

theory than in the fact. Every man convinced that he is

presenting facto and nothing but the facto will certainly be

introducing something of himself into the explanation.

The accumulation of pedagogical facts ie often identified

with the accumulation of various procedurea which have been

proven in the work of individual teacnere. However, the

"pedagogical system compoeea of these isolated achievements

and discoveries, which often do not have the character of laws

and are determined by the epecific concrete situation end

apecificitiee of the teacher'e personality ie basically e

pedagogical conglomerate which does not reveal any substantial

reletionehipe between the existing aubetential phenomena in

the educational proceae end contains but an artificial linkage

of individual incongruoua caaes of pedagogical practice.

1/ K.D. Uakinakiy. Collected works, vol. 2, pp 18-19 /Soviet
edition/.
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The reality of facts becomes a scientific fact only if it

is presented and interpreted not subjectively "by eight", but

from the point of view of a certain theory. To a certain

extent the remark made by Claude Bernard applies that:

"The fact in itself is nothing; it bears significance only

thanks to the idea with which it ie linked or the proof

which it presents." Only the theoretical explanation of facts

will make it possible to do away with ways of thinking

which are habitually trenamitted into scientific pedagogy

from everyday practice and which create the illusion of

obviousness harmful for pedagogical cognition.

Pedagogical facts must be sought, claesified and se

lected; they must also be subjected to theoretical anelyeie

which studies dialectical inter relations between the unique

and the general, the random and the necessary, the phenome

non and the substance.

The theoretical analysis of pedagogical facts comprieess

the identification of the fact or phenomenon, its separation

from other facts and phenomena; the determination of the

set of the elements of the given fact or phenomenon; the

revelation of the content of each element of the given structure;

the determination of the origin, and formation of each element

of the structure; the determination of the role of each element;

the presentation of the proof of the linkage of the given

element with the other elements of the structure; the pene

tration into the process of the formation of the phenomenon

as an entity; the determination of the place of the integral

phenomenon in the characteristics of the educational procese

or in the formation of the personality.

In order to become an active creator and transformer

the eduoetor should not only simply imitate the work of good

teachers but needs to recognize the substance of the educational

process, to find its deep foundations. The science of education

1 7



frees the individual teacher from the necessity of carrying

out something where he cannot succeed, i.e., to repeat

all experience of the educational and cognitive activity

of mankind. However, the results of the science of education

only indicate the general end statistically moat frequent

road taken to reach the required goals. It is tUe matter

of the teacher to use these results in concrele unique

pedagogical situations, to be the creator of the pedagogical

process and through this process to be the creator el the

spiritual world of the pupils. As wee correctly depicted

by the significant Soviet educational ecientiat P.P. Blonekiy.

"The genuine teacher is not an encyclopaedia. He is Socrat-e.'

Thank.
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FINAL RECCUMENDATION

SUPPLEMENT D/1

The participants in the international colloquy: "The

Teacher and the Science of Education" held in Prague,

Czechoslovak Socialist hepublic, from October 22-26, 1979

with the participation of specialists from 10 europeen

countries and a representative of IBS/Mesco, Geneve,

discuesed important aspects of the further education of

teachers concentrating mainly on the following five problem

areas;

1. The science of education ea a means of raising the

effectivenees of the educational process and as pert of

the initial and further education of teaches;

2. The teaches ea the user of the scientific educational

information. Scientific information for the teacher,

its specific character, sources, availability, communicability,

etc.;

3. The teacher's attitude towards educational sciences.

The fight against empiriem in teaching practice. Scientific

oontrol of instruction.

4. Aoquiaing the acquisition of knowledge of the science

of education in the process of the education and self-

education of teachers.

5. The teacher ea the co-autnor of scientific educational

knowledge.

The participants in the Colloquy were informed by leading

representativee of Czechoslovak educational bodies of ex-

perience gained with the development of the Czecnosiovent

educational system, namely with the restructuring of teacher

education.

Following up on previous international events and

documents, namely the Recommendations of the 36th end 37th
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international conferencemon education held in Geneve in

1970 and 1979, the international conference of educationalists

of the socialist countries in Warsaw in 1977 and the

national teachers' conferences held in the European

socialist countriee in the years 1978 - 1979 and last but

not least on the round-table discussion on education up

to the year 2000 organized by the European Information

Centre of Charlea University for the Further Education of

Teachers and held in Prague in Moy 1979 with the participation

of representatives of Uneeco the Colloquy placed emphasis

on the exchange of view on handling educational information

as a form of the pre-servioe and in- service education of

teachers and on asseesing the possibilities of European

cooperation in this field.

The participants in the Colloquy agreed that in the

current period of the relentless endeavour for the imple-

mentation of the conclusions of the Helsinki agreement on

security and cooperation in Europe /1975/ and the new pesos

initiatives of L. Brezhnev /Berlin 1979/ favourable conditions

had been created in Europe for the further effeotive exchangr

of educational experience among experts from the individual

countriee of Europe. These conditions make it possible to

improve the organization, administration, planning, content,

methods anf forme of the further education of teachers,

fully respecting the speoificities of the social and

educational systems of the individual oountries concerned.

The participants also arrived at the conclusion that the

Colloquy had contributed to mutual understanding through

the exchange of views, experience, publications and specialiat

information.

In the course of the discussion the participants arrived

et the conclusion that changes in education which are

ourrently taking place throughout the world would not mater-

ialize unless the teacher is won over to accept them, for

his own. They also agreed that none of these ohangee should

14
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be implemented only on the basis of the empirical and

intuitive knowledge of educational reality. Therefore, they

concluded that it woe necessary that the scientific study

of these changes, their sources, trends, horizons, barrieram

eicuak and human consequences must go hand in hand with

changes in the educational system or must anticipate such

changes. This scientific knowledge must be incorporated

in the professional stock of knowledge and skills poaaeeeed

by the teacher.

The discuasion showed that all these views are not

only proclaimed In the countries concerned but that a wide

range of concrete and very inreresting model and strategies

had been developed for the speedy and effective implementation

of the achievements of modern educational and paychologicel

science into claesroom practice. It would be extremely useful

if these models were compared and made available to the

broad international educational public.

The discussion on the teacher as the co-euthor of education-

al information and the generalization of the beat educational

experience to the level of educational fact also yielded

very interesting conclusions. A number of highly interesting

models were demonstrated in the course of the discussion

on orienting the teacher to creative work. It was agreed that

the international educational public would appropriately

appreciate the individual components of the models as well

as the models ae such.

With regard to the said fact the participants in the

Colloquy "The Teacher and the Science of Education" agreed

1. to consider the teacher's independent work with educational

information to be on important end very effective form

of hie life-long education.

2. to recommend to the Uneeco Secretariat and to the respective

international and national organizations dealing with the

pre-service and in-service education of teachers to devote
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adequate attention to tLls question, to endoree the

exchange of knowledge and experience in this field

between the individual European countries end institutions

using the existin6 network of educational and research

institutions rind information services. In this respect

the following priorities have been agreed upon for the

following five year period:

2.1. bilateral and multilateral cooperation in research

and information activities;

2.2. cooperation of experts and their exchange under

the respective cultural agreement();

2.3. the further improvement of methods end for of the

teachers' independent work with educational information

and the orientation of teachers to creative scientific

work;

tne development of activities aimed at mutually

advantageoue international cooperation fully respecting

the epecificities of the educational and social

syetems of the individual European countries;

3 to recommend that the identification be continued of

specialists and organizations which specialize in or

marginally study the problems of the prompt transfer of

educational knowledge and the knowledge of marginal

sciences into educational practice et scientific level.

This identification could be based on the list of brief

characterietica of the specialist activity conducted

and publications put out by the participants in this

Colloquy which was prepared for the Colloquy by the

European Information Centre of Charles University for

the Further Education of Teachers on the basis of en

international questionnaire;
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4. The participant° in the Colloquy have recommended that

a/ a caeestudy be made related to the beet strategies

of introducing the reeulta of educational and peycho

logical research and other scientific knowledge into

educational practice with the aim of raising the

effectiveness thereof;

b/ an international comparative study be drawn up and

published dealing with the subject: The Teacher in

Research" describing the most effective forme of

involving teacher° and students of the teaching

profession in educational research;

c/ an international survey be conducted to find which

sources of educational information are moot frequently

required and used by teachers;

d/ the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, %ti ::,;SR, the

Hungarian People's Republic, the GDR andt.le Bulgarian

People's Republic should cooperate in drawing up and

publishing a monograph on the creative activity of

teacher° and its deliberate formation;

e/ an international collection of reprints should be

prepared for publication and published dealing with the

subject: The Progreso of Current Pedagogy end Educational

Psychology" such as would be suitable for the further

education of teachers;

5. The participants in the Colloquy recommend to the European

Information Centre of Charles University for Further

Education of Teacher° that an analogical meeting of

epecialists be convened within five yeare at the latest,

to discuss, e.g., the subject of: "The Development of

Teachers' Needs and Interest in Work with Educational

Information."

6. The participants in the Colloquy request the organizer°

of the Colloquy to process the Final Report and to

distribute it in Czech, Ruseian and English to all
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participants, observers, to the Unesco Secretariat and

to other Unesco institutions. They also request the

organizers to consider tho possibility of publishing

the Colloquy materials in form of a concise proceedings

which would in abbreviated form inform of the deliberations

of the Colloquy and would contain the most important

ideas presented in the keynote papers, the response

papers and in the communications. Such Prooeedinge

would be distributed in cooperation with Uneaco in the

Czech, Russian and Englieh versions to ell interested

specisliete and organizations. The participants also

turn to the UNESCO requesting it to devote adequate

attention to the problems of the preservice and in

service education of teachers by independent work with

educational information also in its future programmes,

to endorse further analogical meetings of specialists

on the speedy transfer of educational knowledge into

educational practice and in the development of programmes

in the area to take into consideration the final re

commendations of till Colloquy as well as recommendations

presented within the discussion° on the individual

problem areas;

7. The participants in the Colloquy thank the organisers for

having prepared and organized the Colloquy: The Teacher

and the Science of Education", they thank all institutions,

bodies and individuals under whose auspices the Colloquy

was held.They thank all tnose who presented keynote and

response papers, who presented their communication°

and took part in the diecuasion, the rapporteure and

members of working grouPs for their active participation

and for the singular attention which they devoted to all

eeseions and discussions of the Colloquy.
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